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HELMUT NICKEL
The Evolution of Composite Hieroglyphs in Ancient Egypt

HENRY G. FISCHER
Lila Acheson Wallace Curator in Egyptology, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

§1. The classical tradition. Among the more striking characteristics of hieroglyphic writing is the separateness or discreteness of its elements. In the first place, the phonetic and ideographic components are usually presented as individual signs; secondly, if the constituent parts of the signs sometimes combine diverse elements or points of view, they are generally fitted together in an appropriate fashion, even if it does not always respect the nature of whatever is represented. In inscriptions dating to the classical period of the Old Kingdom the exceptions to the first rule bear out the second, but in other periods the second rule was also infringed to a greater or lesser degree. This question may be examined by following the evolution of composite forms—those combining two or more hieroglyphs in a single monogram. Given the close interrelationship of art and writing in ancient Egypt, one may anticipate that such a survey will provide further insight into the aesthetic taste of that civilization.

§2. Classification of composite forms.

1. For an example of this date see Goedicke, Ägypten, 81 (1936) p. 22.
2. Pyr. à degrés IV, p. 37 and pl. 16 (76).
4. One example as early as the last reign of Dyn. I is recorded by Klasens in Emery, Great Tombs III, pl. 37 (13) and p. 35. The next earliest, at the very beginning of Dyn. IV, occurs in the reliefs of ḫḥw-ḥḥ in the Louvre (R. Weill, La IIIe et la IIIIe Dynasties [Paris, 1908] pl. 6). Later Dyn. IV examples: G. A. Reisner, History of the Giza Necropolis I (Cambridge, Mass., 1942) figs. 241, 242, 257; D. Dunham and W. K. Simpson, Mastaba of Queen Mersyankh III (Boston, 1974) figs. 29, 7, 12.
5. ḫḥw “magic”; Uuk. I, p. 202 (3); Capart, Rue, pl. 20; Drioton, ASAE 43 (1943) fig. 67, p. 500; etc. In the last two examples ḫḥw is attached to ḫḥw.
enced by the first, is not; it is simply a combination of the two elements of ḫm-kī “servant of the spirit,”⁶ and the third is similarly a calligraphic combination of two phonetic signs in the word ḫkī “magic.” Some further mechanical combinations of the last kind came into use only later: ḫkī (U₄) instead of ḫ-hkī (U₃)⁷ does not seem to have been used until Dynasty XII,⁸ and did not become common until the second half of that dynasty; ḫ-hkī (U₃ for ḫ-kī) is earliest known from the Second Intermediate Period,⁹ and only became common in the reign of Tuthmosis III.¹⁰

Except for a few early First Dynasty examples, where the frame is penetrated by an external hieroglyph (Figure 1a,¹¹ b¹²), the elements of the enclosed composite signs are usually quite separate. In other types of composites, however, a pair of signs are more immediately connected, and it is these that will be examined more closely, from one period to another, in the following pages, with particular attention to the appropriateness of the combination and the discreteness of the fusion. The second consideration calls for a further distinction between two categories: the cases where the signs simply impinge on one another and those in which one sign is traversed by a second.

§3. The Archaic Period. Emblematic writings of names are particularly characteristic of the early First Dynasty. They are well exemplified by the serekh of the Horus Aha and Queen Hetepw(y)-Neith¹³ (Fig-

---

6. J. Spiegel (Â.Z. 75 [1939] p. 118) has argued that the reading of the uppermost sign is similarly ḫm-kī, and Pierre Montet had already come to much the same conclusion some years earlier (Scènes de la vie privée dans les tombeaux égyptiens de l’ancien empire [Strasbourg, 1925] p. 403). This interpretation is disproved by a Fourth Dynasty writing of the plural as hḥw (Cairo CG 1384), showing that hḥw refers to the priests, while ḫh is the object of their attentions, which can only be ḫī. Compare Edel, Altäg. Gramm. I, §99, who does not mention this evidence but cites the variant writing ḫḥw, subsequently published by A.-M. Abu Bakr, Excavations at Giza 1949–1950 (Cairo, 1955) fig. 38.

7. Here, as in the following pages, I refer to Gardiner’s Sign List (Grammar, pp. 438–548) wherever a composite form is represented in his hieroglyphic font.

8. E.g. Sinai, pl. 21 (71, temp. Sesostri I); BM 574 (Simpson, TGG, pl. 61 [42.1], temp. Amenemhet II); BM 569 (same reign, HT II, pl. 20); BM 557 (Simpson, TGG, pl. 39 [26.1]; Boesse, Beschreibung II, pl. 7 (both temp. Amenemhet III)). Note, however, that an isolated example is known from an Eighth Dynasty decree at Coptos (Urk. I, p. 296 [15]) and ḫkī (Sinai) also occurs in this decree as well as two others of the same series (Urk. I, p. 300 [8], wrongly transcribed ḫ-hkī; compare H. Goedicke, Königliche Dokumente aus dem alten Reich [Wiesbaden, 1967] fig. 17); Urk. I, p. 302 (12).


10. E.g. Urk. IV, pp. 72 (15), 75 (14), 611 (16), 620 (6), 751 (16), 860 (3), etc. (all temp. Tuthmosis III or only slightly earlier); Rekh-mi-Rē, pl. 68, 107 (temp. Amenophis II).

11. From Petrie, RT II, pl. 14 (98). The serekh of King ḫn Biden the successor is often similar, in that the name Dr ( Ramses, a sheep) is placed at the top, so that the falcon stands upon it (RT II, pl. 15 [105, 106]).

12. From J. de Morgan, Recherches sur les origines de l’Égypte II (Paris, 1897) fig. 559, p. 169. In addition to these royal names there is the list of besieged towns of the Libyan Palette, Cairo CG 14238, each of which is being pierced by a hoe, as well as the breached hieroglyphic fortress of the Asiatics on the Narmer Palette (W. M. F. Petrie, Ceremonial State Palettes [London, 1953] pl. G [19] and K).

13. A. H. Gardiner interprets this as “The Neith Hetepw” (Egypt of the Pharaohs [Oxford, 1961] pp. 411, 412), but the two principal elements of the name are elsewhere presented normally, without the framing serekh. Furthermore the likeliest explanation of the terminal ḫh is that it represents the intensive ending -wy (as in the name ḫh-wy “How gracious she is,” as interpreted by Edel, Altäg. Gramm. II, §946).
ure 1a, b), as well as by two nonroyal names (Figure 1c, d) that are evidently to be read Dšr-kš.\(\hat{i}\)\footnote{14. Emery, Great Tombs III, pl. 37 (g). On p. 34 Klaasen suggests the reading Šhm-\(\hat{k}\)\(\hat{i}\)(?), while Kaplony, Inschr. äg. Frühzeit I, p. 448, reads Hfr-\(\hat{k}\). The same form of \(\hat{d}\)ır appears in the name Dšr-Nbny (or Dšr-Nbty?), Petrie, RT I, p. 4 (3).} and \(\hat{r}\)\(\hat{h}\)-\(\hat{k}\)\(\hat{i}\).\footnote{15. Emery, Great Tombs III, pl. 78 (2); II, fig. 198 on p. 127 and fig. 229 on p. 170; Petrie, RT II, pl. 16 (121); Kaplony, Inschr. äg. Frühzeit III, pl. 68 (242). The earliest of these examples dates to Wadij, the latest to Den. This is read by Kaplony (I, p. 448) as rm-kš “Mein Ka ist mein Wurfbolz.”} both of them being paralleled by normal writings in later archaic inscriptions from Djoser’s Step Pyramid.\footnote{16. For \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) see Pyr. degrès V, fig. 98, p. 61; for \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) (var. \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\)) see index, p. 103.} In addition to these, there are other equally early combinations of words such as those shown in Figure 1e, f, where the emblems of Upper\footnote{17. W. B. Emery, Excavations at Saqqara 1937–1938: Hor-Aha (Cairo, 1939) fig. 25, p. 28.} and Lower Egypt\footnote{18. Emery, Hor-Aha, fig. 24, p. 27; fig. 26, p. 28.} are mounted upon legs and feet; the last are very probably patterned on the hieroglyph \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) (W25) which is evidenced from the First Dynasty,\footnote{19. Petrie, RT I, pl. 15 (16). The hieroglyph \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) is itself prefigured by Naqada I bowls equipped with feet: Keimer, ASAE 35 (1935) pp. 162 ff., and MMA 10,176.113.} referring to the “produce” that is brought from these two regions, as in a Second Dynasty inscription that has \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) “produce of Lower Egypt.”\footnote{20. The sign \(\hat{\beta}\) in Petrie, RT I, pl. 15 (18); the sign \(\hat{\beta}\) in the same volume, pl. 15 (16).} A similar interpretation is possibly to be applied to \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\), which occurs among First Dynasty potmarks.\footnote{21. Petrie, RT II, pl. 24 (213).} Such emblematic combinations of words were scarcely ever again employed in the writing of names before the later years of Dynasty XVIII (see §8).\footnote{22. Note also an anomalous occurrence of \(\hat{\beta}\) in the Dyn. IV place name \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) (Rowe, ASAE 38 (1938) pp. 393–395 and pl. 55 [1]); A. Vigueau, Encyclopédie photographique de l’art: Le Musée du Caire (Paris, 1949) pl. 20); this is preceded by the cartouche of Cheops which may be part of the name, as in the similar names of estates (Helen Jacquet-Gordon, Les Noms des demesnes funéraires sous l’ancien empire égyptien [Cairo, 1962] pp. 133, 226, 228).} Another meaningful composite seems to occur in the later archaic writing \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\hat{\rho}\) \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\rho\) \(\hat{\beta}\)\(\rho\), the first sign combining phonetic \(\hat{\beta}\) and ideographic \(\hat{\beta}\), and the whole phrase perhaps referring to snw-wr “the great round,” a term for the sea, although the ideograph \(\hat{\beta}\) is not otherwise known to be attested for the stem śni earlier than Dynasty XVIII. Its use here is not an arbitrary transverse combination but a descriptive “encirclement” of \(\hat{\beta}\).

In addition to \(\hat{\beta}\), the First Dynasty provides evidence for at least one more of the familiar series of composites that mount a phonetic sign upon a pair of legs: \(\hat{\beta}\) (M18),\footnote{23. Petrie, RT II, pl. 24 (210).} \(\hat{\beta}\) (V15, T32) were added only in the Old Kingdom.\footnote{24. Cairo CG 14288: E. L. B. Terrace and H. G. Fischer, Treasures of Egyptian Art from the Cairo Museum (London, 1970) p. 22.} An equally familiar series of composites, showing a small hieroglyph at the base of some form of plant, is attested by a Second Dynasty example of \(\hat{\beta}\) mš-nšw “royal child(ren).”\footnote{25. Petrie, RT II, pl. 13 (96). This also reappears in a potmark: RT I, pl. 39 (2).} Several composites of the Archaic Period append a geographical term to the ideograph for land, as in \(\hat{\beta}\) Thna “Libya.”\footnote{30. If the same fusion occurred in later times, it was surely only by inadvertence; see, for example, a Thirteenth Dynasty example on an Edfu stela published by Barsanti, ASAE 9 (1908) pp. 1–2 and plate (line 11). One might compare Old Kingdom writings of \(\hat{\beta}\), which sometimes show the arms attached to \(\hat{\beta}\) rather than \(\hat{\beta}\), but this is a secondary deformation of the original idea; see the reference to Juncker in note 51 below.} A less common combination, dating to the reign of Narmer, oddly attaches the sign for ur to its phonetic complement, \(\hat{\beta}\),\footnote{31. Petrie, RT II, pl. 13 (96).} so that the bird is perched on a human mouth. This degree of incongruity is avoided in later inscriptions—at least until those of the Eighteenth Dynasty.\footnote{32. Petrie, RT II, pl. 24 (213).}
composite, in which the identification of a structure is framed by its walls, as well as the more unusual case of ḫ, containing the suffix-pronoun of ṭ in the epithet of Ptah who is “south of his wall.”

31. Probably 𓊝 (Ö8) should also be assigned to this same category. The horizontal position of ṭ is not arbitrary, but is evidently usual in Third Dynasty hieratic, where it sometimes appears above 𓊝 instead of within it.

32. The earliest carefully executed hieroglyphic examples of the Old Kingdom show the ends of ṭ barely projecting on either side (Figures 2a, b), and the amount of overlap may be compared with the slight overlapping of margins that occurs in hieroglyphic inscriptions and figurative representations alike from this time onward, notably in the case of long-tailed birds and mammals. The best parallel is provided by some examples of the enclosed composite hieroglyph for ḫwt ṭrt “great mansion” or “tribunal” (Figure 2c). The same considerations apply to 𓊝, a knife on a chopping block (mnt); in kḥḥ nmt, a title of butchers; this is frequently written 𓊝, which may be influenced more directly by 𓊝.37

Among the few emblematic combinations of two words there are two that are literally based on ṭrt “that which is under,” the sign 𓊝 being placed at the bottom in each case, even though it is read first: ṭrt-nṯr “necropolis” (Figure 3a-i) and ṭrt-hrw “course of the day” (Figure 3j-k).39 And there are some further combinations of two words that follow the pattern of 𓊝, mentioned earlier: 𓊝 (M28) in the title “greatest of the tens of Upper Egypt” (mdw Smw) and the problematic 𓊝.40 In other cases of this kind the lower element is a phonetic complement or the feminine ending: 𓊝 (M5), 𓊝 (M6), 𓊝 (M7), 𓊝 (M24) and 𓊝 (for 𓊝 “king”).41 Although these plant-composites are less meaningful

31. Palermo Stone, recto 4 (8), as pointed out by T. G. H. James, Ḥekanakhte Papers and Other Early Middle Kingdom Documents (New York) p. 123.

32. J. Garstang, Mahdiet and Bêt Khallîf (London, 1903) pl. 28 (2) and p. 27.

33. Pyr. à degrés V, pls. 27 (4), 31 (9), and p. 9.

34. Example a is from the reliefs of ṭy-bt in the Louvre (A. Vigneau, Encyclopédie photographique de l’art: Louvre I [Paris, 1935] pl. 8, and R. Weill, La IIIe et la IVe Dynastie, pls. 6); example b is from the chapel of Mḏn in Berlin (Goe dicke, MDIK 21 [1966] pl. 2); some other examples from this source show no projection whatever (pls. 5, 7, 8). An example on the base of a statue of Djoser conversely shows slightly more projection than this (Firth and Quibell, Step Pyramid, pl. 59), but other Old Kingdom examples show very little (e.g. Cairo J. 72201 [ASAE 40 (1941) pl. 73]; A. Fakhry, Sept tombesaux à l’est de la grande pyramide de Gizeh [Cairo, 1935] fig. 10, p. 19; Junker, Giza III, figs. 27, 28, foll. p. 166). It should also be noted that some Dyn. IV inscriptions combined 𓊝 in the same manner: A. Fakhry, Monuments of Snefru at Dahshur II, pt. 2 (Cairo, 1961) p. 5; H. Fischer, Egyptian Studies I: Varia (New York, 1976) pl. 7 (fig. 4).


38. In each case the first example is illustrated: (a) Margaret Murray, Saqqara Mastabas I (London, 1904) pl. 20; Junker, Giza VII, fig. 101; (b) Junker, Giza VI, fig. 10; IX, fig. 72; (c) Murray, Saqqara Mastabas I, pl. 8; Junker, Giza IV, fig. 36; (d) Murray, Saqqara Mastabas I, pl. 28; (e) Junker, Giza VIII, figs. 32, 34; Capart, Rue, pl. 95; (f) Cairo CG 14577; Urk. I, p. 120 (11), 122 (12), 123 (6), 265 (14); (g) HT I*, pl. 3 (2); Urk. I, p. 164 (3); (h) Cairo J. 43371 (Urk. I, p. 253 [3]); (i) HT I, pl. 19; Urk. I, pp. 23 (8), 139 (1), 217 (12, 17), etc.

39. (j) MFA 21.3081 (Reisner, History of the Giza Necropolis I, pl. 65b); (k) Davies, Ptolemy I, pl. 18 (309) and II, pl. 17, probably same); Capart, Rue, pls. 50, 58, 61, 89. In some cases 𓊝 or 𓊝 is written below 𓊝, but there is no link between the signs: Urk. I, p. 37 (14); Junker, Giza XI, fig. 76.

40. A possible example as early as Dyn. III: Pyr. à degrés V, fig. 167, p. 81; this might, however, be a writing of 𓊝 in pr-nṯt, as in the case of no. 117 on p. 53 (pl. 32 [5]). Old Kingdom examples may be found in Borchardt, Grabb. Saite-rq II, pl. 1; G. Jéquier, Le Monument funéraire de Pepi II, II (Cairo, 1936) pl. 13. In the Middle Kingdom 𓊝 was sometimes employed as a succinct writing of the title ṭḥ nṯt “acquaintance of the king” (e.g. Beni Hasan I, p. 41, 43), but is difficult to believe that it was originally read the same way; if the original reading was not ṭḥ (t) nṯt (for which question see, most recently, Fischer, Egyptian Studies I: Varia, p. 8, note 15), it may perhaps have been ṭḥ (mn) nṯt “friend of the king,” as suggested by the writings shown in JNES 18 (1959) p. 233 (3). A sign resembling 𓊝 is also known from the Late Period (Dyn. XXVI onward), but this represents the Memphite title ṭḥ: H. De Meeulenaere, Mélanges Mariette (Cairo, 1961) pp. 283–290. The last also takes the form 𓊝, which is once attested in an Eighth Dynasty writing of 𓊝 of the place-name ṭmnw (Turin coinn, Suppl. 13:268; E. Brovarski, in Studies in Honor of George Hughes [Chicago, 1976] p. 34). But in the isolated Eighth Dynasty occurrence it probably derives from a hieratic version of 𓊝, representing phonetic ṭmn, although this did not normally appear in the name of ṭmnw prior to the New Kingdom.

41. Some examples at least as early as Dyn. III, mostly in the phrase pr-nṯt “king’s domain”: Pyr. à degrés V, figs. 156, 161, 162, 164, pp. 78–90, pls. 9 (11), 22 (g), 32 (5); probably also fig. 123, p. 69, fig. 147A, p. 76.
than those compounded with ꟃ, they are nonetheless appropriate in that each shows a plant "rooted" in a smaller sign at its base.

At least nine more Old Kingdom composites of two elements, both of them phonetic, or one phonetic and the other ideographic, bring these elements together in the meaningful way that is sometimes called "spor-tive": a seated man lifts the first sign of ḥt “lift up” (Figure 4a); a standing man beats the initial sign of ḫw “beat” (Figure 4b); a man bears the sign ḫm in

42. The example is from Wild, Ti III, pl. 155. Other examples in Junker, Giza II, fig. 21, p. 155; Davies, Ptahhetep I, pl. 4 (9); Urk. I, pp. 282 (17), 283 (2), etc.

43. This example is from Davies, Ptahhetep II, pl. 7; see also vol. I, pl. 4, and Wild, Ti III, pls. 170, 174. A relatively early example (Dyn. III?) appears in Pyr. à degrés V, fig. 86, p. 58.
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\( \text{hm} \) “servant” (Figure 4e);\(^{44}\) a woman gives birth to the biliteral sign \( \text{ms} \) of \( \text{mti} \) “give birth” (Figure 4d);\(^{45}\) a hand presents the biliteral sign \( \text{di} \) (itself a loaf);\(^{46}\) of the verb “give” (Figure 4e);\(^{47}\) or receives the triliteral sign \( \text{stp} \) of the verb “receive” (Figure 4f);\(^{48}\) the pendant wattle of the biliteral sign \( \text{nh} \) (Figure 4g);\(^{49}\) the jabiru stork \( \text{br} \) strikes the sign \( \text{h} \) with a hoe to write the verb \( \text{hkt} \) “hack” (Figure 4h);\(^{50}\) a fire fan \( \text{r-\( \text{hnw} \) yelds an oar in the hieroglyph for \( \text{hni} \) “row” (Figure 4i).\(^{51}\)

It is, of course, difficult to say how many of the foregoing combinations were invented in the Old Kingdom, more particularly in the classical period of the Fourth Dynasty and later, and how many are survivals from earlier times. The inscriptions evidence from the first dynasties is far too incomplete to resolve this question.

Finally there are some meaningful composites that are entirely ideographic: \( \text{hs.k} \), an owl being decapitated, occurs as a determinative for \( \text{hbk} \) “cut off” in the Pyramid Texts;\(^{52}\) \( \text{shk} \) (T29), a knife on a chopping block, in the word \( \text{ntm} \) “slaughtering place” is a variant of the form \( \text{ntm} \) mentioned earlier, replacing an earlier writing that shows the knife well above the block;\(^{53}\) \( \text{M} \), a Fifth Dynasty sun temple, adds a solar disk to the tip of the obelisk;\(^{54}\) the sign \( \text{M} \) (M19) apparently represents an assemblage of offerings.\(^{55}\)

The remaining composites are few. A fusion of two phonetic signs occurs in at least two examples of \( \text{hkt} \) “magic,” which is essentially an enclosed composite (see note 5). The early Old Kingdom monogram \( \text{hshk} \) remains unexplained, although it evidently refers to a “master builder.”\(^{56}\) In the late Old Kingdom the two elements of the name of Osiris are inexplicably con-

44. From MDIK 16 (1938) p. 131; another example on p. 136 (fig. 2).
45. From Abu Bokri, Giza, fig. 29, p. 34; see also Junker, Giza III, fig. 28, foll. p. 166; Hassan, Giza V, fig. 101, p. 246; CG 1431 (H. Fischer, Egyptian Studies II [New York, 1977] fig. 38, facing p. 56).
46. Compare Gardiner, Grammar, p. 533 (X8).\(^{46}\)
47. From Wild, Ti III, pl. 174. For other Old Kingdom examples see Edel, Altägypt. Gramm. I, terminal pp. 146*-15*.\(^{47}\)
48. From Junker, Giza X, fig. 53, facing p. 144; see also Urk. I, pp. 282 (4), 285 (13); Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt (Princeton) 13 (1976) fig. 4, p. 11. The first and last examples appear in the word “Ippt-cloth.” A later example (Dyn. XII, temp. Sesostris I) occurs in Louvre C 3 (Simpson, Ttg, pl. 15 6:3), line 20.
49. From CG 41491 (R. Weill, Les Décrits royaux de l’ancien empire égyptien [Paris, 1912] pls. 2, 6; Urk. I, p. 284 [12]); also Urk. I, pp. 276 (11), 282 (9), 283 (4g, 9, 17), 286 (1), 287 (2, 12). For the form of the wattle, which hangs down the side of the neck, see Nina Davies, JE4 26 (1941) p. 79.
50. A hand-copy from the tomb of Pyr-\( \text{hkt} \) at Aswan (cf. Urk. I, p. 133 [10], which is inaccurate); also Pyr. 1837; compare \( \text{hn}, \)
\( \text{Pyr. 978; } \)\( \text{Pyr. 1880, Urk. I, 103 (8).} \)
51. From Wild, T1 II, pl. 111; explained by Junker, Giza IX, pp. 44–45. As Junker points out, this sign (D33) was often replaced by the meaningless form \( \text{hshk} \), probably influenced by hieratic (for which see P. Posener-Kriéger and J. L. de Genval, Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, Fifth Series: The Abu Sir Papyri [London, 1968] Pal. pl. 2 [D 33]). This form is not uncommon in Old Kingdom inscriptions (see also, for example, Oriental Institute, Mastabat an Nofera I [Chicago, 1938] pl. 21; Davies, Piatristen, pl. 5 [33]) or in those of the Middle Kingdom (including N. de G. Davies, Tomb of Antefk\( ^{52} \) [London, 1920] pl. 18; Beni Hasan I, pls. 24, 25 [98]; Siut tomb I [Montet, \( \text{kmi} \) (Paris) 3 (1930) p. 56 (276) and pl. 8 (21)]; CG 20476; etc.), but was little used in the New Kingdom (examples in ASAE 56 [1950] pl. 20.14 ff., first line at bottom; N. de G. Davies, Tomb of Piatristen II [New York, 1922] pl. 67 [35] as opposed to normal \( \text{hshk} \) in I, pl. 20 [5]).
52. Pyr. 635e (M), 962b, 963a (P, M); 227a (W) shows the knife above the head of the owl. Compare the remarks of F. L. Griffith, Hieroglyphs (London, 1898) and Newberry, JE4 37 (1951) p. 73.
53. For the early examples, showing the knife above the block, see Pyr. à degrés IV, pls. 9 (46), 14 (68). For the Old Kingdom monogram see Orientalia 29 (1960) pp. 171–172.
54. BM 1156A (HT I, pl. 27 [1]); BM 1143 (HT II, pl. 18 [2]).
55. Gardiner, Grammar, p. 81, explains the center of this sign as “heaped conical cakes” on the basis of Davies’ remarks in Rekhmi-R, p. 44, note 5, but fails to mention that Margaret Murray made the same observation some years earlier (Ancient Egypt [London] 1929, pp. 43–45); she also plausibly suggests that \( \text{M} \) represents a stylized half-loaf of bread and that the apparent \( \text{i} \) is a jar.
56. For examples see G. Godron, Rde 8 (1951) pp. 91–98.
nected (), and this form may have influenced a monogram of similar appearance, the title  iri-ıs “tomb maker.”57 A Sixth Dynasty writing of undu-is-cattle as  is also difficult to explain as a meaningful combination.58 “Silver” and “electrum” are sometimes written ,59,60 both of which may have been influenced by the traditional presentation of the “Golden Horus” name as it appears in Dynasty IV and after. A hieratic writing of “Hatnub” is rather similar; .61 At the very end of the Old Kingdom, in the Eighth Dynasty Coptos Decrees, the group  is ligatured in the reversed phrase ud nswt “royal decree,” evidently in order to clarify the reversal.62

To the best of my knowledge, the only clear Old Kingdom example of a transverse combination occurs in two Sixth Dynasty writings of the emblem for Upper Egyptian Nomes 13–14 at Meir (Figure 5a),63 where the final f of nfd (t) crosses the stem of the tree; other Old Kingdom examples of this emblem show the tree above  (Figure 5b).64

§5. HERACLEOPOLITAN Period. Apart from the exception that has just been mentioned, the first examples of arbitrarily crisscrossed monograms appear on an Upper Egyptian stela, where  is traversed by a recumbent gazelle in an unusual writing of  “official” (Figure 6a);65 on an Eleventh Dynasty stela from Dendera, which shows an early version of , combining two determinatives (Figure 6b);66 and on a pair of Theban stelae dating to the end of the reign of Wh-mn rh Intef, both of which show a composite writing of  “interpreter” (Figure 6c),67 although other composite forms of this title more often take the form shown in Figure 6d.68 Another Theban stela, dating to the early years of Nb-hpt-Rr Mentuhotpe, shows a combination of  and  (Figure 6e)69 that is closer to  than  (P7), both of which become common in inscriptions of the Middle Kingdom. A similar type of composite appears in an Eleventh Dynasty inscription that places the sign for wh “column” upon the determinative  (Figure 6f).70 The same inscription also writes tr “span” with the sign  on the back of the determinative, an ox (Figure 6g). A ligature resembling Eighth Dynasty  is known from Moalla and from false doors at Saqqara, combining  and  (Figure 6h).71 And another composite form links phonetic tm and the ideograph  (Figure 6i).72

§6. MIDDLE KINGDOM. Many other arbitrary composites make their appearance in inscriptions of the late Eleventh Dynasty and of the Twelfth Dynasty. One of the Eleventh Dynasty examples resembles the Old Kingdom hsk-sign (Figure 7); in this case, however, it does not represent a decapitated owl but shows an ideographic use of dm () with the owl serving as phonetic complement (m).73 In another case  shows

58. Meir V, pl. 39. For a later (Dyn. XII) occurrence, see A. de Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts I (Chicago, 1935) p. 129.
61. Anthes, Hatnub, pl. 12 (7), reign of Pepy II.
64. The example shown here is from L. Borchart, Das Grabdenkmal des Königs Ne-user-re (Leipzig, 1907) pl. 15; similar examples: A. Fakhry, Monuments of Smeru at Dahshur II, pt. 1 (Cairo, 1961) fig. 12, foll. p. 24; Junker, Gizeh I, §51, p. 221; Borchart, Grabd. Sathu-re I, fig. 51.
65. J. J. Clère in Miscellanea Gregoriana (Rome, 1941) pp. 455–496.
66. From W. M. F. Petrie, Dendera (London, 1898) pl. 7A (bottom right). For Dyn. XII examples see Cairo CG 20751 (in the name Nf-rfrt) and Louvre C 166 (in the name Nhfrt); cf. Ranke, Die Ägyptischen Personennamen I (Glückstadt, 1935) pp. 200 (14), 206 (24).
68. Clère-Vandier, TPPI, §11; J. Vandier, Mœilla (Caio, 1950) pp. 162 (1, a 1), 185 (II, a 1), 256 (VII, 1); MMA 65,107 (Goedicke, JNES 19 (1960) p. 488); Cleveland 14,543 (to be published in H. Fischer, Egyptian Studies III).
69. Clère-Vandier, TPPI, §26. Note that  actually shows  above  in the three passages quoted in H. Fischer, Dendera in the Third Millennium B.C. (Locust Valley, N.Y., 1968) p. 158, but in one case (D 842) the two signs are brought together and may represent another early example of .
70. Cairo J. 4604,8, from C. Fisher’s excavations at Dendera (D 3128).
72. Clère-Vandier, TPPI, §16 (5) and perhaps also H. Fischer, Inscriptions from the Coptite Nome (Rome, 1964) fig. 16, p. 113 (with note n on p. 116). Many other examples are to be found in A. de Buck, The Egyptian Coffin Texts (Chicago, 1958–1954) II, pp. 1, 37, 129, 291; III, pp. 27, 45, 102; V, p. 261; etc.
73. Fischer, Coptite Nome, fig. 16, p. 113, and pp. 116–117 (g). For the Dyn. XVIII use of this monogram, preceded by , see Urk. IV, p. 194 (17).
phonetic \( \text{\textit{christ}} \) ideographically located on top of \( \text{\textit{ve}} \) in \textit{uept} “crown” (of the head). Two other combinations of the same period are among the first to exemplify the transverse imposition of \( \text{\textit{ve}} \), one of them in the emblem of Upper Egyptian Nome 22 (Figure 8a), the other in \( \text{\textit{ve}} \) (O12), \( \text{\textit{h}} \) “palace” (Figure 8b). The first of these is not altogether arbitrary, however, since \( \text{\textit{ve}} \) not only supplies a phonetic element of the name \textit{N\texttt{r}t}, but also recalls the hand that emerges from the tree extending its flower in earlier examples of the emblem; that meaning is confirmed by examples on the Karnak shrine of Sesostris I, which show \( \text{\textit{ey}} \) in the hand of \( \text{\textit{ve}} \). And the sign \( \text{\textit{ey}} \) was quite possibly suggested by the earlier \( \text{\textit{ce}} \), in which \( \text{\textit{ve}} \) had become narrower, so that \( \text{\textit{ce}} \) projected more conspicuously on either side. The same pattern may be seen in \( \text{\textit{ie}} \) for older \( \text{\textit{ie}} \) (Og), and hieratic \( \text{\textit{ie}} \) for older \( \text{\textit{ie}} \). Similarly another composite sign, the determinative \( \text{\textit{ey}} \), was perhaps influenced by older \( \text{\textit{ey}} \) (N7). This period also supplies early examples of \( \text{\textit{ey}} \).

\[\text{FIGURES 6, 7 (left), 8 (right)}\]
Composites of the Heracleopolitan Period and Eleventh Dynasty

75. MMA 57-95 (\textit{JNES} 19 [1960], fig. 1, opp. p. 258, and p. 262).
76. Same, lines 6 and 7.
77. Same, p. 262.
79. Compare archaic \( \text{\textit{ey}} \) (\textit{hwt-rnh}), Petrie, \textit{RT I}, pl. 7 (4) (with II, pl. 7 [10]).
80. Anthes, \textit{Hatnub}, pls. 13 (10) and 17 (14).
81. Clèrè-Vandier, \textit{TPPI}, §32 (line 2). An example in \textit{JEA} 4 (1917) pl. 8 (line 10), may also be earlier than the end of Dyn. XI. Dyn. XII examples are frequent: e.g. Davies, \textit{Antefoker}, pl. 12; Louvre C 168; \textit{Meir} III, pl. 16. Gardiner, \textit{Grammar}, p. 488, thinks this may derive from \( \text{\textit{ey}} \) in words for “tomorrow” and “yesterday,” but it more likely stems from Old Kingdom \( \text{\textit{ey}} \) (\textit{CG} 1482, 1485; Reisner, \textit{A5} 64 [1929] pl. 3, etc.).
(U35), although in one case ← is located almost at the bottom of ↑ (Figure 8c),82 recalling the example of ↓ mentioned in §5.

In the inscriptions of the Twelfth Dynasty there is more abundant evidence for the use of ↓83 and ←84 as well as for the new composite forms ↓↓ (M27)85 and ←← (AA22),86 and for ↓87 as well as ← (S30).88 The form ↓↓ is known from early Middle Kingdom letters in hieratic,89 but also occurs in hieroglyphic texts of the late Middle Kingdom,90 and it is significant that the sign ← traverses ↓ instead of being placed within it, as in Old Kingdom ↓. A Twelfth Dynasty example of ↓↓ similarly contains the suffix-pronoun in tr. f.91 Two other transverse compounds in the Gardiner Sign List are likewise attested: ↓ (M14)92 and ↓↓ (V21).93

The Middle Kingdom also favored new combinations on the pattern of ↓↓ (Figure 9a), which is itself the most common example.94 Others include a combination of ↓ and ← in inr hd “white stone” (Figure 9b);95 ↓ and ← in the title imrr (Figure 9c);96 a variant of ↓↓

88. Temp. Sesostris I: Louvre C 168 (Studies Presented to F. Ll. Griffith [London, 1932] pl. 48 [b]). Amenemhet II: BM 574 (Simpson, TGG, pl. 61 [42.2]).
89. James, Heksamuthe Papers, p. 123.
90. BM 905 (HT III, pl. 41); W. M. F. Petrie, A Season in Egypt (London, 1888), pl. 11 [295]; CG 20476.
91. Bersheh II, pl. 8 (7).
93. Meir VI, pl. 18, temp. Sesostris III.
94. Amenemhet I (or slightly later): Beni Hasan I, pl. 44 (5, 6). Sesostris I: CG 20539 (recto, 5, shown in figure); CG 20542; Louvre C 168 (Studies Presented to F. Ll. Griffith, pl. 48b); Los Angeles County Mus. A 51.41.50–876 (Faulkner, JEA 38 [1952] pl. 1); Hayes, S’n-Wosret-rankh, pl. 7 (374), rare in these texts. Amenemhet II: CG 20541. Amenemhet III: CG 20538 (recto, 10, 23).
95. Late Dyn. XI: Clère-Vandier, TPPI, §§32 (12).
96. Beni Hasan I, pl. 44 (1), temp. Amenemhet I or slightly later; pls. 7, 9 (shown in figure), 12–15, 17, end of reign of Sesostris I.

**FIGURE 9**
Abutted composites of the Middle Kingdom
Virtually the only new composite form of a meaningful kind is 𓊐, which adds legs to 𓊇 to signify "follow" on the pattern of 𓊐; this is first attested on stelae dating to the end of the Eleventh Dynasty and otherwise seems to have remained restricted to Dynasties XII and XIII. An isolated occurrence of 𓊐 𓊇 “arrive” is also known, but it may be fortuitous.

§7. Second Intermediate Period. By the Thirteenth Dynasty the transverse combination 𓊐 (F50).109 was in use, as well as 𓊐, a new writing of the old title 𓊇 𓊐 “elder of the hall,”110 and 𓊐 (W5), a new writing for 𓊇 𓊐 “lector priest.”111 In the last case the position of 𓊐 does not enhance the meaning as it does in 𓊐 (§4), since it is not placed below the other sign but on top, where it produces a neater connection.

The inscriptions of this period are particularly apt to show overlapping in the groups 𓊐, 𓊐, although a few examples of the latter group are known from the Twelfth Dynasty.112

§8. New Kingdom. The new combinations of Dynasty XVIII are arbitrary, rather than meaningful, and are nearly all transverse, rather than simply abutted. The Middle Kingdom form 𓊐 disappeared almost entirely;113 the combination of 𓊐 and 𓊐 regularly took the form 𓊐;114 𓊐 was gradually replaced by 𓊐 (S14);115 and the last form was accompanied by the

97. Meir III, pl. 9, temp. Amenemhet II.
98. Beni Hasan II, pl. 25 (11), temp. Sesostris II.
100. CG 20539 (verso, 2), temp. Sesostris I (shown in figure), and probably Berlin 1204 (Av. Inschr. I, p. 174 [20]), temp. Sesostris III–Amenemhet III.
102. BM 237 (HT IV, pl. 38).
103. Beni Hasan I, pl. 3, temp. Sesostris II (shown in figure); similarly Davies, Antefoker, pl. 14, as corrected on p. 17, temp. Sesostris I, and Leiden V 73 (Boeser, Beschreibung II, pl. 19 [88]).
104. Florence 6965 (Schiaparelli Cat. 1774: RE 24 [1927] pl. 7 [A]).
105. CG 20515, temp. Sesostris I (shown in figure); BM 573 (HT II, pl. 6), temp. Sesostris II; BM 202 (HT IV, pl. 5) Amenemhet III.
106. Hamamdu, pl. 37 (192); Davies, Five Theban Tombs, pl. 32; Louvre C 15 (Drioton, RE 1 [1933] pl. 9).
107. Sesostris I: Louvre C 3 (Simpson, TGG, pl. 15 [6.3]). Amenemhet II: BM 567 (lines 5, 17, Simpson, TGG, pl. 23 [12.2]); Sesostris II: BM 573 (lines 5, 10, HT II, pl. 6). Amenemhet IV: Sinai, pl. 41 (118). Khendjer, Dyn. XII: Louvre C 11 (Simpson, TGG, pl. 80 [58.1]).
108. Bersheh I, pl. 15 (right edge), but the two signs are apparently separated in pl. 18.
comparable\(^\text{116}\) and an analogous form \(\text{hy} (\text{S}13),\(^\text{117}\)
all of which seem to have come into use shortly before
the New Kingdom.\(^\text{118}\) On the other hand, the transverse
combinations of the Middle Kingdom continued
and were supplemented by many others: \(\text{hu} (\text{G}3),\(^\text{119}\)
\(\text{hu} (\text{G}20),\(^\text{120}\) \(\text{hu} (\text{G}45),\(^\text{121}\)
\(\text{hu} (\text{G}6),\(^\text{122}\) \(\text{hu} (\text{D}59),\(^\text{123}\)
\(\text{hu} (\text{S}31),\(^\text{126}\) \(\text{hu} (\text{T}5),\(^\text{129}\)
\(\text{hu} (\text{T}1),\(^\text{130}\) \(\text{hu} (\text{T}2),\(^\text{131}\)
\(\text{hu} (\text{T}3),\(^\text{132}\) \(\text{hu} (\text{T}4),\(^\text{133}\)
\(\text{hu} (\text{T}5),\(^\text{134}\)
all attested in inscriptions
that antedate the Amarna Period. In addition
there was some further use of transverse combinations
involving the suffix-pronoun \(f\), as in Middle Kingdom
\(\text{hu} f\); the new combinations include \(\text{hu} \text{fr} f\) “his palace,”\(^\text{135}\)
\(\text{hu} \text{ty} f\) “his spirit,”\(^\text{136}\) and \(\text{hu} \text{ym} f\) “his might.”\(^\text{137}\)

Among the abutted combinations there are some

Petrie, G. A. Wainwright and A. H. Gardiner, Tarkhan I and Mem-
phis V (London, 1913) pl. 73 (16).

117. For S13 Gardiner cites BM 826 (temp. Amenophis III),
subsequently published by I. E. S. Edwards in HT VIII, p. 24 (3,
12) and pl. 21. An example dating to Amenophis I is to be found in
the reliefs assembled by Winlock in JEA 4 (1911) pl. 4.

118. The sign \(\text{hu}\) on an offering table from Edfu: Engelbach,
ASAE 22 (1922) p. 123. Also, apparently, \(\text{hu}\) at the end of line 4 of
the stela published by Barsanti, ASAE 9 (1908) pl. 1 to pp. 1–2.

119. Tuthmosis III: Urk. IV, pp. 896 (12), 894 (17), 1199 (9).
Amenophis II: Rekh-mi-Rê, pl. 72. Tuthmosis IV: M. Aly et al.,
Le temple d’Amada IV (Cairo, 1967) C 6; Private Tombs IV, pl. 2.
Amenophis III: CG 34025 (lines 17, 23).

120. Tuthmosis III: Urk. IV, p. 568 (17). Tuthmosis IV: Le
Temple d’Amada IV, C 1–2; Davies, Tombs of Two Officialis, pl. 36.
Amenophis II: W. C. Hayes, Burial Chamber of the Treasurer Sob-
mos (New York, 1939) pl. 5; Ahmad Badawi, ASAE 42 (1943) pl.
1 to pp. 1–23 (line 28); CG 34054; Two Sculptors, pl. 15; Ramose,
pl. 7, 16.

121. Urk. IV, p. 1640 (7), temp. Tuthmosis IV.

122. Tuthmosis I: Urk. IV, p. 32 (9). Amenophis III: CG 34025
(5, 22, 27). Note, however, that there is no basis for the odd group
\(\text{hu}\) as transcribed by W. Helck, Historisch-biographische Texte der
Zwischenzeit und neu Texte der 18. Dynastie (Wiesbaden, 1975)
p. 105; this is \(\text{hu}\), with \(\text{u}\) touching the head of \(\text{hu}\) but not
translating it.

123. Tuthmosis III: CG 34013 (5), Urk. IV, pp. 766 (2), 879
(2), 880 (1, 2). Tuthmosis IV: Private Tombs IV, pl. 10.

124. Tuthmosis IV: Private Tombs IV, pl. 4; Amenophis III:
CG 34025 (11); Petrie, Wainwright, Gardiner, Tarkhan I and Mem-
phis V, pl. 79 (16).

125. Early Dyn. XVIII: CG 34093 as well as \(\text{hu}\) hr, temp.
Amosis (Harari, ASAE 56 [1959] pls. to pp. 140 ff., col. 5).
G. Davies, Tomb of 3n-Amun (New York, 1930) pl. 9. Amenophis
III: Ramose, pl. 21.

126. Tuthmosis I: Urk. IV, p. 6 (13).

127. Tuthmosis III: Louvre C 26 (Urk. IV, p. 974 [4, 7, 10]):
a writing of \(\text{ym} f\).

128. Ramose, pl. 41.

129. One might suppose that this form, since it closely resembles
the earlier \(\text{hu}\), itself had an earlier beginning, and some Dyn. XIII
examples, temp. Sebek-hotep IV, are said to occur in M. Alliot,
Rapport sur les fouilles de Tell Edfou (1933) (Fouilles de l’Institut français
d’Archéologie orientale du Caire) 4, pt. 2 (Cairo, 1935) p. 32 (8, 11)
and pl. 16 (2), lines 8, 11; also pp. 30–31; p. 36 (6, 1, a); none verif-
able from the publication. Kamose: L. Habachi, Second Stela of
Kamose (Glückstadt, 1972) pl. 6–7 (18, 32). Tuthmosis III: Urk.
5 (hd); Two Sculptors, pl. 5; Ramose, pl. 40.

130. Tuthmosis III: Urk. IV, pp. 175 (8), 854 (10), 868 (7),
879 (9), 959 (9).

III: Two Sculptors, pl. 15.

132. Urk. IV, p. 534 (16), temp. Tuthmosis III.

133. E. Naville, The Temple of Deir el Bahari IV (London, 1901)
pl. 107.

134. Urk. IV, p. 1045 (10), temp. Tuthmosis III.

135. Urk. IV, p. 137 (16), temp. Tuthmosis II.

136. CG 34025 recto (2), temp. Amenophis III.

137. In the epithet \(\text{fm} \text{ym} f\) “who conquers by his might,”
Ahmad Badawi, ASAE 42 (1943) p. 4 and pl. 1, line 1. Temp.
Amenophis II (but affected by later restorations, as noted in
Urk. IV, p. 1301).

261; Fakhry, ASAE 37 (1937) p. 31.

186 (9); Amice Calverley, Temple of King Sethos I at Abydos IV (Lon-
don, 1958) pl. 37; Oriental Institute, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak
I (Chicago, 1936) pls. 58, 63, 69, etc.

140. The example in Urk. IV, p. 172 (3), temp. Tuthmosis III,
possibly exemplifies the fusion of plant and \(\text{hu}\), but it is more likely
like the one shown in M. Aly and others, Le Temple d’Amada IV,
C 17–18.

141. E.g. Urk. IV, p. 809 (4, 8), temp. Tuthmosis III.
Although the details of this evolution need not be pursued beyond the reign of Amenophis III, it should be added that new combinations were continually added in later times. Thus the late New Kingdom writing of old \( \hat{\xi} \) as \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) seems to occur for the first time in the Amarna inscriptions,\(^{142}\) and \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) may be even later;\(^{143}\) so too, with greater probability, the composite form \( \hat{\xi}^2 \), which is known from the Twentieth and Twenty-second Dynasties.\(^{144}\) The almost equally bizarre compound \( \hat{\xi} \) is later still, apparently no earlier than Dynasty XXX.\(^{145}\)

The late Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties revived (whether consciously or unconsciously) the use of monograms of First Dynasty style for the writing of royal names, and this use was subsequently applied to nonroyal names in the Libyan Period.\(^{146}\) Something akin to this procedure is known as early as from the reign of Tuthmosis III, when the name of the king’s funerary temple, \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) \( \hat{\xi} \) \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) “the life of Tuthmosis III is offered” is at least once written \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) \( \hat{\xi} \), with the \( \hat{\xi} \) sign looped over the arm of \( \hat{\xi}^2 \).\(^{147}\) In the case of personal names, the emblematic combinations usually assemble the various elements in the hands and on the head of a human being or anthropomorphic deity, and they lack the ingenuity of their ancient predecessors or of the sportive compounds that were popular in the Old Kingdom.\(^{148}\)

§9. Conclusions. After the First Dynasty, when hieroglyphs were frequently fused in an arbitrary fashion, sometimes with little regard to their pictographic reality, combinations of signs generally respected that reality to a greater extent. A certain degree of meaning or logic is to be found in nearly all of those that are attested in Old Kingdom inscriptions. A much larger proportion of arbitrary fusions made their appearance toward the end of the Heracleopolitan Period and in the Middle Kingdom, and in several cases one sign was inappropriately imposed upon another. In the New Kingdom, transverse combinations greatly increased in number, and often at the expense of comparable alternatives that combined the same elements more discretely—abutted rather than crisscrossed—and this period tolerated the creation of particularly incompatible forms in which an arm or sickle was compounded with a bird. It is true that, in the earlier examples of the bird compounds, the incongruity was often mitigated by showing the arm or sickle behind the bird rather than imposed upon it.\(^{149}\) The latter alternative was at least occasionally preferred before the Amarna Period, however.\(^{150}\) And by the beginning of the Nine-

\(^{142}\) N. de G. Davies, Rock Tombs of Amarna II (London, 1905) pl. 21. See also N. de G. Davies, Tomb of Nefer-hotep (New York, 1933) pl. 35 (early Dyn. XIX).

\(^{143}\) As exemplified in Oriental Institute, Medinet Habu II (Chicago, 1932) pls. 86 (27), 88 (9).

\(^{144}\) Dyn. XX in hišity “face” (Wh. III, p. 29); W. M. F. Petrie, Koptos (London, 1896) pl. 19 (bottom, temp. Ramesses VI). Dyn. XXII in the title hišity: Oriental Institute, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak III: Bubastite Portal, pl. 10 (A), and Caminos, JEA 38 (1952) pls. 11 (5, 7, 28), 12 (36). Compare \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) in W. M. F. Petrie and J. E. Quibell, Naqada and Ballas (London, 1896) pl. 79, dating to the Rameseide Period.

\(^{145}\) Clère, RÉE 6 (1950) p. 144 (R), gives Dyn. XXX examples. So also Leiden D 61 (C. Leemans, Monuments égyptiens II [Leiden, 1842] pl. 15) and CG 697 (Fischer, Egyptian Studies II, fig. 33), the latter Ptolemaic. The imposition of \( \leftarrow \) also occurred in other composite hieroglyphs from this time onward.


\(^{147}\) Urk. IV, p. 1198 (9, 10), from Theban tomb 79, (also given in pp. 1355 [3], 1396 [5], 1337 [12]); later examples from Theban tomb 72, temp. Amenophis II: pp. 1457 (16), 1459 (4, 6).

\(^{148}\) A new sportive writing of the older variety does seem to occur on the wooden base of a statue, probably Dyn. XIX, which shows the name Wir-Shi with the first word written \( \hat{\xi} \). The standing man might be explained as \( \hat{\xi} \) \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) \( \hat{\xi} \), echoing the final consonants of \( \hat{\xi} \) (\( \hat{\xi}^2 \)): Florence 7666 [sic] (A. Pellegrini, “Glanures,” Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philologie et à l’archéologie égyptiennes et assyriennes 20 [1898] p. 96). At the beginning of the New Kingdom (Urk. IV, p. 46 [6], reign of Amenophis I) the monogram \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) serves as a writing of \( \text{dpt 3i nwt} \) “an offering that the king gives,” but this is wholly pictographic; compare J. J. Clère in Studi in memoria di L. Rosellini (Pisa, 1955) pp. 35–38. The later (Dyn. XXV) monogram \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) for \( \text{mdw mn} \) “who adheres to the way” is, on the other hand, an emblematic writing of the kind that was sometimes employed for personal names: Gunn, Bulletin de l’Institut français d’Archéologie orientale (Cairo) 30 (1930) p. 795, note 2.

\(^{149}\) Thus in the examples from Rekh-mi-Rê, Private Tombs IV, and Two Sculptors cited in notes 119, 120, 123.

\(^{150}\) Thus in the example from Le Temple d’Amda cited in note 119, the one cited in note 120 being inconclusive; the first of the two examples from Ramose is similarly inconclusive, while the second shows the arm superimposed on \( \hat{\xi}^2 \). Two examples of \( \hat{\xi}^2 \) are shown in E. Naville, Temple de Deir el Bahari III (London, 1897) pl. 81, and V (1905) pl. 140, but these are also inconclusive since the surface is damaged in both cases.
teenth Dynasty, as illustrated by the temple of Sethos I at Abydos, forms such as 𓊳 were used at least as often as 𓊴. This distinction is, of course, scarcely recognizable in relatively small-scale incised inscriptions.

The gradual use of increasingly incongruous combinations of hieroglyphs is paralleled by other developments that similarly violated the classical propriety of the Old Kingdom. Whereas Old Kingdom statues, unlike those of the Archaic Period, normally located the identification of the owner on the base or other structural element, or else on some other logical appurtenance such as a roll of papyrus on the lap or on the belt, the increasingly lengthy inscriptions of later statuary gradually spread to other clothed areas of the body until finally, toward the reign of Tuthmosis III, inscriptions began to be placed on unclotted areas of the body as well. An even closer parallel may be seen in the treatment of the animal legs of furniture. While stretchers were placed between plain legs of chairs from the Old Kingdom onward, it was not until the reign of Amenophis III that such structural support was ever attached to legs of animal form.

The last example in particular demonstrates that even in those cases where naturalistic forms were incomplete, there was, for many centuries, a great deal of resistance to the idea of amalgamating such forms with elements that were felt to be incompatible. For this reason, and in view of the gradual and progressive development of hieroglyphic combinations that might be considered incongruous, one may fairly conclude not only that the Old Kingdom scribe failed to invent a composite form such as 𓊴 but that he would, as a rule, have rejected it; and that the scribe of both the Old and Middle Kingdoms would similarly have rejected a form such as 𓊵. Perhaps the Eighteenth Dynasty scribe would have felt later forms such as 𓊶 and 𓊷 to be equally outlandish. Furthermore, although this evolution tended to disregard the concrete forms of hieroglyphs, it rarely, if ever, originated in the more abstract and cursive form of writing known as hieratic, where ligatures are frequent, but was, from first to last, essentially a hieroglyphic phenomenon.

The parallel that is to be drawn from the migration of inscriptions on statuary is scarcely less instructive. Here, as in following the evolution of composite hiero-

151. Amice Calverley, Temple of King Sethos I at Abydos (London-Chicago, 1933-1958) I, pls. 13, 16; II, pls. 5 (bottom, second unit from left), 11; III, pls. 16, 39.

152. Calverley, Temple of King Sethos I, I, pl. 19; II, pls. 5, 6, 7; III, pls. 50, 52 (b). The difference is not related to the orientation of the hieroglyph, right or leftward. Here one may also note the curious example in relief from the temple of Ramesses II at Abydos (Figure 10), shown by Weigall, ASAE 11 (1911), p. 174, fig. 4, where the arm-sign is held by the wing of the quail chick.

153. A very few Old Kingdom statues do show an inscription on the kilt: MFA 12.1488; Berlin 8430 (Aeg. Inschr. I, p. 69); CG 76, 268 (?); such examples are so rare that they may be considered "exceptions that prove the rule." For inscriptions on the belt see Cairo CG 37, 89, 196, 201; MMA 26.2.7 and Cairo J. 67969 (same person: A. H. Zayed, Trois Études d'Égyptologie [Cairo, 1956] p. 8; inscribed scepter of same, p. 2).

154. MFA 29.7.28 (cartouche of Tuthmosis III on shoulder: Dunham, JEA 15 [1929] p. 164 and pl. 32); Cairo CG 42123 (same cartouche and location); University Museum, Philadelphia, E. 10980 (name of owner on upper arm: D. Randall-MacIver and C. L. Woolley, Buhé [Philadelphia, 1911] pl. 36); the last example is evidently at least as early as the others.

155. An early Eighteenth Dynasty stool with highly conventionalized lion's legs (Cairo J. 43165) has stretchers at the front and rear (Earl of Carnarvon and Howard Carter, Five Years' Explorations at Thebes [London, 1912] pl. 71); the earliest examples with stretchers between naturalistic lion's legs occur in the furniture of Sit-'Imn, the daughter of Amenophis III: T. M. Davis, Tomb of Iouiya and Touyoua (London, 1907) pls. 33-34 (chair, Cairo CG 51113); pl. 37 (bed, Cairo CG 51110). In the Amarna Period, stretchers (and sometimes braces as well) were placed between the animal legs on either side (N. de G. Davies, Rock Tombs of El Amarna II [London, 1905] pls. 14, 38; V [1908] pls. 21, 23). This subject will be dealt with more fully in a forthcoming monograph on Egyptian chairs.

156. There are possibly a few exceptions. Old Kingdom, 𓊴, and Dyn. XI-XII 𓊵 are only known to me in the hieratic inscriptions of Hatnub (notes 61, 80). The form 𓊴 is known earlier in hieratic than in hieroglyphic script (note 89 above), and hieratic 𓊵 occurs in a Dyn. XII copy of the Story of Sinuhe (Br14: A. M. Blackman, Middle-Egyptian Stories [Brussels, 1932] p. 33). Most curiously, the form 𓊵 (for 𓊷) seems to occur repeatedly in a Sixth Dynasty papyrus from Elephantine: G. Möller, Hieratische Paläografia I (Leipzig, 1909) no. 149; the hieroglyphic equivalent is found in Hyksos names, as Möller notes, and it occasionally makes a reappearance in names of the Ramesside Period (e.g. K. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions [Oxford, 1969-1974] II, p. 186 [9]; VI, p. 16.
glyphs, we may trace an ever-widening breach in the unity of art and writing, which was so well respected in the Old Kingdom. That unity was never entirely lost, but hieroglyphic writing thereafter tended to follow its own evolution and to be used for its own sake, with less regard for the naturalistic aspect of the hieroglyphs, or for the forms upon which they were inscribed.

The emblematic creations of the late New Kingdom might seem to revive the spirit of meaningful sportive monograms that were invented in the Archaic Period and (perhaps) in the Old Kingdom, and which, in many cases, continued in use, but the later writings of names are less meaningful and often highly contrived. This insistence on emblematic writing for its own sake must, in fact, be regarded as yet a further step away from Old Kingdom tradition.

ABBREVIATIONS

Aeg. Inschr.—Aegyptische Inschriften aus den Königlichen (or Staatlichen) Museen zu Berlin I-II (Leipzig, 1913–1924)
Anthes, Hatnub—Rudolf Anthes, Die Felsenschriften von Hatnub (Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und Altertumskunde Aegyptens 9) (Leipzig, 1928)
ASAE—Annales des Service des Antiquités de l’Égypte (Cairo)
ÄZ—Zeitschrift für ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde (Leipzig and Berlin)
Beni Hasan I—P. E. Newberry, Beni Hasan I (London, 1893)
BM—The British Museum, London
Boeser, Beschreibung II—P. A. A. Boeser, A. E. Holwerda, and J. H. Holwerda, Beschreibung der aegyptischen Sammlung des Niederländischen Reichsmuseums der Altertümer in Leiden II (The Hague, 1909)
Borchardt, Grabd. Sashu-re—Ludwig Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Königs Sashu-re I-II (Leipzig, 1913)
Cairo J. + number—Monuments in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, unpublished unless otherwise noted
Cairo T. + numbers—Monuments in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, listed in the Temporary Register, but unpublished unless otherwise noted
Capart, Rue—Jean Capart, Une Rue de tombeaux à Saqqarah (Brussels, 1907)
CG + number—Monuments in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, numbers referring to Catalogue général des antiquités égyptiennes du Musée du Caire:
  CG 1–1294: Ludwig Borchardt, Statuetten und Statuetten von Königinnen und Privilegen I-V (Berlin, 1911–36)

[1], but no further hieratic examples are attested. The heratic equivalent of (see note 8) occurs relatively early at Hatnub (Anthes, Hatnub, p. 36 and pl. 16 [no. 16, line 7]), but this inscription may be later than Dyn. XI (W. Schenkel, Frühmittelägyptische Studien [Bonn, 1962] §34). Two Old Kingdom hieratic examples of (see note 93) are given by G. Møller, Hieratische Paldographie I, no. 252, but both are actually (see note 37); compare Posener-Krieger and de Cenival, The Abu Sir Papyri, pls. 49 (B), 87 (B).

CG 1295–1808: Ludwig Borchardt, Denkmäler des Alten Reiches I-II (Berlin and Cairo, 1937–64)
CG 11001–12000 and 14901–14754: J. E. Quibell, Archaic Objects I-II (Cairo, 1904–05)
CG 34001–34189: P. Lacau, Statues du Nouvel Empire I-II (Cairo, 1909–26)
CG 42001–42250: Georges Legrain, Statues et statuettes des rois et des particuliers I-III + index volume (Cairo, 1906–25)
Clère-Vandier, TPII—J. J. Clère and J. Vandier, Textes de la Première Période Intermédiaire et de la XIIème Dynastie, Fasc. 1 (Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca 10) (Brussels, 1948)
Davies, Ptahhetep—N. de G. Davies, The Mastaba of Ptahhetep and Akkhetetep at Saqqarah I-II (London, 1900–01)
Emery, Great Tombs—Walter B. Emery et al., Great Tombs of the First Dynasty I-II (Service des Antiquités de l’Egypte: Excavations at Saqqara) (Cairo and London, 1949–58)
Hammādāt—J. Couyat and P. Montet, Les Inscriptions hiéroglyphiques et hiératiques du Wad Hammādāt (Mémoires publiés par les membres de l’Institut français d’Archéologie orientale 34) (Cairo, 1912)
Hassan, Giza V—Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza V (Cairo, 1944)
HT—The British Museum, Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, etc., in The British Museum I-IX (London, 1911–70)
JEA—Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, London
ADDITIONAL REMARKS

To note 13, the same interpretation of the name Hetep(y)-Neith has already been suggested by Helck, *AZ* 79 (1954) p. 30.

To note 105. A few earlier examples, including some odd variants, occur on Eleventh Dynasty coffins from Akhmim: Pierre Lacau, *Sarcophages antérieurs au Nouvel Empire* (Cairo, 1904) pp. 1, 5, 17, 39, 34, 35, 37.
The Iconography of the Tympanum of the Temptation of Christ at The Cloisters

VASANTI KUPFER
Department of The History of Art, Yale University

A carved Romanesque tympanum and lintel (Figure 1) in the Cloisters Collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art are said to have come from Errondo (also known as Raondo), a small community that lies in ruins nineteen kilometers southeast of Pamplona, Spain, near the village of Unciti. In 1944 José Gudiol attributed these two reliefs to the Cabestany Master, an anonymous sculptor associated with a group of works in Languedoc, Roussillon, Catalonia, and Tuscany.1 Discussion of the “Errondo” carvings has focused entirely upon their relationship to the oeuvre of this master, whose enigmatic career Léon Pressouyre has convincingly placed within the third quarter of the twelfth century.2 I would like for the moment to ignore the attribution and chronology of these sculptures and concentrate on the iconography of the tympanum.

It must first be noted, however, that the present arrangement of the tympanum and lintel as a single architectural unit is probably incorrect. Their different dimensions seem to suggest that these sculptures are not from the same portal. The lintel (62 x 198 cm.), approximately three-quarters the height of the tympanum (79 x 160 cm.), is altogether too large for the tympanum, which rests unevenly along its upper edge. The lintel is also much too long for the tympanum, especially if one takes into account that no voussoirs, which would have required the added length of the lintel, have been found at Errondo. Furthermore, the color of the stone differs: the lintel is gold brown, the tympanum almost gray. The stone evidently came from different quarries, although only a petrographic analysis could confirm this.

Gudiol had traced the carvings to Errondo on the basis of an old photograph that showed only the lintel in situ embedded in the wall of a mill. Fr. Fernando de Mendoza first published this photograph in 1924 as an illustration to his article describing in some detail his discovery of the lintel and the site of Errondo, but he made no mention of a tympanum. He suggested that the lintel may have come from the chapel of the fortress of Errondo, of which only a section of wall remains.3 Having recently examined the site, now reduced to a barren plowed field around the wall of the fortress, I found it impossible to determine the ground plan of either the fortress or a chapel. The stone debris scattered over the hills beyond the immediate site, which occasionally defines rectangular plots, seems to be the vestige of the community. Gudiol, who was apparently unaware of Mendoza’s account, was familiar with the photograph of the lintel from its reproduction in a later publication, which again discussed only the lintel and did not refer to a tympanum.4 The lintel disappeared from Errondo after 1924; in 1941 it turned up combined with the tympanum in the possession of a dealer

in New York. Neither the site nor the disposition of the tympanum at the time of its recovery has ever been reported, and to the present day the original context of the work remains unknown. The Cloisters tympanum and lintel, then, may have even belonged to different monuments. The iconography of the lintel, which is indigenous to northeastern Spain, is not thematically related to that of the tympanum and will not be considered further, here.

The sequence of events on the tympanum proceeds from right to left, in contrast to the conventional order in narrative relief sculpture. The alternation of three demons with three large cross-nimbed figures of Christ standing on an animal and holding a book in his left hand.

5. It has not been possible to trace the history of the carvings between the date of the publication of the lintel in situ and the date of its arrival in New York. In 1941, James Montillor, Inc. owned the sculptures and sold them a year later to Joseph Brummer, who in turn auctioned them in 1949: Joseph Brummer Collection III, sale, Parke-Bernet Galleries, New York, June 9, 1949, p. 122, no. 523. In 1951, the sculptures, which then belonged to Paula de Koenigsberg, were exhibited in Buenos Aires: P. de Koenigsberg, Exposición de obras maestras: siglos XII al XVII, exhibition catalogue (Buenos Aires, 1951) pl. xiv. The Metropolitan Museum purchased the carvings in 1965.

hand illustrates the Temptation of Christ (Matt. 4:1-11, Luke 4:1-13). On the left side Christ appears a fourth time, but with two small winged figures, the ministering angels who attended him immediately following his temptation (Matt. 4-11, Mark 1:13). The artist has carved the three encounters between Christ and Satan, but has given an identifying prop for only the first trial—the request to transform stones into bread—by rendering the demon with stone in hand (Figure 2). Although this episode is common to both Luke and Matthew, the latter is probably the source here, since it is the only account that both describes three distinct temptations and includes the Ministry of the Angels. The angel to Christ’s right bears a platter of fish, while Christ holds a round loaf of bread offered by the angel to his left (Figure 3). Neither scripture nor any commentary to my knowledge names the objects borne in service to Christ.

The Temptation cycle of the Cloisters tympanum is interesting not simply because it is an example of a narrative that occurs infrequently in Romanesque sculpture, but because it is a unique variation of iconographic conventions established in wall painting and manuscript illumination as well as in sculpture. The components of the Cloisters cycle—the series of three confrontations between Christ and Satan, the descriptive detail of the stone, the completion of the cycle with the ministry of angels who bring food to the victor, and the image of Christ treading upon a beast—derive from several distinct traditions within the pictorial repertoire of the Temptation. In combining these various traditions the Cloisters cycle deviates from iconographic norms. The fusion of motifs from diverse but familiar traditions may have come about spontaneously through a visual association of related representations. However, it is also plausible that the tympanum makes a statement for which a new pictorial formula had to be created. The theological concept that emerges reflects the influence of Saint Augustine’s commentary on the Temptation as contained within the second sermon on Psalm 90 in the Enarrationes in Psalmos, a text especially popular in the twelfth century. In the discussion that follows I shall attempt to identify the various traditions reflected in the Cloisters relief and to clarify the relationship between the imagery and Augustine’s ideas.

The Temptation is generally represented in one of two ways: a complete narrative rendition of the three encounters between Christ and Satan, or an abbreviated form in which one episode is selected to represent the whole cycle. In all complete cycles, the trials are clearly distinguished from one another by such scenic devices as a stone, a building, or a mountain, which identify the particular temptation and indicate the relevant passage in Matthew or Luke. Complete renditions appear in Niccolò’s lintel in the west façade of the Cathedral of Piacenza, in the reliefs of the southern porch of St-Pierre in Beaulieu (Corrèze), and in those of the southeast pier in the cloister of St-Trophime at Arles, in monumental fresco and mosaic cycles, in many manuscripts, and in four capitals. Whether the three

7. Gudiel Ricart, (“Los relieves de la portada de Erondo,” p. 10) mistook the angels for children and wrongly identified the scene as the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes.

8. In 1931, André Wilmart inventoried European libraries for extant manuscripts of the Enarrationes. Of the 968 manuscripts surveyed, he judged 147 to be from the twelfth century, 61 from the eleventh century, 24 from the tenth century, 37 from the thirteenth century and 29 from the fourteenth century: A. Wilmart, “La tradición des grands ouvrages de Saint Augustin,” Miscellanea Augustiniana II (Rome, 1911) pp. 295-315. The preface to the Enarrationes in the Corpus Christianorum, series Latina 98 (Turnhout, 1915) p. vi, note 4, lists 28 manuscripts not included in Wilmart’s survey: six from the twelfth century, five from the eleventh century, five from the ninth century and earlier, three from the thirteenth century, and three from the fourteenth century. Both inventories overlooked a late twelfth-century manuscript in the Cathedral of Burgos de Osma (Ms. 76) that can perhaps be localized to the abbey of Fitero in Navarre, not far from Pamplona (L’art roman, exhibition catalogue [Barcelona, 1961] p. 97, no. 16). The authors of these surveys were not concerned with manuscripts recorded in the holdings of medieval scriptoria, but now no longer extant. A catalogue of the library of Santa Maria de Só de Urgell, drawn up in 1148, mentions Augustine’s books of the expositions on the psalms (P. Pujol i Tubau, “De la cultura catalana mig-evil: una biblioteca dels temps romànic,” Estudis Universitaris Catalans 7 (1913) pp. 1-3, esp. 5 f).

9. Frescoes: Sant’ Angelo in Formis, north wall of nave (1070s or 1080s); St-Aignan at Brinay-sur-Cher, south wall of choir (mid-twelfth century), includes only two episodes of the Temptation plus the Ministry of the Angels; section from San Baudelio de Berlanga, Soria province (third or fourth decade of the twelfth century) now at The Cloisters. A fresco of the Temptation, now nearly completely destroyed, once existed in the chapter house of the monastery in Sigena, Huesca province (first quarter thirteenth century). Mosaics: San Marco’s in Venice, vault of the south crossing (late twelfth or thirteenth century); Cathedral of Monreale, back wall of south transept (1180s).
The first and second temptation. Detail of Figure 1

The Ministry of the Angels. Detail of Figure 1

temptations are strung out horizontally or arranged in a more complex structure, as at Beaulieu, it is the scenic element that identifies the episode, orders the events, and thus provides the full narrative context of the image.

In abbreviated versions, one temptation stands for the entire series. This type appears in several capitals, where one face displays a single confrontation between Christ and Satan, usually the episode of the stones, and the side adjacent to the main scene may occasionally contain an attending angel. The few abbreviated representations in Western manuscripts also focus prima-


11. In the cloister of Moissac, in the cloister of San Pedro el
Viejo in Huesca, the capital group of the trumeau of the Puerta de la Gloria at Santiago de Compostela, and a French capital of unknown provenance in the Metropolitan Museum (21.21.1). All but the Huesca capital offer variations in the standard setting of building and mountain that normally correspond to the second and third temptations. In the capital at Moissac, for example, the image of the demon grasping hold of Christ represents the third temptation. To illustrate the same episode, the New York capital shows Christ borne on the back of the demon, and in the cycle of the Puerta de la Gloria, both Christ and Satan hold banderoles with inscriptions of their respective lines from scripture. The capital cycle at Compostela further substitutes the image of the demon before the seated Christ for the episode customarily associated with the pinnacle of the Temple. The trials, if not identifiable by standard motifs, are nevertheless differentiated from each other through compositional variation, and the narrative tradition is thereby maintained.

12. At Beaulieu the first two trials are contained under one arch and the third is isolated in its own. For a full discussion of the sculptural ensemble of the southern porch at Beaulieu: Y. Christe, “Le portail de Beaulieu. Etude iconographique et stylistique,” Bulletin archéologique de comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques, n.s. 6 (1970) pp. 57-70.

13. Examples of representations of single episodes on twelfth-century capitals occur in the nave of Notre-Dame du Port in Clermont-Ferrand, in the north gallery of the cloister of Sta. Maria in Estany, in the apse of St-Pierre in Chauvigny, in the nave of St-Nectaire, in the naves of Autun and Saulieu, in a capital from St-Pierre of Puymiclan (Lot-et-Garonne) in the Louvre (No. 2382), and in the nave at Plaimpied. Occasionally two encounters
rily upon the first temptation and the Ministry of the Angels.14

The best known and most monumental example of the Temptation in Romanesque art appears in a northern Spanish tympanum that predates the Cloisters carving, the reliefs of the left tympanum of the Portal of the Goldsmiths at Santiago de Compostela (Figure 4). This is the only other known instance of the Temptation occurring on a tympanum and also the only other sequence that reads from right to left. The Compostela Temptation is neither a narrative cycle nor an abbreviation. It is instead a conflated representation that telescopes into one scene all the various moments of the narrative. A winged demon perched on the Temple proffers the stone while at the same time a second demon kneels on the rocky surface of a mountain. The foliage of a large tree around which a serpent is entwined15 separates these demons from the figure of Christ, who faces them, and the ministering angels are rendered: capitals from the Abbey of La Sauve-Majeure, St-Léonard at Ile-Bouchard (Indre-et-Loire) and the cloister of the Cathedral of Tarragona (thirteenth century).

14. Exultet Roll (1) of Pisa, Museo Civico; Homilies of Bede, Gerona, St. Feliu, fol. 78; psalter, Berlin Kupferstichkab., Ms. 78.A.6, fol. 10v; psalter, Hamburg Staatsbibliothek, In Scr 84, fol. 12r; psalter, Glasgow, Hunterian Museum, Ms. 229, Sect. 3, fol. iv; New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. 44, fol. 5v; Gospel Book of Henry the Lion, Gmunden, Duke of Cumberland, fol. 20v; Bible, Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 16746, fol. 28v. In Byzantine psalters, the temptation that takes place on the pinnacle of the Temple is represented: Chludoff Psalter, Moscow, Historical Museum, Gr. 129, fol. 92v; Mount Athos, Pantokrator Monastery, Ms. 61, fol. 190v; Rome, Vatican Library, Barb. Gr. 372, fol. 152v; the Bristol Psalter, London, Brit. Mus., Add. 49731, fol. 154r; the Theodore Psalter, London, Brit. Mus., Add. 19352, fol. 139v; the Hamilton Psalter, Berlin, Kupferstichkab., Ms. 78.A.9, fol. 170v.

15. For the significance of the serpent’s appearance, M. Schapiro, “The Religious Meaning of the Ruthwell Cross,” The Art Bulletin 26 (1944) p. 233. The tree appears quite frequently in Temptation cycles, especially in the first episode (for example, in the capitals at Moissac and in the Metropolitan Museum, in the Psalter of St. Bertin, and in the St. Albans Psalter). The serpent, however, is an additional feature, unique, I believe, to the Compostela relief.

FIGURE 4
The Temptation of Christ and Ministry of the Angels. Left tympanum of the Portal of the Goldsmiths, Santiago de Compostela (photo: Mas)
pear in the very midst of the encounter. This arrangement induced the author of the Pilgrim’s Guide to describe a complete narrative cycle, which in his mind consisted of three groups of demons corresponding to three temptations.\(^\text{16}\)

The Temptation cycle of the Cloisters tympanum is unique in combining the narrative and abbreviated modes. All three episodes of Christ and the demon appear, but the fact that only the first is specified by an identifying prop is typical of the abbreviated mode. The disregard for the clarification of episodes through scenic elements and the repetition of the compositional relationship between Christ and Satan at the expense of elaborated description have resulted in a simplification of the narrative. At the same time, the Cloisters cycle includes the Ministry of the Angels, a scene that frequently appears in representations of the Temptation but is absent from the otherwise complete sculptural cycles at Piacenza, Beaulieu, and Arles. The sculptor has supplied the Ministry of Angels with the curious and unusual feature of bread and fish, whereas in the preceding sequence of scenes he held descriptive detail to a minimum.

The most common type of representation of the Ministry shows the angels in various attitudes of adoration, sometimes bowing or gesturing in recognition of Christ, but most often with empty, though perhaps, veiled, hands.\(^\text{17}\) When the angels bear objects in service to Christ, these are usually of a liturgical nature.\(^\text{18}\) The scene of the Ministry in the Temptation cycle of the Ripoll Bible (Figure 5), a Catalanian work of the first half of the eleventh century, is the only other representation in which angels offer bread and fish to Christ. What might the bread and fish signify in this context? Popular devotion may have inspired the notion that the angels provided Jesus with a meal after his long fast in the wilderness. Bread and fish, the common foodstuff, could have been incorporated into illustrations of such a legend, which did in fact circulate through the Medici-

---


17. For example, in the Gospel Books of Otto and Otto III, the Exultet Roll of Pisa, the Gerona Homilies, Paris lat. 8846, and Prague XIV.A.13, in the frescoes of Brinay and San Baudelio, in the mosaic cycle of San Marco’s in Venice, and in the last panel of the Temptation cycle in the ceiling of the nave of St. Martin’s in Zillis.

18. For example, bread and vessel: Psalter of St. Bertin; bread and cloth or vestment: capital at Moissac; vessel and cloth: Holkham Bible; liturgical vessels: Gospel of Henry the Lion, mosaic cycle of the Cathedral of Monreale (angel holds chalice); censers: Morgan Ms. 44, a thirteenth-century psalter in Philadelphia (Free Library, Lewis 185, fol. 9r), left tympanum of Portal of Goldsmiths at Compostela, nave capital of Notre-Dame du Port in Clermont-Ferrand. Nonliturgical objects borne by ministering angels: globe: Stuttgart Psalter (Stuttgart, Württembergische Landesbibliothek, Ms. Bibl. fol. 23, 107v); cross-surmounted staff: Gospel Book of Matilda of Tuscany (New York, Morgan Library, Ms. 492, fol. 43r) and capital No. 2982 in the Louvre; swords: shaft of the candelstick of the Cathedral of Gaeta. In the capital at Ile-Bouchard and in the Avila Bible (Madrid, Bibl. Nac., E.R.8, fol. 329r) the angels grasp Christ’s shoulder.
tations on the Life of Christ, written in the second half of the thirteenth century by an anonymous monk now referred to as the Pseudo-Bonaventure. Except for a fourteenth-century recension of the Meditations (Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. ital. 115), which preserves a cycle of abundant and detailed literal illustrations, this text did not inspire contemporary representations of ministering angels bearing bread and fish.\textsuperscript{19} Carolingian illustrations of the Ministry in the Soissons Gospels (Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 8850, fol. 82) and the Drogo Sacramentary (Paris, Bibl. Nat., Ms. lat. 9428, fol. 41r) show angels attending Christ with a meal,\textsuperscript{20} but in contrast to the Ripoll and Cloisters representations, the nature of the meal is not specified.

The choice of bread and fish clearly recalls the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes, which the Gospel of John (6:22–59) sets forth as the prefiguration of the Eucharist. Such eucharistic associations account for the appearance of the loaf and fish in Last Supper scenes.\textsuperscript{21} In the Ripoll scene, the angels bear two fish and five loaves in accordance with the specific descriptions of the Miracle by John (6:9) and Luke (9:13, 16). Since the sculptor of the Cloisters tympanum tends to reduce descriptive detail, it is likely that the single loaf and fish are nevertheless meant to recall the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes. In both the Cloisters and Ripoll scenes of the Ministry, the loaf and fish refer to the ideas expounded in Augustine’s Enarratio on Psalm 90, discussed below, in which he associates the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes with the episodes of the Temptation. That the detail of the loaf and fish is common to both the Ripoll and Cloisters Temptation cycles reconfirms the Catalanian background of the master or atelier responsible for the tympanum.\textsuperscript{22}

The sculptor of the Cloisters tympanum gave the scene of the Ministry a significant arrangement within the design of the Temptation cycle. The near frontal pose of the fourth figure of Christ visually resolves the diagonal progression of the heads (in three-quarter pose) and extended hands of the first three figures of Christ. Raising his right hand in a gesture of benediction and floating above the angels in an ascension-like image, the last figure of Christ assumes a majestic posture that celebrates the victory he achieved over Satan in the previous scenes.

The theme of victory, however, is chiefly conveyed in the Cloisters relief by the repeated motif of Christ upon an animal. The image here of Christ standing on a single beast seems to be a reduction of the traditional motif symbolic of triumph, which shows Christ astride two, or sometimes four, confronted beasts. The motif of Christ “super aspidem” derives from Psalm 90 verse 13: “Thou shalt walk upon the asp and the basilisk: and thou shalt trample under foot the lion and the dragon.” This psalm is textually related to the Temptation in that during the second trial Satan quotes verses 11 and 12 from the psalm but leaves out the following verse that prefigures his defeat. The textual link between the Temptation and Psalm 90 would be a matter of common knowledge to anyone familiar with scripture and was, in fact, reinforced by the liturgy of the mass for the first Sunday in Lent, which coordi-

19. In the Meditations on the Life of Christ, Christ bids the angels bring him a meal of bread and fish prepared by his mother. Paris Bibl. Nat., Ms. ital. 115, fol. 71r, 71v, shows the angels obtaining the food from the Virgin and spreading a banquet on the ground. According to I. Ragusa and R. B. Green (Meditations on the Life of Christ, an Illuminated Manuscript of the Fourteenth century [Princeton, 1961] p. 427, figs. 103, 104), the illustrations accompanying the text are unique to this manuscript and appear not to derive from earlier iconographic tradition. The tale itself, however, seems to derive from a combination of earlier medieval literary sources. In the following passage (p. 123 in the Ragusa and Green translation) the author mentions the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes in connection with the Temptation, as does Augustine in his commentary on the Temptation in the Enarratio on Psalm 90 (as I shall discuss below): “And I ask what food the angels laid before Him after so long a fast. Scripture does not mention it, but we can suppose the victor to eat in any way we wish. And surely if we consider His power, the question arises of His obtaining anything He wished or of creating it according to the decision of His Will. But we shall not discover that He made use of this power for Himself or His disciples, but for the multitudes, whom He fed twice, with a few loaves for great numbers.”

20. For reproductions: W. Koehler, Die Karolingischen Miniaturen (Berlin, 1960) II, pl. 84; III, pl. 83a. An Armenian Gospel Book, dated c. 1262, in the Walters Art Gallery (Ms. 539, fol. 24r) preserves the only Eastern example known to me of the ministering angels bearing a meal: Serapie Der Nersessian, Armenien Manu-
scripts in the Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore, 1973) pl. 46, fig. 62.


nated the psalm as the gradual verse with the recitation of the story of the Temptation.23 In several psalters a scene of the Temptation replaces or even appears in conjunction with the standard illustration to Psalm 90, which consists simply of the motif of Christ “super aspidem.”24 The rare instances, however, in which the image of Christ upon beasts occurs in representations of the Temptation outside the psalter are found in sculpture—in the Temptation cycles of the Cloisters tympanum and at Beaulieu and in the single temptation scene on a capital at Plaimpied. The Cloisters Temptation, then, is directly connected with the imagery of the psalm. In contrast to the Beaulieu sculptures where the motif of Christ upon beasts follows the last confrontation with Satan and thus appears as an outcome, the motif of victory in the Cloisters cycle appears simultaneously with each of the temptations and therefore as a sign of Christ’s unchallenged omnipotence in a dynamic process of the divine overcoming evil.

Although the components of the Cloisters Temptation derive from established pictorial formulas, the image that emerges from the combination and reorganization of these elements has no artistic precedent. The merging of the abbreviated and narrative modes of representation, the unusual feature of angels bearing bread and fish, and the intrusion into the Temptation of imagery associated with Psalm 90 have resulted in the transformation of conventional iconographic types. Since standardized imagery cannot undergo transformation in form without a concurrent transformation in content, we must carefully examine the message of the Cloisters tympanum.

Saint Augustine’s exposition on Psalm 90 (divided into two sermons) in the Enarrationes in Psalmos contains his most elaborate and highly charged commentary on the Temptation of Christ.25 His main concern lies in relating this event in Christ’s life to the spiritual life of the practicing Christian. The experience of temptation was not necessary to Christ, but he undertook to confront the demon so that through the example of his answers the Christian might also overcome temptation. In the second sermon, Augustine develops this idea with regard to the first two episodes of the Temptation as given by Matthew. Christ could have transformed the stones into bread as Satan requested, but by refraining he conquered the demon with the humility of his response. Christ indeed had the capacity to perform such a miracle, for he could feed many thousands from five loaves; he chose, however, to offer humanity a spiritual truth: “Not by bread alone does man live, but by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God.”

He was hungry: and then the tempter said, “If Thou be the Son of God, command that these stones be made bread.” Was it a great thing for our Lord Jesus Christ to make bread out of stones, when He satisfied so many thousands with five loaves? He made bread out of nothing. For whence came that quantity of food, which could satisfy so many thousands? The sources of that bread are in the Lord’s hands. This is nothing wonderful; for He Himself made out of five loaves of bread enough for so many thousands, who also every day out of a few seeds raised upon earth immense harvests. These are the miracles of our Lord: but from their constant operation they are disregarded. What then my brethren, was it impossible for the Lord to create bread out of stones? He made men even out of stones, in the words of John the Baptist himself, “God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abraham.” Why then did He not so? That He might teach thee how to answer the tempter, so that if thou was a Christian and belonging to Christ, would He desert thee now? ... Listen to our Lord: “Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.”26

24. In several Byzantine psalters (see note 14) a representation of the Temptation accompanies the psalm as a marginal illustration. A scene of the Temptation occurs in conjunction with the motif of Christ upon beasts in two Western psalters: the St. Bertin and the Stuttgart. In the latter, the devil is shown fleeing after his defeat. For specific examples of the motif of Christ upon beasts: J. J. G. Alexander, Norman Illumination at Mont-St-Michel 966–1100 (Oxford, 1970) p. 148 footnote 3, p. 149 note 11; also Christe, “Le portail de Beaulieu,” p. 64 note 12.
25. The Latin text quoted in the following notes comes from the Corpus Christianorum, series Latina 39 (Turnhout, 1956) pp. 1254–78, but can also be found in Patrologia Latina XXXIX, cols. 1150–71. The English translation I use can be found in The Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers VIII, ed. P. Schaff (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1956) pp. 446–452. The abbreviations CC and NPNF are used in the following notes.
26. NPNF, p. 450. CC, p. 1271 f.: Esurivit; et iam tentator: Die lapidibus istis ut panes fiant, s. Filiius Dei es. Quid magnum erat Domino Iesu Christo de lapidibus panem facere, qui de quinque panibus tota milia saturavit? De nihilq; facit panem. Tanta enim multa esceae, quae saturaret tota milia, unde progressit? Fontes panis erant in manibus Domini. Non est mirum; nam ipsa facit de quinque panibus multum panis unde saturaret tota milia, qui facit quotidie in terra de paucis granis messeingentes. Ipsa enim sunt miracula Domini; sed assiduitate viluerunt. Quid ergo, fratres, impossible erat Domino de lapidibus panes facere?
Just as Augustine dwells upon the transformation of stones into bread, so too does the sculptor of the Cloisters relief choose only to describe the first temptation, distinguishing this episode from the following two and calling to mind ideas associated with the miraculous creation of bread. Augustine’s insistence upon Christ’s divine power is reflected in the tympanum in the scene of the Ministry, where Christ displays a large round loaf in his hand as if to confirm his capacity to materialize the bread. The image almost echoes the phrase, “The sources of that bread are in the Lord’s hands.” The combination of bread and fish recalls the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes to which Augustine also repeatedly refers. Augustine further asks:

Dost thou think the word of God bread? If the word of God, through which all things were made, were not bread, He would not say, “I am the bread which came down from heaven.”

The tympanum illustrates Augustine’s equation of the word of God with bread—the book held in Christ’s left hand throughout the scenes of the Temptation becomes the loaf held in the same hand in the final scene.

The imagery in the tympanum primarily corresponds to Augustine’s discussion of the first temptation. Augustine also incorporates the second episode into his argument, since it is during this episode that Satan quotes verses 11 and 12 from the psalm. His explication of the latter verse, however, relates to the Ministry of the Angels rather than to the episodes of the Temptation:

Christ was raised up in the hands of Angels, when He was taken up into heaven: not that, if Angels had not sustained Him, He would have fallen: but because they were attending on their King. Say not, those who sustained Him are better than He who was sustained. Are then cattle better than men, because they sustain the weaknesses of men? . . . Thus also in this Psalm we may understand it of the service of the Angels: it does not pertain to any infirmity in our Lord, but to the honour they pay, and to their service.\(^\text{28}\)

The phrase “Christ was raised up in the hands of Angels” seems to have motivated the ascension-like image of the Ministry, where Christ rises above the small angels who support him.

It was noted earlier that the Temptation cycle of the Ripoll Bible is the only other work to contain a direct reference to the Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes within the context of the Ministry. Included within this scene is yet another feature that seems to correspond to a passage from Augustine’s sermon on Psalm 90. The words concerned with the Ministry, “His head is in heaven, His feet on earth,” may have inspired here the representation of Christ enthroned on a type of figure-eight configuration in which the lower ring symbolizes the earth as the Lord’s footstool.

Both the Cloisters and Ripoll Temptation cycles are related to Augustine’s commentary through their common allusion to the Miracle of Loaves and Fishes. In the Ripoll cycle the features derived from Augustine’s tract appear incidental to the otherwise fully conventional narrative presentation. In the Cloisters carving, however, Augustinian ideas dominate and give meaning to the total image. The threefold repetition of the motif of Christ “super aspidem” not only lends to the relief “a primitive, incantatory character,” to quote Meyer Schapiro’s apt description of the tympanum,\(^\text{29}\) but also creates a homiletic quality that captures the rhetorical force of Augustine’s text. The carving sacrifices narrative effect for moral impact.

The link between Augustine’s exposition on Psalm 90 and the Cloisters tympanum seems too striking to be coincidental. We cannot be certain whether the text exerted a direct influence upon the sculpture or whether the influence of the text was transmitted

\(^{27}\) PNPF, p. 450. CC, p. 1272: Putasne verbum Dei panem? Si non esset panis Verbum Dei per quod facta sunt omnia, non diceret: Ego sum panis vivus, qui de caelo descendi.

\(^{28}\) NPNF, p. 451. CC, p. 1273 f.: Sublatus est Christus in manus angelorum, quando assumptus est in caelum; non quia, si non portarent angeli, ruitus erat; sed quia obsequabantur regi. Ne forte dicatis: Meliores sunt qui portabant, quam ille qui portabatur. Ergo meliora sunt iumenta quam homines? Sed quia infirmitatem hominum portant iumenta. . . . Sic ergo et de obsequio angelorum in hoc psalmo intellegere poterimus, non ad infirmitatem Domini pertinet, sed ad illorum honorificentiam, ad illorum servitutem.

through its illustration in recensions of the *Enarrationes*. In all probability, however, the text itself served as the source of the imagery, since none of the manuscripts known to me contains illustrations relevant to the specific passages of the Enarratio quoted in this study. Artists responsible for the illustration of psalters were apparently well acquainted with the *Enarrationes in Psalmos*. Much that is unique in the iconography of the historiated initials of the St. Albans Psalter, for example, has been attributed directly to Augustine’s text rather than to illustrations of that text. Although I could not detect a long-standing tradition of association between the sermon and the Temptation in artistic representations, the example of the Ripoll Bible may indicate a pattern along these lines in Catalonia, where the Cabestany Master was mainly active.
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Some Notes on Parrying Daggers and Poniards
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In the history of European fencing, the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were as important as they were in most other fields of arms history. During that period European fencing schools, developing ancient traditions of personal combat with sword accompanied by a shield, worked out a kind of double fencing wherein both hands were armed with edged weapons and played an active part in offense and defense. An excellent exercise for body and mind, this most complicated form of fencing, requiring an assiduous training and great skill, cast a sort of spell over contemporaries by its mysterious passes and combinations, infinite variety of technical ways, and elaborate motor coordination of hands and feet. The perfecting of weapons and swordplay technique finally led to the elaboration of the single-sword fencing methods that, in turn, laid the foundations for modern fencing. But this development took one and a half centuries, and during this period the sword-and-dagger form of personal combat dominated in western Europe.

The progress of double fencing and the ultimate results of this development would have been impossible without modifications of the weapons used, including those usually called left-hand daggers, which are the main subject of these notes. As a fencer, I have always been interested in these fascinating weapons, and this interest was given an additional impulse when I was granted an opportunity to study the excellent array of arms and rare fencing books in the collections of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

To begin, I shall cite the authors whose works on arms and fencing enlarged my knowledge and impelled me, in a way, to write these notes.¹

Lep[ido]. Circa al tenerlo [pugnale] in mano, come uolete, uoi che si tenga?
Gio[vanni]. Quasi di piatto facendo che’l fil dritto di esso guardi alquanto verso le pari destre: perche hauerete il nodo della mano piu libero da potere spinger in fuori la spada del nimico, & massimamente la punta; oltra che hauerete maggior forza nel parare per testa, per esser sostenuto il pugnale dal dito grosso: & di piu il tenerlo come ho detto, fa che l’elzo di esso uiene a fare maggior difesa.
Giovanni dall’Agocchie, Dell’arte di scirinia, 1572.²

The earliest picture of a swordsman fencing simultaneously with sword and dagger seems to be an ilus-

². G. dall’Agocchie, Dell’arte di scirinia (Venetia, 1572) ff. 35 verso–36: “Lep[ido Ranieri]: As for holding it [the dagger] in hand, how do you want it to be held? Gio[vanni dall’Agocchie]: Almost flatly [vs. enemy], directing its right edge toward the right side; in this way you will have the palm freer to beat off the enemy’s sword outward, especially its point; besides, having propped up the dagger [blade] with your thumb, you will have more strength in parrying above the head; and moreover, holding it as I have just said, the dagger hilt [guard] will give a better protection.”
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sive actions with the dagger, and, second, a hard sword blow on this parrying contrivance, particularly on the dagger blade, could easily knock out both dagger and shield. Thus, the situation depicted here seems to be farfetched, reflecting perhaps the teacher’s intention to demonstrate his inventiveness and personal technical virtuosity to his students. Anyway, this scene clearly shows an interest in using the dagger as an active auxiliary weapon accompanying the sword. Talhoffer’s manual also proves that ideas about sword-and-dagger fencing were taking shape as early as the third quarter of the fifteenth century. The dagger and shield combination recommended in the book evidently points to the absence in the dagger of any effective protection for the hand, that is, of a special guard that would later become the most distinctive feature of the parrying dagger.

In his narrative about the duel between Pierre Terrail, seigneur de Bayard, and Alonzo de Soto-Mayor, which took place in Naples in 1499, Brantôme (about 1540–1614) writes that estoc and poignard were chosen for the occasion. It cannot be deduced with certainty from Brantôme’s account that both weapons were simultaneously used by the fighters. Most probably, the poniards were included in their armament as reserve weapons, to be used whenever convenient, for a poniard was employed by Bayard in the finale of the duel only and in a very traditional way, namely, to force his thrown-down opponent to surrender.

An unquestionable proof of an active use of the dagger with another edged weapon is to be found in Albrecht Dürer’s Fechtbuch (1512), which shows a fighter armed with malchus and dagger. In two episodes, the fencer holds the dagger like a knife; in the third scene the dagger is gripped in the mode that came to be accepted as more sensible in handling parrying weapons, well illustrated by later sources. Dürer’s drawings, while reflecting a period of experiments in the use of the dagger in swordplay, are evidence that not later than the first decade of the sixteenth century this

3. Talhoffers Fechtbuch aus dem Jahre 1467, ed. G. Hergsell (Prague, 1887) pl. 240.
4. P. de Bourdeille, seigneur de Brantôme, Mémoires... touchant les duels (Leyden, 1722) pp. 38–40.
method began coming into use. But for this new mode to become universally practiced, as it was throughout the sword-and-dagger era, one essential step was necessary in the development of the dagger as parrying weapon, namely, the designing of a protective device for the holding hand. Dagger guards then in existence either were unhandy for proper parrying use or could not preserve the wrist sufficiently well from various concussions and cuts while repulsing the sword blade. Even the crossguard dagger (Figure 1) was fit to stop the sword and protect the hand only if the fencer had mastered a parrying technique that directed one of the quillons toward the opponent’s blade (Figure 2). However, this mode has several disadvantages, since it considerably lessens both an important function of the thumb, propping up the dagger blade, and the gripping power of the hand, enabling the opposing sword to knock out the dagger by a strong blow on a quillon or on the edge of the blade. These and similar practical observations could not escape attention when fencers began initial experiments with sword-and-dagger fighting, and an urgent necessity to contrive a special guard for the hand was surely realized as soon as daggers started their very first performances as parrying weapons, and not, as has sometimes been said, decades later.6

**FIGURE 2**
A method of high quarte parry, protecting inside lines, with the dagger of Figure 1

![Image of high quarte parry](image)

Looking at early sixteenth-century daggers from the point of view of their suitability for double fencing, it can be seen that just at this time various modifications of the dagger guards evolved in one definite direction, that is, to afford better protection of the hand when it grips with the thumb on the heel of the blade. Signs of such a development are to be found, for instance, in a group of Landsknecht daggers whose guards appear as though cut off in half, the internal part of the horizontal S- or 8-shaped guard being removed (Figure 3). If not yet ideal in design, this form allows proper parrying actions while protecting, more or less, the wrist, especially when such a guard is supplemented by a crosspiece, even a short one (Figure 4), though this is

6. It is not uncommon to read in the arms literature that “left-hand” (that is, parrying) daggers came into being in the middle of the sixteenth century or were fully developed at some time in the next century. In this context I recall what took place during the filming of Shakespeare’s *Romeo and Juliet* in Yalta in 1954. Some threescore student actors who had studied historical fencing in Moscow institutes were to take part in the fighting scenes, playing with swords and daggers. After only two rehearsals, there was hardly one among the company without finger wounds, all of the same kind. When I was invited in to advise, I discovered that none of the daggers had side rings. Side rings were made and welded onto the crossguard daggers, after which the fighting was staged without further trouble.
which is well known from a multitude of later sources as a standard idiom to designate sword-and-dagger fencing. This passage, taken together with Dürer’s drawings and contemporary daggers fit for parrying actions, suggests that the new fencing methods were in use in the second decade of the sixteenth century, though without the universal adoption known later under the combined influence of Italian fencing schools, the dueling fashion, and the sportive attractiveness of double fencing itself. If the interpretation of these data is cor-

7. Nine more Landsknecht daggers of about 1500–25 in the Metropolitan Museum belong to the same typological group and can be considered as prototypes of true parrying weapons (nos. 26.145.26, 35–41, 43).


FIGURE 4
Landsknecht parrying dagger. Swiss or French (?), about 1510–20. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.40

generally less important in parrying weapons than a side ring. A Landsknecht roundel-hilt dagger in an early sixteenth-century German painting (Figure 5) seems to have been modified in the same way. Here, too, the rear part of the guard appears cut off so as to provide a better grip when the dagger is in use as a parrying weapon.

Important evidence from the early period of sword-and-dagger fencing can be found in the dueling code first published in 1521 by Paris de Puteo, an Italian connoisseur of dueling customs and conventions. Discussing the selection of weapons for a combat, Puteo relates a case of “two gentlemen who came to Italy from north of the Alps to combat without armor, only with swords and daggers.” The author is preoccupied, in this passage, with the duelists’ decision to fight without any body protection, which was not yet a common practice, therefore he makes only a casual mention of their offensive weapons. It is very significant, at this point, that he uses the expression *con spada e pugnale*,

FIGURE 5
Detail of painting, Landsknechts, White and Moorish. German school, about 1510. Formerly Eugene Bolton Collection, London

rect, it must be emphasized as well that by the 1520s sword-and-dagger fencing was practiced in a country adjacent to Italy, most probably in Germany, where various forms of fencing had long since been elaborated by professional masters from the Fraternity of St. Mark. It would be difficult, however, to affirm flatly that specially designed parrying daggers first appeared in Germany, although attempts had been made there to adjust some traditional dagger forms to the new use. At this period, the leading role in the development of swordplay belonged, above all, to Italian schools that were actively shaping new fencing methods. It is hardly
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astonishing, therefore, that a completely formed type of parrying dagger was first shown in a treatise published in 1536 by a renowned Bolognese fencing master, Achille Marozzo.\(^9\)

In the chapter that gives the earliest known description of sword-and-dagger fencing, Marozzo recommends that one parry with a weapon he calls *pugnale bolognese* (Figures 6, 7).\(^{10}\) This dagger has a large edged blade intended for cut-and-thrust, a well-developed crossguard, and a massive side ring—that is, all parts necessary for effective parrying functions. A specific element in this type of dagger is the form of flat crossguard strongly curved toward the side ring, giving additional protection to the wrist from a more vulnerable side.

The Bolognese school played a most important part in the development of European fencing at least from the early sixteenth century, and it seems highly probable that the term *pugnale bolognese* simply reflects the place of origin and introduction of this particular form. According to a Bolognese chronic, Achille Marozzo was born in 1484 and began to work on his book in 1516,\(^{11}\) presumably having by this time considerable experience as fencer and teacher. The methods of the sword-and-dagger fight being elaborated just at this period, probably with the active participation of Marozzo himself and his own teachers, Bolognese masters and swordsmiths must have designed the proper parry-

\(^9\) A. Marozzo, *Opera nova* (Modena, Antonio Bergola, 1536), copy in the Metropolitan Museum. J. Gelli, in his *Bibliografia generale della scherma* (Milan, 1895) pp. 130–138, wrote of a claimed discovery by F. Tribolati in the Biblioteca dell'Università di Pisa of a much earlier copy, published in 1517. Relying on information received, Gelli described this copy as a unique. His assertion was repeated by C. A. Thimm in his *Complete Bibliography of Fencing and Duelling* (London, 1896) p. 181. When I examined a microfilm of the book discovered by Tribolati, I could see that the original date in the colophon, MDLXVII, had been altered somewhat by a scratching out of the L. The 1567 edition is very close to the 1536 edition in both text and illustration, but their layouts differ slightly. Since there are omissions concerning this book in standard bibliographies, I list the editions known to me: Modena, A. Bergola, 1536. Modena (?), about 1540 (copy in the Department of Prints and Photographs, Metropolitan Museum). Venice, G. Padovano—M. Stessa, 1550. Venice, Heredi di M. Stessa, 1567 (copy in Library, University of Pisa). Venice, A. Pinargenti, 1568. Corrected and newly illustrated, retitled *Arte dell'armi*, Venice, A. Pinargenti, 1568. Verona, 1615.

\(^{10}\) Marozzo, ff. 15, 19.


---

**Figure 6**

**Figure 7**
Woodcut in Marozzo's *Opera nova*, f. 19 verso, showing the pugnale bolognese employed in dagger-and-cloak fight. This is the earliest representation of a parrying dagger with guard formed by side ring and curved quillons.
ing weapon recorded in Marozzo’s book. The principle of the side ring for hand protection was anything but new by this time, for it was present on some types of sword from the first half of the fifteenth century and thus could have been well known to Bolognese masters. Thanks to its famous university, Bologna was an international academic center, and doubtless many of the students took lessons with local masters, afterward taking the new swordplay to different parts of Europe, not to say of Italy itself. No less assiduous as students and proselytizers for the Bolognese school, surely, were soldiers from Germany, Spain, France, and Switzerland: participants in the Italian wars in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. In one of his stories, Brantôme gives a detailed account of a duel fought by two Spanish officers, Azevedo and Saint-Croix (Santa-Cruz, evidently), in early 1510s, at Ferrara (about 25 miles from Bologna). For this combat, the duelists chose “rapières bien tranchantes” and “poignards.” Azevedo began fighting with both weapons in hand, but Saint-Croix sheathed his dagger and preferred to fight with his rapier only. Perhaps he simply was not trained in the then new technique. Whatever the case, Azevedo proved to have an advantage and, being the more skillful, he won the duel.13

A remarkable feature of the Bolognese dagger, the flat crossguard strongly curved toward the side ring, is to be found on an excellent parrying dagger in the René Géroudet Collection (Figure 8); this stays very

12. R. Ewart Oakeshott, The Sword in the Age of Chivalry (London, 1964) pp. 69, 70, 120, pl. 43A.
FIGURE 11
Parrying dagger, Bolognese type. Italian, about 1550–70. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bequest of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1933, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, 34.57.21

FIGURE 12
Parrying dagger, Bolognese type. North Italian, mid-16th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.100

FIGURE 13
Parrying poniard, Bolognese type. North Italian, third quarter 16th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.117

FIGURE 14
Parrying poniards, Bolognese type. French or Italian, last quarter 16th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.108 (left), 26.145.109 (right)
close to the pictures in Marozzo’s book and may be considered one of the earliest known specimens of the type. In a heavier variant (Figure 9), the side-ring function is played by two massive scrolls; these probably protected fingers less effectively and so did not become very popular. The basic pattern of the Bolognese dagger was widely used during a long period, as seen by the number and dating of weapons extant (Figures 10–14), despite the fact that other types of parrying daggers and poniards were later developed in response to more sophisticated modes of double fencing. It is significant, in this respect, that the pugnale bolognese was still pic-

**FIGURE 15**

**FIGURE 16**
Landsknecht parrying dagger. German, about 1540–60. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.48

**FIGURE 17**
Landsknecht parrying dagger. German, mid-16th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 04.3.140
tured in the late 1620s, in a treatise by a master of the Spanish school teaching in Flanders.\textsuperscript{14}

The Bolognese dagger guard seems to have directly affected some changes that began taking place in German daggers early in the sixteenth century. This influence is manifest, in particular, in a peculiar shape of the crossguard, strongly bent outward, in certain Landsknecht daggers (Figure 15). Later, this form, clearly going back to the Bolognese type, found a graceful manneristic fancifulness and a general manly appearance in Saxon body-guard daggers (15 c).

The tendency to adjust earlier dagger types to practical requirements was mentioned in connection with the German daggers equipped with “halved” guards. A similar alteration of the guard, with the same purpose, seems to have been performed on some roundel daggers (Figure 5), whose abandonment, in their traditional form, during the first quarter of the sixteenth century apparently was not fortuitous but could be related to their ineffectiveness for parrying actions. At the same time, a half-guard version of the roundel dagger could play a part in the designing of Landsknecht parrying daggers provided with a sturdy shell guard, which served as a wrist-protecting device while deep cuts in the shell were contrived as casual traps for the parried sword blade (Figure 16). A variant type has the shell fully dismembered to form a small shield and two strongly arched quillons (Figure 17). The shell guard had been known by the end of the fifteenth century,\textsuperscript{15} and its pattern may have suggested a guard for parrying daggers that could entangle the opponent’s sword blade.

This process of adjustment of the edged weapons to the new swordplay style touched upon the “kidney” dagger as well. One of its later variants, with a very short but pronounced crossbar, probably became a prototype of German parrying daggers with side ring and stout crossguard slightly bent toward the point and terminated by globular finials (Figure 18).

\textsuperscript{14} Girard Thibault d’Anvers, \textit{Académie de l’esté} (Leyden, 1628/30) II, pls. v, vi. Two slightly different versions of the Bolognese dagger guard are shown. One almost exactly follows the sharp forms of the guard in Marozzo’s book, the other has more flowing, rounded contours. It may be noted that both the Bolognese dagger and its first promoter successfully passed the same time trial, Marozzo’s work having been published at least seven times in eighty years.


\textsuperscript{16} Marozzo, ff. 129, 133.

\textsuperscript{17} According to Giovanni di Grassi, \textit{Ragionie di adoperar sicuramente l’arme} (Venice, 1570) p. 36, the dagger should mainly protect the body’s left side from the knee up, while the sword beats off strikes directed to the right side and to the left leg below the knee.
surely count on its upwardly curved quillon to stop the sliding sword blade and possibly to jam it, by a well-timed twist of the left hand (Figure 20). The type with S-crossguard shaped inversely, type B (Figure 19, center), does not look as handy. Such a dagger in the left hand, its quillon curved toward the fingers, finds itself in the forward position (Figure 21, left). Being too short, this quillon can in no way function as a knuckle-guard against cutting blows, and its shape is not reliable enough to stop the sword blade, which may easily slide over the rounded curve. To catch the enemy’s sword with the rear quillon of his dagger, the fencer parrying, for instance in an outward line, would have to turn his hand clockwise while throwing his arm counterclockwise (Figure 21, center), then, at the shock, twist his hand once more but in opposite motion (Figure 21,

**Figure 19**
Left, parrying dagger, Italian, about 1560–80. Center, parrying poniard, Swiss (?), dated 1585. Right, parrying dagger, Italian or French, about 1560–70. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 25.145.92, 95, 90

**Figure 20**
Tierce parry and trapping of rapier blade with S-crossguard parrying dagger (type A). This outward high parry requires simultaneous counterclockwise motions of both arm and hand, then a clockwise twist of the hand to jam the blade. Dagger, north Italian, about 1570–80. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.94
FIGURE 21
Tierce parry with S-crossguard parrying dagger (type B) in left hand. Left: parrying without trapping the blade, which is stopped by the side ring but can easily slide over the forward curve of the S-crossguard. Center and right: parrying and catching the blade with the rear end of the crossguard should require three hand movements: parry by counterclockwise arm motion with simultaneous clockwise hand turn (center), followed by counterclockwise hand twist to jam the blade (right). Dagger, north Italian, late 16th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.93

FIGURE 22
Tierce parry with same dagger in right hand. Above: parry without trapping the blade. Below: parrying and trapping by simultaneous clockwise motions of arm and hand, and twist of the hand in opposite direction

right). These obvious inconveniences disappear, of course, should this type of dagger be used in the right hand (Figure 22).

These observations suggest that the variant type B with inverse S-crossguard was intended for left-handed swordsmen. The history of modern fencing shows an astonishingly high number of successful left-handed fencers, and they doubtless existed as well in past times. Left-handed swordsmen must have demanded partic-

In practice, however, the dagger might defend the right side when the sword performed a different action (R. Capo Ferro da Cagli, *Gran simulacro dell’arte e dell’uso della scerma* [Siena, 1610]). Basic instructions in all manuals were generally addressed to right-handers, the main dagger parries corresponding to the following positions: left side (“guardia di fuora”), tierce for high parry, seconde for low parry; right side (“guardia di dentro”), high quarte and low quarte. For left-handers, holding the dagger in the right hand, these positions and names had inverse meanings, the tierce, for instance, protecting the body’s right side in upper lines.
ular attention from sword- and dagger-makers exactly as did left-handed shooters, or marksmen aiming with the left eye, for whom special guns were made. The presumed daggers of this type for left-handers are considerably fewer than those preserved for right-handers, the proportion, based mainly on specimens in the collections of the Metropolitan Museum and the Hermitage Museum, being about one to three.

In the woodcuts illustrating Marozzo's treatise there is a picture of a dagger with symmetrical arched guard whose ends are curved toward the point. This form, traceable back to corresponding late medieval sword guards, became probably the most popular design in parrying weapons during Marozzo's lifetime (he died between 1550 and 1558). The reason for this popularity, known from the comparatively large number of specimens extant and by numerous illustrations in fencing books, is closely connected with the development of the art of fencing by the mid-sixteenth century. Camillo Agrippa's treatise (1553) shows that leading Italian teachers of the period, above all the author himself, rationalized actions performed with the sword and worked out a simpler and more practical system of basic positions ("guards"), which often resemble positions adopted by classical and modern fencing. Experience and theoretical calculations led masters to conclude that the thrust required less time for preparation and execution than the cut, and let one score a hit from a greater distance. At this time the thrust was given at least an equal importance with the cut, but soon, from the third quarter of the century, the thrust increasingly prevailed, as attested by manuals of this period. Along with the application and perfecting of these principles went the development of lighter swords, their balance improved by decreasing the weight of the blade by reducing its mass but not its length. The rapier somewhat lost its cutting properties but gave the fencer, instead, more ease and speed in performing thrusts, feints, changes of position, and various combinations. As swordplay gradually became more subtle and complicated, with hits delivered more accurately, new modes of defense were contrived by fencers and swordsmiths. Rapier guards became more complicated, affording better protection for the hand, while artful traps were devised in bucklers to catch the thrusting blade. At the same period, parrying daggers were coming into use, with special contrivances designed to entangle the opponent's blade; the most sophisticated of these are now usually called "sword-breakers" (Figure 23).


19. Marozzo, f. 128. This woodcut, like those on ff. 129, 133, illustrating the use of dagger alone, shows the weapon in a position that makes it impossible to say whether the dagger had a side ring.

20. Egerton Castle, p. 35.

21. C. Agrippa, Trattato di scientia d'arme (Rome, 1553).

22. Egerton Castle, p. 43.

23. G. di Grassi. A. Viggiani, L rode (Venice, 1575). Viggiani's treatise, actually completed in 1560, was the first to emphasize the superiority of the thrust over the cut.
It is surely not by chance that di Grassi’s treatise (1570), which describes contemporary methods, pays great attention to sword-and-dagger fencing. It gives instructions in different ways of handling the dagger24 and depicts, in particular, what may be called a parrying trap-dagger whose guard was provided with two steel prongs, directed along the blade and expressly intended to entangle the sword. The description of this weapon25 calls to mind a dagger in the Walters Art Gallery (Figure 24) as well as a variant having one prong only (Figure 19, left). Di Grassi clearly dwelt on the trap-dagger because its original design was quite uncommon.

Daggers with symmetrical arched crossguards, first shown by Marozzo, proved to be the most practical parrying weapons as soon as this guard was supplemented by a side ring (Figures 25, 19 right). The ring, turned in the direction of the parry, protected the wrist well, and the quillons, curved toward the point, gave the hand an additional protection, stopping the blade in

25. G. di Grassi, p. 39: “Altri sono a quali piace di tenir il pugnale con la faccia verso l’inimico, seruendosi per difesa non solo del pugnale, ma delle guardie ancora di esso pugnale con le quali dicono che si fa presa d’una spada, & per cio fare piu facilmente, hanno i loro pugnali, i quali oltra l’else ordinarie, hanno ancora due alette di ferro lunghe quatro ditta diritte distanti dal pugnale la grossezza d’una corda d’arco, nell’aliquale distanza quando auien, che se gli cacci la spada inimica, essi subito uolendo la mano stringono la spada facendo prese di essa.”

**FIGURE 24**

Parrying dagger. Italian, about 1560–70. Walters Art Gallery, 51.522

**FIGURE 25**

Parrying dagger. North Italian, about 1550–60. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.88

**FIGURE 26**

Tiere parry and catching of rapier blade with arched-crossguard parrying poniard. The cross-guard being also outwardly curved, the trapping is easily done with either quillon. At close quarters, a swift and powerful sliding motion of the poniard over the rapier blade could inflict a thrust while the rapier was kept away in “opposition.” Poniard, French (?), about 1570–80. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Jean Jacques Reubell, 1926, in memory of his mother, Julia C. Coster, and of his wife, Adeline E. Post, both of New York City, 26.145.99
case the fencer could not complete a circular motion of the hand to expose the side ring to the blow. With the increasing complication of swordplay in di Grassi's day, the arched crossguard underwent a technically simple but very important modification that perfected the form of this most convenient parrying weapon. Both ends of the arched quillons were slightly bent toward the side ring, enabling the fencer to trap a parried blade more easily and to jam it by a swift twist of the hand. When such a situation occurred close to, a rapid and vigorous slide of the dagger, commanding the trapped blade, could lead to a thrust inflicted with the dagger itself (Figure 26).

The long popularity of parrying daggers with arched crossguards was manifested, in particular, by the fact that a *daghetta*, a light version of the “cinquedea,” survived its heavy prototype and continued in use, at least in its native land, Italy, well into the last third of the sixteenth century, as shown by numerous illustrations in a fencing treatise by Giovanni Antonio Lovino (about 1580). The parrying daggers pictured therein had the great advantage over their forerunners from the turn of the century (Figures 1, 2) in that they were equipped with the side ring (Figure 27).

With all their practical merits, arched-crossguard daggers had one deceptive quality that hindered their universal adoption, at the expense of other types of parrying weapons. A fencer using such a dagger had to be a very skillful fighter. In particular, having caught his opponent’s blade, he had to know how to use this tense moment to advantage, and how to free his dagger when necessary without “sticking” himself in the otherwise extremely dangerous engagement. The parrying dagger provided with still more sophisticated sword traps could prove even more treacherous if its owner had not mastered the weapon. This was probably one of the reasons why many swordsmen preferred daggers of simpler designs, such as those with straight crossguard and side ring. These were widely used in Germany, where the style of double fencing was less complicated than in Italy or France.

As has been pointed out, the side ring hinted at on some early Landsknecht daggers and portrayed by Marozzo, played the essential part in the designing of effective parrying weapons. The function of the side ring was performed by a shell bent toward the blade in certain heavy Landsknecht daggers, already spoken of, and Marc de la Beraudière (1608) mentions “advantageous poniards” equipped with a shell that well covered the hand. A French parrying dagger of about 1600, with arched quillons and shell guard bent toward the grip (Figure 28), corresponds exactly to this description and has analogies to contemporary shell-guard swords. The English fencing master George Silver, [26.](#) G. A. Lovino [*Traité d'escrime dédié au roi Henri III*], Italian MS No. 959, Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris. Facsimile edition, BN, n.d.


---

**Figure 27**

Cinquedea-type parrying daggers with side ring. Manuscript fencing treatise by G. A. Lovino, about 1580 Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris; facsimile publication, pl. xxxii.
active during the same period, probably meant daggers of this general design when he wrote of a “close hylt vpon yor daggr hand.”  

A finer rapier play in the second half of the sixteenth century was responsible for parrying daggers in which a steele screen was fixed inside the ring to protect fingers against a thrust into the ring itself. In another design a very large side ring was supplemented by an underlying concave shell, with a slight clearance between them, to trap a blade. Later, Spanish masters developed this type to a close shell guard with long straight quillons (Figure 29). This design facilitated intercepting the rapier blade and jamming it, in the way performed with arched-crossguard daggers. While enlarging defense fields covered by respective parries, long quillons on Spanish daggers and swords made fine disengagements and feints at a close distance much more difficult and risky, for the fencer who began such an action inevitably had to circumvent the quillons, thus greatly uncovering himself and giving his adversary an ostensible advantage. These weapons well fell in line with the overcomplicated principles of the Spanish fencing school. Followers of the other schools preferred the parrying dagger with simple side ring and arched or straight crossguard, and this design was the most popular one for a hundred years.

A dagger with side ring was nearly as portable as one without the ring, but the swordsman who carried a parrying dagger felt much more assured if he knew he might have to draw. The side ring in no way prevented the dagger from being used as an ordinary knife or dagger (that is, gripped with the thumb at the pommel), while the dagger without side ring, while useful for stabbing, could not be used so well in fencing. If the side ring or an adequate protective device is taken as the distinguishing feature of parrying weapons, it can be stated that their number is the majority among all kinds of daggers and poniards preserved from about 1525 to 1650. This is quite understandable, since it is only logical to suppose that most armed men preferred to carry parrying weapons, fit for any use, in preference to ordinary daggers and poniards. Accordingly, it seems reasonable to assume that the greater part of all daggers and poniards produced during this period were parrying weapons of one design or another. Among the exceptions are parade or costume daggers, and smaller weapons for covert carrying, such as stilettos. However, even these light, graceful poniards were sometimes provided with a side ring (Figures 30, 31), sufficient to give the fingers minimal protection if one wished to parry but not so bulky as to hamper concealment under the dress when necessary. This combination of stiletto and parrying poniard seems to have been particularly popu-

---

lar in Italy and France, as shown by the number of these weapons preserved in collections. In some parrying stilettos the blade-stopping function was performed by outwardly bent quillons (Figure 32); less effective than the side ring, this design made the stiletto easier to conceal.

So potent were the tradition, fashion, and habit of using a weapon for parries that a fencer without his dagger, cloak, or gloves sometimes ventured to beat off the adversary’s blade with his unprotected hand. This was the case with de Quielus, in the “duel des mignons” (1578), when he “had his hand all cut by wounds.” On such occasions anything fit to parry with could be used, as pictured in a German treatise (1612) wherein a fencer (a left-hander, by the way) beats off the sword with his scabbard and hanger and wins, his opponent also being without a parrying dagger.

The design and perfection of parrying weapons depended greatly on the collaboration of fencing masters

30. Bashford Dean appeared to hesitate in classifying stilettos with side ring in the Metropolitan Museum, describing them as “stylets which in fact, were it not for their small size and slender blades, might justly be included with parrying daggers” (Catalogue of European Daggers, p. 142). Nevertheless, he placed these weapons in the group entitled “Stylets—parrying daggers.” Besides the three stilettos I illustrate as Figures 30–32, I feel that others in the Metropolitan’s collection belong to the same group: nos. 14.25.1300 and 26.145.85, 101, 113–115, 117.


32. J. Sutor, Neuf Künstliches Fechtbuch (Frankfurt, 1612), facsimile edition (Stuttgart, 1849) p. 75.
with sword-makers. The sword-maker, apart from being an artisan, had to understand the qualities and functions required of the weapons he was to create. Starting with the adjustment of weapons current in the early sixteenth century to a new use, by modifying their guards, the next, and most important, step was taken when parrying daggers with side ring were designed. The gradual refinement of double fencing led to more complicated parrying techniques, and the development of the parrying weapons themselves was largely responsible for the process. Some of the dagger designs were inspired by a whim or the imagination of individual inventors and did not become popular; other patterns gained widespread recognition, thanks either to simplicity in their use (the straight-crossguard dagger) or to constructional subtleties for more complex actions (the dagger with arched and outwardly bent crossguard). Not only hilts but blades of parrying weapons were subject to changes and improvements. A massive double-edged blade of a simple shape was retained for more than a hundred years in heavy parrying daggers used with cut-and-thrust swords (Figures 6–11, 17, 19 left and right, 25). The prevalence of the thrust in rapier play, from the mid-sixteenth century on, and the gradual lightening of sword blades in this connection, affected the parrying weapons. Increasingly, daggers and poniards were given lighter, often only thrusting, blades in which a delicate balance of rigidity and elasticity necessary to withstand severe shocks, was obtained by skillful combinations of ridges, grooves, and perforations (Figures 13, 14, 19 center, 20). About the same time, stiff blades of square or triangular section started regaining the popularity they had enjoyed until the early sixteenth century. More slender and graceful in stiletto, these blades formed perfect stabbing tools, yet a stiletto of medium or large size, with a side ring, was strong and reliable enough to parry a light thrusting rapier (Figures 28–30).

Studying various specimens of parrying weapons, one cannot help feeling that many of them were produced by connoisseurs of swordplay who must have possessed a refined knowledge of the potential performance of given designs. It does not seem unlikely that some of these makers were very keen on fencing themselves, as was surely the case with the artists who illustrated the treatises and displayed an excellent understanding of most complicated actions. During the heyday of double fencing, the craftsmen certainly sought to provide a wide assortment of parrying daggers and poniards, so that a fencer might have weapons according to his particular taste, skill, training style, and favorite parrying methods. A number of swords and daggers were also made to replace damaged or lost weapons, an unavoidable effect of the dueling epidemic that ravaged Europe for many decades. These considerations taken together, it is hardly correct to assume that all parrying daggers and poniards were made en suite with swords and rapiers. Such sets, often artis-

33. For a diagrammed analysis of the structure of these blades, Dean, *Catalogue of European Daggers*, p. 111.
tically decorated and provided with no less expensive belts and hangers adorned to match the weapons, were mostly created to special order or were kept in stock for prospective wealthy buyers. Such garnitures must have been financially out of reach for many adepts of sword- and-dagger fencing, and there can be little doubt that ordinary customers took their picks of separate parrying weapons and swords, which therefore had to be produced in considerable quantities. Accordingly, it seems not at all necessary to consider any parrying dagger or poniard, preserved without a matching sword or rapier, as the only remaining part of a former garniture.

Most of the iconographic material shows parrying daggers and poniards fastened on the sword belt almost horizontally on the back, hilts near the right elbow. This position was known since the later part of the fifteenth century (it is seen, for instance, in the *Miracle of St. Bernardino* by Pinturicchio, in the Pinacoteca of Perugia). It must have become particularly convenient and fashionable with parrying daggers, since their hilts could embarrass movements of the hands when the weapons were fixed on the side or in front. However, an impressive number of pictures show other ways of wearing parrying daggers. Quite often they are represented on the back, with hilt to the left (Figure 5). Many such examples can be found in engravings by J. Tortorel and J. Perissin, produced by 1570. A dagger in the Metropolitan Museum (04-3.149) has a scabbard with belt loop inclined so that it could be worn only with the hilt at the left elbow, if suspended on the back (or with hilt toward the right side if worn in front, which would have been awkward because of the horizontal position of the dagger). Parrying weapons are sometimes shown fastened vertically to the sword belt in front, as in the *Portrait of a Maltese Knight* by S. Cavagna, about 1620.

Setting about a combat, the fencer’s normal first move was to disembarass himself of the sword scabbard. Before a formal duel, he had time to do this in two different ways. He could unhook the sword hanger and supporting strap from the belt, leaving his dagger on his waist, or he could take off the belt with both its weapons and then unsheathe them. In a sudden encounter, the procedure would be quite different. Pulling back the sword scabbard with hanger, he would draw as quickly as possible, then move his free hand from the scabbard to the grip of his dagger to draw it, too. The speed and ease of these movements depended not only on the weapons and accouterments but also on the person’s build, first of all on the reach of his hands, a personal peculiarity that must often have determined the method of carrying the parrying dagger. A right-hander could well follow the fashion and fix his dagger on the back, its pommeL protruding at the right elbow, if his left hand could reach the dagger grip without difficulty. Experiments show that a man of average build can draw a dagger fixed on his back, as this used to be done, and a man with longish arms is able to do the same even when wearing light half-armor. In this position, too, the dagger could easily be drawn by the right hand for stabbing. The dagger on the back was unobtrusive and did not hinder movements, but, apart from that, it was convenient for either of the alternative uses that made this manner of carrying preferable. However, for stout persons, or those wearing heavy, fluffy dress, this mode could cause problems when prompt unsheathing was important. Understandably, the dagger was then fixed on the right side or even more at the front, as portrayed sometimes in paintings and engravings.

It can be surmised that some eccentric right-handed swashbucklers liked to carry their daggers fixed behind, with the hilt at the left elbow, for parrying use exclusively. But in general this was the normal position for left-handed fencers, enabling them to use the weapon in either way with the appropriate hand. When the iconographical documentation shows daggers carried this way, one may surmise that the wearer is left-handed. Among extant weapons intended for left-handers, there is a parrying dagger that simply could not be used otherwise than in the right hand (Figure 23), while another, mentioned above, could be fixed on the belt at the left side only, as clearly indicated by the loop on the scabbard.

Of all types of parrying edged weapons, only daggers and poniards with symmetric guards did equally well for both right- and left-handed fencers. This may have been an additional reason for the widespread popular-

36. The use of the parrying dagger as an ordinary stabbing poniard or knife is well illustrated in Salvator Fabris, *De la schermo overo scienza d’arme* (Copenhagen, 1666) pp. 251, 253, 255.
ity of parrying weapons with a straight or arched cross-guard. The same feature appeared in the Spanish-type dagger with knuckle shell and long quillons. However, the latter was too clumsy for constant carrying, while a dagger with comparatively small symmetric guard could be comfortably worn on the belt for any length of time. The only detail, in such a dagger, that had to be fixed by the sword-maker or furbisher for left-handers, was a belt loop welded to the scabbard at a proper angle.

An important question may arise here: which were those weapons that could properly fit the left-handed fencer? Apart from weapons expressly made to their orders,37 such swordsmen could use a large variety of two-edged swords and rapiers, as well as tucks, that had any kind of symmetric guard, with or without a closed knuckle-guard. As for guards of asymmetric construction, only those without knuckle-guards were good for left-handers. It goes almost without saying that weapons from both these groups did equally well for right-handers.

He that would fight with his Sword and Buckler, or Sword and Dagger, being weapons of true defence, will not fight with his Rapier and Poniard wherein no true defence or fight is perfect.

George Silver, Paradoxes of Defence, 1599.38

These words express the approach of a leading English master to the sword and dagger, considered by him as national weapons, and to the rapier and poniard, brought to England from the Continent. This opposition is characteristic of both Silver’s known publications. With invariable disdain he speaks of “the worst weapon, an imperfect and insufficient weapon . . . that is, the single Rapier, and Rapier and Poniard.”39 The main difference between the weapons, in terms of practical use, is thus explained: “The single Rapier, or Rapier & Poniard, they are imperfect & insufficient weapons” because the rapier is “a childish toy whereby a man can do nothing but thrust.” On the other hand “The short Sword, and Sword and Dagger, are perfect good weapons . . . to carry, to draw, to be nimble withall, to strike, to cut, to thrust, both strong and quicke.”40

It is apparent that by dagger Silver had in mind a solid two-edged weapon resembling his favorite cut-and-thrust sword, while the name poniard was applied by him to a lighter weapon with a narrow thrusting blade, much like that of a contemporary dueling rapier. It was only natural to associate this light parrying weapon with Italian or Spanish rapier play. Silver’s standpoint was evidently shared by other English swordsmen, for one of them, in a pamphlet published some twenty-five years after Silver’s works, triumphantly describes a fight of a gentleman armed “with an English Quarter Staffe against Three Spanish Rapiers and Poniards.”41 The word poniard (also poniard, poynard, poniard), recorded in English from the 1580s,42 was an obvious Gallicism, and this fact eventually emerged in minds of educated people in appropriate context. It figures, for instance, in Shakespeare’s Hamlet (act 5, scene 2) when Osric names rapier and dagger as weapons of the forthcoming contest but in a moment says that Laertes staked (against the king’s wager) “six French rapiers and poniards.”

The suggested connotations of dagger and poniard in English fencing terminology are verified by Jean Nicot (1530–1600), a French linguist and contemporary of Silver’s. Nicot explains the word dague: “A kind of short sword, almost a third of normal sword length; it is not carried usually with hangers of a sword belt nor hanging on the left side (for the right-handers), as one does with a sword, but attached to the belt on the right side or on the back. Now the dagger is large and has a sword-like point, it is now forged with two ridges between the cutting edges and with a sharper point . . . The dagger could be also called poniard although the poniard is both shorter and less overloaded with steel [less massive].”43
Nicot describes the poignard as “a kind of short dagger, with four-ridge blade having a bead-like point, while the dagger has a wider blade with point like that of a sword.”

It is sufficient to look at the actual weapons of Silver’s and Nicot’s period (Figures 14, 19) to be convinced of the accuracy of their descriptions. Without comprehending, naturally, all types of the weapons concerned, their basic features and respective differences are clearly outlined by Nicot’s entries, which confirm the correctness of the proposed understanding of terms discussed as used by Silver.

There is a certain importance in Nicot’s remark that the dague could be called a poignard, were it not for their difference in size and weight. This observation may well indicate what was happening in everyday life and language: that is, a reciprocal colloquial substitution of words whose meanings were so close that only professionals having some special purpose thought it necessary to make distinctions.

In England, dagger, contrary to poniard, had a long-standing tradition, and even after the emergence of the new weapon, coming from abroad with its own name, the national term continued in common use to cover all weapon variations similar to daggers. This tendency toward generalization influenced even such a discriminating specialist as George Silver, who used, in one passage, the expression “rapier and dagger.”

Analogously, sword was employed as a general term and rapier was a more specific term, as witnessed, for instance, in the English translation of Vincentio Saviolo’s treatise, in which rapier and dagger and sword and dagger are used in descriptions of fencing with rapier and poniard. This confusion of the general and the particular is recorded, as well, in contemporary Italian-English dictionaries, where one can find such explanations as

Daga, a short sword, a dagger.

45. Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. dagger (recorded from the fourteenth century).
46. Works of George Silver, p. 66.
47. V. Saviolo, His practise . . . of the use of the rapier and dagger (London, 1595).
48. J. Florio, A world of words (London, 1598); Queen Anna’s new world of words (London, 1611); Vocabolario Italiano-& Inglese (London, 1688).
49. F. Godefroy, Dictionnaire de l’ancienne langue française (Paris, 1880–1920) s.v.
50. Thibault, Académie de l’espèe.
51. Beraudière, Combat de seul à seul.
52. H. de Saint-Didier, Traité . . . sue l’espèe seule (Paris, 1573).
54. Brantôme, p. 32.
can be deduced that the author did not consider poignard an archaism. The more accurate and trustworthy of Brantôme’s tales, naturally, are those of events from his own lifetime, particularly those that he witnessed himself. Here, he uses dague much more often, describing it as a cut-and-thrust weapon. The story of a combat in Rome, in 1559, mentions “une courte dague, bien tranchant et bien pointue,” and referring to his sojourn in Milan Brantôme remembers a local swordsman who made “deux pairs d’armes, tant espée que dague... tranchantes, picquantes.”

A frequent use of the expression espée et dague by Brantôme and other French authors gives ground to think that from the second half of the sixteenth century this became a generality equivalent to the English sword and dagger. Rapiere, a loanword in German and English, fell out of use in France at this period, while dague took on a broad general meaning in everyday language. Poignard seems to have survived this trend toward generalization but remained in a lesser use, mostly by fencers, swordsmen, and linguists, all of whom continued to employ dague and poignard in their traditional exactness. There is a possibility that the term dague as well as the current épée et dague developed wider use and significance under the strong influence of the Spanish language, wherein espada y daga was the only common turn of speech to cover double-fencing weapons irrespective of their design.

In German, Dolch invariably appears as a general designation of any type of dagger, including different types of parrying weapons. Having adopted Rapiere from French, the German fencing lexicon retained the ancient national term for daggers in general and thus formed a heterogeneous location, Rapiere und Dolch, recorded in fencing books of the later part of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.

The Italian military and fencing vocabulary of the sixteenth century still distinguished between daga and pugnale. In a dueling book of 1521, daga is listed among the principal weapons then commonly accepted in personal combats while pugnale is included in “alte piccole” weapons admissible for carrying by duellists in addition to their main armament. Both weapons are again specified in a dueling treatise of 1560. Meanwhile the expression spada e pugnale, as a general reference to edged weapons used in double fencing, was becoming part of the vocabulary of the new fighting style. The generalization of spada and of pugnale continued. By the middle of the century pugnale had already been used to designate any weapon of its kind, either thrusting or edged, as can be seen from a dueling code that puts in its list of weapons one should refuse to fight with “pugnali senza taglio, senza punta, ò senza schina.” Di Grassi’s book, representing the Italian style of the third quarter of the sixteenth century, often mentions pugnale co’l taglio and once instructs the fencer to direct its edge toward the enemy in order to inflict a cutting wound. The connotation of pugnale continued to widen until, in the seventeenth century, daga became, if surely not forgotten, at least an unfashionable word, while pugnale and its derivatives remained in common use, covering an array of short-blade weapons. In an English-Italian dictionary of this period one finds

A dagger, pugnale.
A great dagger, pugnalone, pugnalaccio.
A little dagger, pugnaletto.
A poniard, pugnale.

It is interesting to note that in Spanish and French the generalization of the terms led to the formation of identical word combinations, espada y daga and épée et dague, whereas the parallel Italian expression, spada e pugnale, was equivalent only in general connotation, its second part being entirely different etymologically. The Italian usage did not modify the French one, but it could well have contributed to the continuing use of the locution épée et poignard.

cavalleresche (Venice, 1560) p. 32: “daghe, daghette, puginali di diuere maniere.”
60. Puteo, Duello, f. o [vi]: “con spate et pugnali.”
61. [Sebastiano] Fausto da Longiano, Duello regolato à le leggi de l'honore (Venice, 1551) p. 54.
62. G. di Grassi, p. 39: “tenendolo con il taglio uerso l'inimico si ha questo avanaggio che col' pugnale si puo ferire de taglio.”
63. Torriano, Dictionary English and Italian (London, 1687) s. vs.
It may seem strange that parrying weapons, despite their widespread popularity over a period of one hundred and fifty years, did not receive special names to distinguish them from ordinary daggers and poniards.64 This fact does not look unnatural, however, in the light of the foregoing conclusion that during the sword-and-dagger era most daggers and poniards were provided with a parrying guard that made them fit for any appropriate use. This also explains why an early special term, *pugnale bolognese*, had a regional circulation only and turned out to be short-lived, for very soon this particular form lost its novelty in the multitude of parrying weapons.
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64. In view of the evidence considered, it is hard to accept Bashford Dean’s definition of poniards as “quillon daggers which from the early sixteenth century were used in the left hand as an aid to parrying” (*Catalogue of European Daggers*, p. 8). Heribert Seitz mentions a Spanish term, *daga de mano izquierda* (also *mano izquierda* and *izquierda*), for Spanish shell-guard daggers of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but without a reference to his source (*Blankwaffen*, II, pp. 138, 139, 192). Though the term may have been used casually, the most reliable dictionaries (J. Corominas, *Diccionario crítico etimológico de la lengua castellana* [Berna, 1954]; M. Alonso, *Enciclopedia del idioma* [Madrid, 1958]; Real Academia Española, *Diccionario de la lengua española* [Madrid, 1970]) do not mention it.
The Colonna Altarpiece in the Metropolitan Museum and Problems of the Early Style of Raphael

KONRAD OBERHUBER
Curator of Drawings, Fogg Art Museum

A recent monograph on Raphael conveniently juxtaposes monochrome illustrations of two of his altarpieces that have always been considered nearly contemporary works. Both represent the Madonna enthroned with saints. Both follow prototypes in the work of Pietro Perugino. Both were painted for churches in Perugia. Giorgio Vasari described them—and we shall consider his statement later—in a period of Raphael's life devoted to works done after the master's first stay in Florence, usually dated to about 1504/5. One of them, the Madonna Ansiei (Figure 1), in the National Gallery, London, seems to confirm Vasari's placement by a date, 1505, that can be found on the garment of the Virgin. The other, the Colonna altarpiece (Figure 2), shows, especially in the drapery of St. Paul, a monumentality of form that convinced all later writers that it had been created under the direct influence of Fra Bartolomeo, whom Raphael encountered in Florence in 1505. Some old-fashioned features, however, made them assume a conception of the work around 1504, before Raphael went to the city on the Arno. Sensitive art historians like Crowe and Cavalcaselle seem almost embarrassed by some of the strange traits of the Metropolitan's altarpiece and offer long analyses of features incompatible with the period of 1505 in Raphael's work.

The monograph by Sir John Pope-Hennessy admirably characterizes the panels' differences in spatial conception. In fact, the analysis of these differences could be a good classroom exercise for an undergraduate seminar. While the conventions of arrangement, the figure types, the features, the understanding of form, and the intensity of expression clearly prove that we are dealing here not only with two works of the same tradi-

1. The ideas in this article were first presented in lecture form at Princeton University in January 1975 in a series sponsored jointly with the Institute for Advanced Study. Much of the work was done during my stay as a temporary member of the Institute and with the help of the Marquand and Firestone libraries. I am also grateful to the staff of the European Paintings Department at the Metropolitan Museum, and especially to Katharine Batejer for showing me X-rays of the Colonna altarpiece and discussing its condition. After my article was completed, the altarpiece was cleaned by John M. Brealey, the Museum's Conservator of Paintings. For his comments, see Appendix.
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tion, but also painted by the same master, the formal intentions could within this limited sphere be hardly more diverse. In the Colonna altarpiece it becomes evident that the artist, in spite of his basic bias for strongly plastic form, is thinking in terms of filling the picture plane according to decorative principles. Little space is left below and above the figures. The large looming baldachin of the Madonna’s throne is cut by the frame in such a way that the impact of its rounded form is strongly mitigated. The high horizon helps to flatten its
protruding shape just as it lessens the effect of the foreshortened steps. The landscape, in accordance with the high eye level, is drawn up to the height of the heads of Sts. Peter and Paul and is arranged in obvious strata. The rather squat figures themselves spread out in the plane with large expanding garments. Their gestures and stances mainly extend toward the sides; their faces are either frontal or profile. They are arranged in three flat layers, one behind the other, and in two ranges of height so as to fill a maximum of surface. All the accessories reflect the decorative intent. The throne is ornamented with knotwork and the pattern of the backdrop behind the Virgin stresses the plane. Even the volutes of the throne do not show much foreshortening but rather exist for their ornamental value. The same is true of the garments, above all the dark gown of the Virgin studded with gold. The female saints, although clad in dresses rather sweepingly painted in strong plain colors, have decoratively draped shawls around their shoulders. Large ornamented hems adorn the simpler cloaks of the apostles. The colors are applied in large masses, little broken by lights and shadows.

After these comments, the different character of the Madonna Ansiei should be obvious. There is space above and below and around the figures, clearly defined by light-colored architecture that frames the plastically conceived landscape with its lower horizon. The elegant throne towers up with sculptural clarity, its polished elements gleaming in the sharply modeling light. The long-limbed figures move with conscious ease, acting or stepping forward in space. The artist obviously wants to present us with object lessons in successful foreshortening, such as the staff and book of St. Nicholas or the elegant hand of the Virgin. The light makes the features and bodily forms, now freed from the laws of the plane, appear in delicate roundness. It enriches the colors with soft highlights and shadows. The coloring itself has become more refined without losing its depth and glow. There is a greater lightness in the whole.

The sheer advance in technical proficiency in the Madonna Ansiei makes it obvious that the Colonna altarpiece is considerably less mature both in conception and execution. The technical advance is matched by the progress in the mastery of features, gestures, and expression, which changes from an almost stark intensity, for instance in the head of St. Peter, to a lyrical, even melodious delicacy in the head of St. John.

Whoever may still have some doubts as to the truth of these observations should open Oskar Fischel's _Raphael_ at plate 376 to admire at a glance the only re-
remaining panel of the Ansiei predella and three of the ones left from the Colonna altarpiece. In the Preaching of the Baptist from the Ansiei (Figure 3), figures in richly varied attire move and pose elegantly in the extending space, and the eye is led into depth by continuously diminishing shapes and revolving forms. The light plays an important role in giving unity to the intricate grouping of the whole. In the Procession to Calvary (Figure 4), once a part of the Metropolitan’s altar, the men dragging Christ flatly across the foreground completely block our view into depth. All movements seem to be limited by the laws of the picture plane, even though some slight attempts are made to break away from it. Each form is strongly modeled, colored, and lighted for itself with no overall unity except for the decorative pattern of the procession with its delicate rhythm. An amazing development must have taken place between the two works, and clearly it took longer than a single year, even for the miraculously alive spirit of Raphael.

In 1504 there is indeed no place for such spaceless paintings in Raphael’s work. It is the year of the Sposalizio (Figure 40) in the Brera, with its delicately moving maidens and suitors rhythmically grouped in front of the wide expanse of the temple’s courtyard. Raphael is here clearly a master of foreshortening, and only a small evolutionary step separates this work from the main panel of the Ansiei altarpiece.

A look at one of Raphael’s early Florentine works, the Madonna Terranuova, in Berlin, may convince us that the tendency toward softly modeled forms in free spaces enlivened by a gleaming light continues in his work after the Ansiei. There is no room for the Colonna altarpiece in Raphael’s later development.

Perhaps we should eliminate all possible last doubts by examining the argument of the Fra Bartolomeo in-

7. The Ansiei panel is owned by Viscountess Mersey, Pulborough, Sussex; Dussler p. 14. All the predella panels of the Colonna altarpiece are extant: the Procession to Calvary, National Gallery, London, Gould no. 2919, p. 156, Dussler p. 15; the Agony in the Garden, Metropolitan Museum, Dussler p. 16 (to be discussed in the forthcoming catalogue by Federico Zeri and Elizabeth Gardner); St. Anthony of Padua and St. Francis, both Dulwich College Picture Gallery, London, Dussler p. 16. For a reproduction of Claudio Inglese Gallo’s copy of the complete predella showing its original arrangement, though without the two saints destined for the base of the pilasters, Pope-Hennessy fig. 21.

8. Dussler pp. 16–17. This painting is clearly more advanced in style than the Madonna Ansiei, as it already shows very strongly the influence of Leonardo, not yet noticeable in the altarpiece. It is, on the other hand, surely the least mature of Raphael’s Florentine Madonnas and has rightly been dated to 1505.
fluence in the garments of the apostles, repeated by every writer on the altar. It is easy enough to show that those large and little-differentiated draperies differ essentially from the work of the Frate, who always employs rich rippling folds and whose impact on Raphael can be found in the precise year of 1505 in the dated fresco in San Severo in Perugia (Figure 5). 9 Here the large billowing garments of the saints and angels are as close to the work of the Florentine as is the compositional arrangement with its strong perspective and stressed foreshortening. Also influenced by Fra Bartolomeo are the rich light and the free movement of the figures. This work was clearly done after Raphael’s first Florentine works, while the Colonna altarpiece and, I think, the Madonna Ansidei, were done before them. It is indeed instructive to compare the heavy and monumental, but rather flatly and decoratively conceived Virgin in the Colonna altarpiece with the more graceful and articulate, but still thoroughly Peruginesque one in the Ansidei; this in turn with the clearly more advanced and Leonardesque Madonna Terranuova, and, finally, with the figure of Christ in the fresco in San Severo, where the Ansidei pose is revised in the light of the Florentine lesson and achieves a new weight and monumentality now combined with spatial freedom and a graceful flow of line.

Should these observations be correct, we would have to conclude that Raphael did not go to Florence at the end of 1504, right after his stay in Urbino, but only in 1505 after he had completed the Madonna Ansidei. He could have stayed only for a few months, since he must have returned filled with new ideas later in the same year to paint the fresco in San Severo. Thus it may be only at the end of 1505 or the beginning of 1506 that his longer stay in Florence began. The date of 1504 for Raphael’s first major encounter with the city is based above all on Vasari’s account, to be discussed presently, and on the date October 1, 1504, of the letter written by Giovanna Felicia Feltria della Rovere, duchess of Sora and wife of the Prefect of Rome, recommending Raphael to Pier Soderini, Gonfaloniere of Florence. 10 However, this letter, written in Urbino, proves only that Raphael was in that city in the fall of 1504 and had the intention of going to Florence in the near future. This trip may actually have been undertaken several months later.

However this may be, I think that we can feel certain that the Colonna altarpiece can have no place in Raphael’s work of 1504 or 1505, or even after, and that whatever Tuscan influences there might be in it, they differ from those assimilated by the master in that period.

We may now legitimately ask how it came that the picture was ever dated to those years. We already know that the blame lies with Vasari. Reading his story of Raphael’s early years, it is easy to discover how he made the mistake. 11 One has to proceed carefully with Vasari, constantly aware of the concepts and literary forms that govern his accounts. There are two concetti among those that govern Raphael’s early life that are of great importance for us: The first is that Raphael proceeds from Urbino to Perugia, from there to Città di Castello, on to Siena, and finally to Florence, the culmination point of his early training. His early works are therefore grouped according to cities in that sequence. The second is the concetto of Raphael as the perfect imitator of his teacher Perugino, who slowly broke away from his master. These two ideas alone can explain why, in Vasari’s view, the first work of Raphael had to be found in Perugia and had to resemble closely the work of Perugino. When Vasari had to insert his descriptions of Raphael’s works in Perugia, which he had apparently not seen or studied before 1550, into the second edition of the Vite, the only work that would

9. Dusler p. 68. The main influence is, as was always observed, Fra Bartolomeo’s Last Judgment, in San Marco, for composition, drapery style, and figure types, yet there is a noticeable impact of Leonardo’s Madonna and St. Anne cartoon in the angel-putto at the left and in the large rounded cheeks of the angels. Dusler and others have tended to regard the inscription with the date 1505 as relevant only for the beginning of the fresco and to see its execution closer to 1507 and 1508. This is untenable, for the fresco contains too many Umbrian reminiscences, especially in the figure of Christ, and fits best stylistically into Raphael’s earliest Florentine period, right after the Madonna Terranuova and just before the slightly more advanced Madonna with the Goldfinch. The spatial freedom and the richness of light, drapery, and emotion in the Madonna del Baldacchino of 1508 are greatly advanced beyond those of the early fresco.


fit this previously established concept of the earliest painting was the Coronation of the Virgin, to which he had somewhat vaguely and ambiguously alluded in the 1550 rendering of the story. Yet he also realized that there were two more works in Perugia dated 1505, the Madonna Ansidei and the San Severo fresco, which made him realize that Raphael must have returned to Perugia in that year. He connected this stay with knowledge of a sojourn of Raphael's in Urbino of around 1504. So Vasari makes the artist go to Florence, return from there to Urbino to reorganize his affairs after the supposed death of his father, and then go to Perugia to paint the works of 1505.

To this account he adds, without giving any indication of date, that Raphael was also commissioned in Perugia by the nuns of Sant'Antonio da Padua to do an altarpiece and then proceeds to carefully describe it. He specifically mentions the dressed Christ child. It struck him as an obviously old-fashioned and strange feature, and he attributed it to the preference of the chaste nuns.

It is quite obvious that Vasari, somewhat bewildered by this beautiful but unusual altarpiece, simply stuck it into his account at this place. It has remained there since, and only one author, the Danish scholar Wanscher, in his curious book on Raphael, raised a voice of doubt, eliminating the altarpiece from Raphael's work altogether. The reason may simply be that the work was not so easily accessible to European scholars in the


13. V. Wanscher, Raffaello Santi da Urbino: His Life and Works (London, 1926) p. 133, no. IV, as Penni in “The Paintings executed in the name of Raffaello da Urbino, but not after his compositions.”
critical period of the formation of the modern image of Raphael. It was in Spain in the collection of the Duca di Castro in the later nineteenth century and passed via the London and Paris markets to Pierpont Morgan shortly before 1900.\textsuperscript{14} Had Berlin succeeded in acquiring the painting in that “early” phase, I am sure that our present understanding of it would be different.

No documents about the commission have turned up to date, but as the late Hanno Hahn used to say, this is lucky, for we are free to place the painting where we wish to in Raphael’s early development, which we will now discuss.

It is highly unfortunate that Raphael’s first documented altarpiece was destroyed by an earthquake in the eighteenth century. He was already a master when he received the commission, together with the older Evangelista da Pian di Meleto, a former helper of his father’s. The contract for the rather large work dedicated to S. Nicola da Tolentino was drawn up December 10, 1500, in Raphael’s eighteenth year.\textsuperscript{15} The altarpiece was delivered to the Capella Barocci in Sant’Agostino in Città di Castello September 13, 1501. Drawings and two fragments of the panel (Figure 6) have survived, as has a rather poor copy (Figure 7) of the lower part, in the Museum of Città di Castello.\textsuperscript{16} The architectural setting was close to that of the Madonna Ansiei in structure but was covered with decorative detail. The

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Raphael, God the Father and the Virgin Holding Crowns. Fragments, Museo di Capodimonte, Naples (photo: Soprintendenza Gallerie)}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{14} Information about the painting’s history in the files of the Metropolitan Museum.

\textsuperscript{15} Golzio pp. 7-8.

idea for it must have come from a drawing by Perugino mentioned in the will of one Angelo Conti, dated December 8, 1500, and surely made somewhat earlier for an altarpiece dedicated to the Virgin, St. Anne, and the Holy Kinship. This altarpiece, painted a little later for Santa Maria degli Angeli in Perugia, is now in Marseilles. The saint in Raphael’s lost work was portrayed stepping on the devil. Angels stood around him, and God the Father in a mandorla surrounded by cherubs and the Virgin and St. Augustine appeared bust-length above the saint, holding crowns, a typical manifestation of Umbrian hierarchical and decorative arrangement as Perugino had given it shape. The density of the interlocking figural forms and geometrical shapes is best matched by a work Perugino painted in the year 1500, the magnificent Virgin in Glory from Vallombrosa, now in the Accademia in Florence.

Raphael, when he worked on this altarpiece in 1501, was obviously aware of the development in design in Perugino’s shop of around 1500, and Fischel in an early article specifically compared the fragments with details from the Vallombrosa panel and with other works of Perugino of similar style and date. Yet there is something significantly different from Perugino’s work of around 1500 in Raphael’s contemporary creations. The columnlike roundness and the smooth curves of Perugino’s forms at this moment differ from Raphael’s more flatly conceived and angular draperies or even fingers and hands. Raphael’s handling of the surface is rougher, the color is less modeled in light and dark and is applied with greater directness. Apart from such features of style, the facial types of the angel and the Virgin, with their oblong and more angular features, differ essentially from the more rounded ones of the same figures in Perugino with their much finer detail. Perugino’s Virgins, unless represented mourning, are never shown with the mantle drawn over the head as here, but always with rich coiffures and a light transparent veil.

Some of these differences may be accounted for by the fact that the Vallombrosa altarpiece is the most extreme example of Perugino’s latest development of style about 1500. The character of this can be most easily experienced when one compares the different frescoes by the master in the hall of the Cambio in Perugia, completed in that year. For example, the fresco representing Fortitude and Temperance (Figure 8) shows exactly the same style as the Virgin in Glory with

---

**FIGURE 7**

Copy after Raphael, S. Nicola da Tolentino and Angels. Pinacoteca Communale, Città di Castello (photo: Brogi)

---


FIGURE 8
Pietro Perugino, Fortitude and Temperance. Collegio del Cambio, Sala d’Udienza, Perugia (photo: Alinari)

FIGURE 9
Pietro Perugino, God the Father with Prophets and Sibyls. Collegio del Cambio, Sala d’Udienza, Perugia (photo: Alinari)
its striving for smoothly rounded forms isolated by their strong columnar plasticity. The fresco of God the Father with Sibyls and Prophets (Figure 9), on the other hand, shows greater decorative richness, densely grouped figures moving in the plane, deploying garments with rippling draperies and holding ornamental scrolls. This work must be early within the fresco cycle commissioned in 1496, for it shows the same style as the ceiling, with which, obviously, the decoration was begun. The Sibyls and Prophets may have been painted as early as that year or possibly in 1498, but a clear chronology of the frescoes in the Cambio does not exist, nor, for that matter, does a definite assessment of Perugino's stylistic attitudes in the years when they were painted. This hampers definite solutions for the controversial problems of Raphael's relationship to his teacher. For the moment it must be sufficient to observe that the attire and the draperies of Raphael's angels holding scrolls obviously follows the example of the Sibyls fresco rather than that of the more mature work, although the forms may actually have been more rounded. It thus seems that the young painter did not follow his master all the way in his latest change of style, as he inevitably would have, were it true that he had actually worked on the fresco representing Fortitude, in the Cambio, as many writers have asserted.

Pintoricchio's art can be best understood as that of a master who developed at first along with Perugino up to the early 1480s, when they collaborated in some of the frescoes in the Sistine Chapel in Rome. His personality led him to assimilate the more dramatic and the decorative aspects of Perugino's art and to carry these further as he separated from him. His long stays in Rome and his humanist and papal commissions led him to study Roman and early Christian art, especially decorative painting and mosaics, all of which reinforced his striving for ornamental richness and monumental splendor and made him revive hieratic modes of religious representation. Typical for him, therefore, are Madonnas with their heads covered by mantles that are often dark according to Byzantine tradition and decorated with gold (Figure 13). His children are usually represented dressed in medieval fashion. The furniture and architecture are covered with rich ornament. The color is luminous and of decorative richness like mosaics. Pintoricchio's art, then, when influencing Raphael, would reinforce those elements in his training with Perugino that were remnants of the master's earlier Roman period, counteracting Perugino's later development toward greater plastic isolation of the figures.

Pintoricchio's influence is even more evident and has often been observed in what most scholars agree to be Raphael's earliest work, the votive banner in the Museum in Città di Castello. It is obvious in the saint kneeling at the left of the Cross, with his delicate oblong face, and in the landscape with its large decorative rocks (Figure 10). The much damaged banner, representing on one side the saints Sebastian and Roch praying to the Trinity and the Creation of Eve on the other, has been associated with a plague of 1499 in the city and may have been painted in 1500, certainly close in time to the San Nicola altarpiece. The banner's bright and luminous colors are very similar to the fragments


23. Carli figs. 63, 81, or 115.


25. Dussler p. 3.
in Naples and Brescia. The facial types, draperies, and the general vocabulary of form are closely related as is the style of the preparatory drawings.  

In the banner as in the altar, in spite of Pintoricchio's influence, the basic idiom remains that of Perugino, again in his style near 1500. The angels in the Creation of Eve are a variation of those above the Sibyls in the Cambio and they have similar rich and brittle draperies. The garment of God the Father may be compared with that of King David in the same fresco as it strives at least for similar expansion in the plane. His facial type is close to that of Moses. The major prototype for this drapery may perhaps be found in a fresco of the Nativity from San Francesco al Monte, datable around 1499 and repeated rather exactly in the Cambio. The figure of Adam, as Dussler pointed out, could have been taken from that of Satan as he once lay beneath St. Michael in the altarpiece from the Certosa di Pavia of 1499. This figure, now cut away, can be reconstructed from a copy; the essential forms


27. Raphael seems to combine several features from Perugino-type angels; the bodies and drapery are near to but less sturdy than the Cambio ones. The feet are closer together, and some of the drapery motifs remind one of musical angels, such as those in the fresco of the Madonna in Glory, San Sebastiano, Panicale (Camesasca pl. 152). The wings are outspread as in Perugino's flying angels, for example those in the pala from San Pietro, Lyon (Camesasca pl. 89). Perugino seems to have experimented with similar modification of his standard types after 1500, for example in the Crucifixion in Sant'Agostino, Siena, commissioned August 4, 1502 (Camesasca p. 177a), and in other later works such as the Baptism of Christ, in Foligno (Camesasca pl. 186), usually dated close to 1507. Was Raphael using a prototype, now lost?

28. Camesasca pl. 157. The drapery of the Virgin is close to that of God the Father. St. Joseph and the shepherds may have influenced the poses of St. Stephen and St. Roch.


FIGURE 10
Raphael, God the Father Creating Eve, and Two Saints Adoring the Trinity. Votive banner, Pinacoteca Communale, Città di Castello (photos: Giuseppe Tacchini)
can also be found in the 1495 Pietà from S. Giusto in Florence, now in the Uffizi. Raphael may have modified these figures somewhat in the light of recent experience of Luca Signorelli’s works in Città di Castello.

In fact, as Fischel has shown, figures drawn on a sheet in Oxford that contains a study for the Eternal in the Creation of Eve derive from Signorelli’s St. Sebastian in Città di Castello, possibly from Pintoricchio, and from a design by Perugino related to the Adoration in the Certosa altarpiece or to the Madonna del Sacco in the Palazzo Pitti, closely similar to each other. The drawing of God the Father’s drapery looks more Peruginesque than the somewhat coarser drapery in the banner as executed, and this may again prove that Raphael relied on his stock of drawn copies from Perugino rather than on memory of executed works.

In the matter of color and painting technique and also in the largeness of the forms represented, the Madonna del Sacco in the Pitti seems to be closer to the banner than the more mature London Adoration, probably painted in 1499 for the Certosa di Pavia, where the forms are more simplified and rounded. This seems to show again Raphael’s predilection for the earlier, more decorative manner of Perugino. And yet the matter is more complicated, because the banner clearly also contains elements both in invention and execution—above all the figure of St. Roch with his rounded drapery closely clinging to his body—that reflect Perugino’s more advanced style of around 1500 as it becomes most manifest, for example, in the Fortitude of the Cambio (Figure 8).

The complicated situation to be deduced from this—and here our uncertainty about Perugino’s development prevents definite results—presents itself like this:

Raphael, as Fischel has shown, has received some decisive impressions from Perugino around 1495–98, where I tend to date the Madonna del Sacco and the Sibyls. He may have gone with Perugino to Florence in 1495 and there again and also to Fano in 1497. He apparently did not follow Perugino on his later trips to Florence in the second half of 1498 and in summer of 1499, but remained in the provincial atmosphere of the Perugia shop, where Perugino continued to work on the commissions received in 1496. After Perugino’s return in 1499 and 1500 Raphael tried to catch up with him on his latest development of style, keeping, however, his former bias. He leaves him at a moment in the year 1500, before Perugino draws his most radical conclusions, and paints the latest works in the Cambio, for which Raphael may, however, have known the preparatory drawings, as he certainly also did of works done by Perugino on his trips. Even after Raphael left, he never lost contact with his master.

Future research may modify these results, but one thing seems clear, that those who, following Springer, let Raphael enter Perugino’s shop only very late, about 1499 or 1500—a theory upheld by such authorities as Sydney Freedberg and Rudolf Wittkower—cannot be right. It is much more likely that Raphael entered Perugino’s shop either as Vasari would have it, still under the guidance of his father in 1494, or shortly after his father’s death in 1495, as Crowe and Cavalcaselle proposed. This was, in fact, the view of Oskar Fischel and, because of recent support on the part of Roberto Longhi, it is today the generally held view.

Our longish discussion of Raphael’s earliest known works and problems relating to them has prepared us for a true assessment of the Colonna altarpiece (Figure

30. Camesasca pl. 64.
31. See note 26, above.
32. Pietro Scarpellini, Luca Signorelli (Florence, 1964) fig. 34.
33. Camesasca pl. 99.
34. Camesasca pl. 75.
35. I agree with Camesasca pp. 64–65 that the Madonna del Sacco is considerably earlier than the Certosa altarpiece and probably dates from around 1495.
36. For a survey of Perugino’s movements, Camesasca pp. 35–38, Canuti pp. 99–134. Raphael’s early stay in Florence was recently emphasized by Becherucci, pp. 12–15. The influence of Lorenzo di Credi, and through him of the Verrocchio shop, is of a certain importance but must not be exaggerated. Verrocchi-esque material was surely also available in Perugino’s workshop in Perugia, at least in copies.
38. Crowe and Cavalcaselle I, pp. 26–44.
A monumental work of which even the accessories are still preserved, it can document Raphael's style better than the two early pieces already discussed. It now becomes easy to see that many of the altarpiece's main characteristics, which we analyzed above, correspond precisely to those of the earliest works. The basic form derives again from Perugino. The altarpiece differs from most of his sacre conversazioni in that it is placed in front of an open landscape, not into some kind of architecture, and because of the great prominence of the throne. A painting in the Baltimore Museum of Art, usually considered a workshop piece and dated 1500/1 by Van Marle, shows all the features, but on the other hand again the smooth and plastic style typical of the period in Perugino and so foreign to Raphael's contemporary work. There must, however, have existed an earlier, more decorative version by the master, since there are numerous works of the school that reflect such a lost work, for example the Madonna with St. Jerome and St. Augustine in Bordeaux, attributed by some authors to the late Perugino himself, or a painting by Lo Spagna in the Museum of S. Francesco in Assisi. Eusebio di S. Giorgio's version of 1599, in the Galleria Nazionale in Perugia is, on the other hand, clearly inspired by Raphael's painting both in layout and decorative detail, although the figures are translated into a more Peruginesque idiom. It shares, however, two features in common with most of the other examples of this type. The saints in the back are not elevated on a step, as in Raphael's work, and kneeling angels fill the space above their heads. These must have been characteristics of the early prototype. The lost altarpiece may have already influenced Pintoricchio's allegories of the liberal arts in the Appartamento Borgia of 1492–95, who also sit on rich decorative thrones in an open landscape surrounded by their representatives. The elaborate throne of Aritmetica was later copied in a sacra conversazione attributed to Lo Spagna, in the Perugia Gallery, that is otherwise inspired by a painting like the one in Baltimore. It is fascinating to see how such motifs and compositions passed from one hand to another in the provincial centers of Umbria and central Italy.

The idea to elevate the saints in the back, a common feature in Signorelli's work but going back much further, can be found in another altarpiece by Perugino, known as the Pala dei Decemviri, now in the Vatican. This panel, dating from 1495 and having the most elaborate and decorative throne extant in his work, remained important even for the Madonna Ansicedi.

Peruginesque is not only the compositional idea of the Colonna altarpiece: many of its basic features are also, such as the handling of paint and the simplicity of the garments, the tendency toward strongly modeled volume apparent especially in the children and the heads of the apostles, the figure types, and much else. Yet we can discern here a strongly Pintoricchiesque flavor as well, perhaps more prominent than in the early works discussed above. The group of the Virgin and children (Figure 12) derives in reverse almost literally from the Perugian's Virgin and Child with St. John, in Cambridge (Figure 13), which fits well into a group of his works datable around 1500. Here one finds the explanation for the old-fashioned features, the dressed children, and the blue gold-studded garment of the Virgin drawn over her head; and, further, one of

40. Henry Barton Jacobs, The Collection of Mary Frick Jacobs (Baltimore, 1938) no. 32; Raimond van Marle, The Development of the Italian Schools of Painting (The Hague, 1923–27) XIV, p. 372; Camesasca pp. 154–155, fig. 291. Usually listed as a fresco transferred to canvas, the work is so overpainted and in such bad condition that one cannot be sure of its authenticity, date, or authorship, yet it must surely reflect an authentic work of Perugino or his circle.
41. Camesasca pp. 153–154, fig. 228.
42. Van Marle p. 458, fig. 296. Some other examples are a work of the Spagna school, 1530, in the Spoleto Pinacoteca, mentioned van Marle p. 468, Anderson photo 5931; Berto di Giovanni's Madonna and Saints, from S. Francesco, Montone, the Queen's collection, Buckingham Palace, van Marle p. 144, ill. in Umberto Gnoli, Pittori e miniatori nell'Umbria (Spoleto, 1929) pl. with Berto di Giovanni; Sinibaldo Ibi's Madonna with Saints, Rome, S. Francesca Romana, van Marle p. 446, Gnoli pl. with Sinibaldo.
43. Van Marle p. 436, fig. 283, Gnoli pl. with Eusebio. Raphael's composition was important also for Francesco da Città di Castello, known as "Il Tifernate"; see his painting in Città di Castello, van Marle p. 449, fig. 291, Gnoli pl. under Francesco.
44. Ricci figs. pp. 119, 121, Carli pls. 86, 87.
45. Van Marle p. 471, fig. 305.
47. Carli pl. 99, p. 57.
FIGURE 12  Virgin and Child, detail of the Colonna altarpiece
the reasons why the Giovanino—a very uncommon presence in a sacra conversazione—may have been included. The facial type of the Virgin is, of course, as close to some of Pintoricchio’s Virgins as the one in the San Nicola altarpiece already was. The decorative treatment of the scrolls on the throne can be compared with that of Pintoricchio’s Virgin from the Pala dei Fossi of 1495. It is in that work that one also becomes most aware of that master’s sense for extending forms in the picture plane, for example, in the amplitude of the garments, a feature so characteristic also of our work. One finds this same feature equally in a work closer in time to the Colonna altarpiece: Pintoricchio’s celebrated fresco in Spello of 1500–01 representing Christ among the Doctors. Even St. Joseph’s face in that fresco, with its expressively elongated nose, (Figure 14), shows strong affinities with that of the Metropolitan’s St. Peter (Figure 15).

For the largeness of form and rather broad painting technique in the Colonna altarpiece, one may in a very general way also think of Luca Signorelli, who certainly interested Raphael in this period. Signorelli also often employed the golden dots on the Virgin’s cloak in his works. His influence becomes specific in the head of St. Catherine (Figure 16), which clearly reminds one of the female heads in many of Signorelli’s Virgins and female saints. His Madonna and Child in the Metropolitan is a good example (Figure 17).

I think there can be no doubt that the Colonna altarpiece fits into the ambience of Raphael’s earliest-known works. A drawing surely rightly regarded as a first idea for the God the Father in the Creation of Eve (Figure 18) was used for the garment of St. Paul with some variations (Figure 19); it shows the progress made after that work toward greater smoothness, simplicity, and volume. The simple grandeur of the treatment of the cope of the Giovanni Guadalberto in Perugino’s Valdombrosa altarpiece must have helped Raphael in the transformation. Compared with the fragments from the San Nicola altarpiece, the forms seem somewhat more advanced, rounder, and more convincingly modeled with more careful detail. The hard angularity of the hands so evident in the God the Father in Naples (Figure 6) has given way to more organic form in the Metropolitan’s work. The Colonna altarpiece was probably started relatively soon after the completion of the lost S. Nicola da Tolentino, at the end of 1501 and the beginning of 1502.

That Raphael was progressing beyond his earliest phase is especially clear in the lunette (Figure 20), which decidedly differs in style from the main panel. Everything is more delicate and combined in a more unified and smoother rhythm, more convincingly modeled, more daringly foreshortened, more refined in color and execution. The heavy substance of the lower part becomes light and transparent. The return to Perugia from provincial Città di Castello (if the commissions brought about a change of place) must have brought Raphael into renewed contact with Perugino. This may have led him to greater technical efforts in order to equal his master’s immense skill. He must have

48. Carli pls. 88, 89, p. 53.
49. Carli pls. 113–115, p. 61 for date.
50. Scarpellini pl. 85, see also pls. 19, 36, 43.
51. Fischel, Raphael’s Zeichnungen I, pl. 11, Pouncey and Gere no. 2.
FIGURE 16
St. Catherine, detail of the Colonna altarpiece

FIGURE 17
Luca Signorelli, Madonna and Child. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Jules S. Bache Collection, 49.7.13

FIGURE 18
Raphael, study for figure of God the Father. British Museum

FIGURE 19
St. Paul, detail of the Colonna altarpiece
also studied what Perugino had painted and drawn meanwhile. Yet his typology remains linked to Perugino’s earlier work. The angels are still those of the Sibyls fresco in the Cambio but with fresher faces gazing with stronger intent. The God the Father, with its simple drapery, however, demonstrates a more complete understanding of Perugino’s change of style in 1500—an understanding, as we have seen already, that affected the monumental St. Paul of the main panel.

In the predella, probably the last part painted in the altarpiece, Raphael uses figures and compositions (Figures 4, 21) designed by Perugino around 1495 for monumental paintings once in the Florentine convent of S. Giusto.52 He adapts them to the new smooth, rounded, almost bulky ideal of form that is inspired by the latest Perugino. This explains the inherent immobility of these tiny pictures, that makes them differ from most other predella panels in Perugino’s and Raphael’s work. Of the two Franciscan saints (Figures 22, 23) that once formed part of the ensemble and are now in Dulwich College, the St. Anthony of Padua almost rivals, despite his smallness, the monumental bulk of the saints in the Vallombrosano altarpiece.

In the predella, however, Raphael’s dense substance of form and his fresh and intense colors that speak with immediacy to the beholder differ considerably from Perugino’s works. The expression of his figures is not veiled by Perugino’s sweet melancholy but has a drive, directness, and intensity that is hard to notice in reproduction but hits the beholder of the originals in spite of the clumsiness with which it is still rendered. It is one of the strange experiences one has in front of the altar as well as these panels, that while their composition and spatial arrangement are still unresolved and elements may even be badly drawn, one can feel in them a spirit that pushes and drives, clearly striving for more than the artist’s present means of expression allow.

The predella panels have usually been associated in style with the small panels representing the Dream of Scipio and the Three Graces by those authors who do not regard them as Raphael’s earliest works, around 1500.53 All that can be said here about this problem is that those two pictures are clearly more advanced in style and later in date. They were probably painted at the end of 1504, during Raphael’s sojourn in Urbino.

To recognize this, one has only to observe the perfect

52. The Christ in Agony (Camesasca pl. 74) served for both the same subject in Raphael’s predella and for the movement of the figures in the Procession to Calvary panel (Figure 4). The Pietà (Camesasca pl. 64) was exemplary for the Lamentation. It has been pointed out that the Metropolitan’s panel also has a relationship to the Christ in Agony in the background of the Last Supper, S. Onofrio, Florence (Camesasca pl. 44). Obviously Raphael did not look directly at either of these Florentine works but used stock figures and compositions from the workshop. For a good analysis of the relationship and of the difference between Perugino and Raphael in these works, Pope-Hennessy p. 134.


**FIGURES 22, 23**

Raphael, St. Francis (left) and St. Anthony, predella panels of the Colonna altarpiece. College Gallery, Dulwich

---

52. The Christ in Agony (Camesasca pl. 74) served for both the same subject in Raphael’s predella and for the movement of the figures in the Procession to Calvary panel (Figure 4). The Pietà (Camesasca pl. 64) was exemplary for the Lamentation. It has been pointed out that the Metropolitan’s panel also has a relationship to the Christ in Agony in the background of the Last Supper, S. Onofrio, Florence (Camesasca pl. 44). Obviously Raphael did not look directly at either of these Florentine works but used stock figures and compositions from the workshop. For a good analysis of the relationship and of the difference between Perugino and Raphael in these works, Pope-Hennessy p. 134.
Even the color scheme is more refined and already close to that of the Madonna Ansiei. The difference can most easily be assessed in the National Gallery, London, where the Dream of Scipio is usually shown near the Procession to Calvary (Figure 4). The small St. George in the Louvre, counterpart to an earlier St. Michael and often associated with these works, is still later, since it was clearly painted after Raphael’s first impressions of Florentine art. The figures move in space with even greater ease, and the composition shows a refinement hitherto unattained by Raphael. The very free and delicate landscape is already similar to that in the background of the Madonna with the Goldfinch. The Florentine-looking princess with her rippling garments in the background is clearly an offspring of Raphael’s studies for the left angel in the S. Severo fresco.

Dating the Colonna altarpiece to 1502 may also put us in conflict with the established chronology of Raphael’s major altarpieces. It is usually assumed that the Mond Crucifixion (Figure 24) was painted in that year and finished at the beginning of 1503, although that date inscribed on the frame in San Domenico in Città di Castello refers not to the completion but to the commission. The delicately elongated and highly articulated figures in that work move in ample space. The style of Perugino in the Vallombrosa altarpiece is fully absorbed and is evident in the voluminous forms isolated in space. The upturned heads of the Magdalen and of one of the angels seem particularly close to similar forms in the altar, but Raphael could have used earlier examples in Perugino’s work present in Perugia. Raphael even seems to follow a further and later phase in his master’s development, evident in the slim and elongated figures of Perugino’s pala from S. Francesco al Monte, now in the Perugia Gallery, which provided the basic composition and the almost exact position of the Virgin and the St. John. The pala was probably commissioned in 1502. The St. Jerome, on the other

foreshortening of the figure of the dreaming Scipio and the spatial force of Virtue’s gesture advancing her sword. The figures are much more highly articulated and so is the landscape, differentiated by delicate rocks and buildings influenced by Netherlandish painting.

54. For a later dating, Pope-Hennessy p. 127. For other opinions, Dussler pp. 5-6, Gilbert pp. 7, 15–16, 21. The Saint George, in Washington, Dussler p. 13, is even slightly more mature and closer in style to the Madonna in the Meadow of 1506.


hand, is lifted from Perugino’s Pala Tezi, dated 1500.57 The Mond Crucifixion is close to the Sposalizio of 1504 (Figure 40) in all aspects of style except that it is somewhat cruder and less assured. It must have been commissioned rather toward the end of 1503 and was perhaps completed only in 1504, the date of the Brera picture. The sequence Mond Crucifixion, Sposalizio, Madonna Ansiei appears as an obvious stylistic unity in Raphael’s work, as his most purely Peruginesque works based on the understanding of the latter’s development after 1500, in which, on the other hand, Raphael already begins to fully realize his own aims and to find his personality.

Between the Mond Crucifixion and the Sposalizio scholars have tended to date the Coronation of the Virgin (Figure 26), commissioned by Alessandra di Simone degli Oddi for the Oddi chapel in San Francesco in Perugia.58 Simone degli Oddi was the leader of that family, chased from Perugia on October 31, 1488, by the triumphant rival family, the Baglioni, when their houses and even the affiliated churches were looted; it is, therefore, highly unlikely that the altarpiece was commissioned before January 5, 1503, when the victorious Cesare Borgia allowed the outcasts to return to Perugia, which they did only on February 8.59 It is also probable that the altar was at least near completion by September 9, 1503, when the Oddi again had to leave the city, as Pope Alexander Borgia had died and Perugia again came under Baglioni rule.60 This situation

57. Camesasca pl. 151, p. 91.
58. Dusler p. 10.
59. Simone degli Oddi is mentioned as the most respected senior member of the family at the event of 1488, Louis de Baglioni, Pérouse et les Baglioni (Paris, 1909) pp. 94–95; he is the representative of the family in 1482, ibid. pp. 82–83, note 1; he is the first to be mentioned on the lists of Oddi and other members of their faction banished from Perugia by the papal legate January 22, 1489; see “Cronaca della Città di Perugia dal 1309 al 1491 nota col nome di Diario del Graziani,” ed. Ariodante Fabretti, Archivio storico italiano XVII (1850) p. 697. Simone and Guido, his son, were to stay in either Tolentino or Camerino, according to their choice. No women are mentioned in the account. From the same chronicle we learn the name of Simone’s wife, Leandra (p. 687); Fabretti furnishes the name of one of his daughters, Sueva (p. 668). Walter Bombe, Geschichte der Peruginer Malerei bis zu Perugino und Pintoricchio (Berlin, 1912) pp. 204–205, identified Alessandra with Leandra, whose tomb was erected in San Francisco in Perugia, July 1516, after she had become a Franciscan tertiary. However, one should be cautious about this, since Alessandra and Leandra, though close in sound, are Greek names of independent origin.
alone rules out Wittkower’s dating into the year 1500, followed recently by Becherucci. Both mention only the \textit{terminus ante quem} in the fall of 1503, but not the \textit{terminus post} in January or February.

A date in the earlier part of 1503 in fact makes complete sense in the chronology I am trying to establish. It is in the predella panels—the last parts of the work—that Raphael most completely adheres to Perugino’s style. He here transforms his master’s predella in the Fano altarpiece according to newer principles. Raphael opens up the space, makes his figures more slender, delicate, and more articulate in their bodies, lets them move with greater ease and relate to each other with more directness. In fact, the basic principles that characterize Raphael’s innovations in the \textit{Sposalizio} (Figure 40) begin to become apparent in these tiny panels. The angel in the \textit{Annunciation} (Figure 25), with his delicately articulated form and lightly rippling drapery, corresponds even in details with those in the Mond Crucifixion. So does the open and wide landscape that is strictly Peruginesque, and the sense of architectural space again leads toward the \textit{Sposalizio}. Since the main panel shows still a different style, which we shall consider presently, it becomes clear that these predella panels must have been painted shortly before Raphael began the Crucifixion, that is, probably in the second half of 1503.

The Coronation (Figure 26) is also highly Peruginesque, as Vasari was the first to observe, and shows many essential features of that master’s latest development; for example, as the voluminous forms of the figures begin to assert space. Yet the work essentially clings to Perugino’s style of the Prophets and Sibyls (Figure 9). From there derive many of the drapery motifs and the rich arrangement of the figures. Compositional ideas are taken from a still earlier work, Perugino’s Ascension, for S. Pietro in Perugia, now in Lyon, rather than from its later variation, the Coronation of the Virgin, on the back of the pala for San Francesco al Monte, the front of which inspired the Mond Crucifixion.\footnote{61. Wittkower pp. 157–159, Becherucci p. 25. \footnote{62. Camesasca pl. 82. Longhi p. 14 attributed these panels to Raphael himself and was followed by Becherucci pp. 18–19, but while they surely were of great influence on the young Raphael, their sense of form and articulation is so different from that found in Raphael’s earliest works that the attribution is surely not correct.}

For a good color reproduction of one of the predella panels, Pietro Zampetti, \textit{La pittura marchigiana da Gentile a Raffaello} (Venice, n.d.) pl. XL, fig. 183. For a good recent analysis of the space in the two predellas, Pope-Hennessy pp. 83–84.\footnote{63. Camesasca pl. 89, pp. 71–76. \footnote{64. Camesasca pl. 167, p. 99.}}
In this clearly earlier work Pintoricchio’s example is also highly important. It may be from his Assumption, in Santa Maria del Popolo in Rome, that Raphael took the idea of inserting a sarcophagus among the apostles, a motif not known from Perugino’s versions of the theme. It is with him that we find the rather stout figures grouped in decorative density. Even some of the apostles are closer to those of Pintoricchio than to those of Perugino, and so, above all, are the richly rippling draperies breaking geometrically and the decorative use of bright colors, amongst them much green. Even the rich landscape with its many trees is closer to those of Pintoricchio than to those of Perugino.

It is in Pintoricchio’s contemporary Coronation of the Virgin (Figure 27), painted for a little town presently known as Umbertide, now in the Vatican, that we find the closest parallels to our work. It was finished in June 1503. While many of the elements correspond closely, a comparison of the two works shows also to what degree Raphael’s command of space but also of technique is already superior to the skills of the older artist. The compact grouping of the apostles around the sarcophagus, creating space and structure, goes already beyond the possibilities even of Perugino, who needs loose open areas and visible ground to achieve space by means of perspective construction. The foreshortening of Raphael’s angel with the viola goes beyond anything achieved by the two older Umbrian painters, as does the expression of the angel with the tambourine. The lively composition of Raphael’s group of apostles is highly superior to the symmetrical arrangement in Pintoricchio’s picture, which incidentally derives from Perugino’s altarpiece in the Sistine Chapel from which Pintoricchio even took the musical angels in precise detail.

We know that Raphael’s superiority soon began to be recognized. He was already called the best available master in a document of 1503. It seems that he even tried to help Pintoricchio achieve greater spatial depth in the Vatican panel by giving him drawings for the two saints prominently kneeling in the foreground (Figures 28, 29). Pintoricchio, however, weakened some of the spatial impact in the execution. The two drawings, once on one sheet, are in the Louvre under the name of Francesco Francia. They contain on the verso (Figures 30, 31), in very faint lines that have much suffered, a first idea for the circumcision in the predella of the Coronation and a putto obviously related to those standing at the foot of the pilasters in the Libreria Piccolomini in Siena and similar to one drawn on a sheet

FIGURE 27
Pintoricchio, The Coronation of the Virgin, Vat-
ican Gallery

65. Carli pl. 64.
66. Ricci pp. 159–161 (ill.).
67. Walter Bombe, Perugino (Klassiker der Kunst) (Stuttgart and Berlin, 1914) pl. 18.
68. Golzio pp. 8–9.
surely from the same batch of gray prepared sheets as one now in Oxford (Figure 38) with other studies for the Libreria frescoes. 69

The years 1502–03 mark in fact the culmination point of Raphael's relationship with Pintoricchio, the period when the influence became reciprocal and when the older master greatly profited from the work of his gifted young friend whom he may have temporarily engaged for work between commissions.

The Libreria has to be dealt with here briefly, since in Raphael's work for it we can find the missing link between the highly developed style of the Vatican's Coronation (Figure 26) and the much more primitive style of the Colonna altarpiece. The gap between the two altarpieces is, of course, less wide when one considers the lunette and the predella panels of the earlier work, for they already show many points of contact with the style of the Coronation in the lighter colors, the proportions of the figures, the types, the movement, and even in the draperies. The gap can be completely closed when some of Raphael's drawings for the frescoes in Siena, commissioned from Pintoricchio in June 1502, can be placed between them.

69. Compare Parker no. 510, Fischel, Raphaels Zeichnungen I, nos. 63, 64.

FIGURES 28, 29
The fact that Raphael helped Pintoricchio in that grand decoration is known through Vasari, who tells it in the life of both masters, though varying as to the degree of Raphael’s involvement, which certainly did not go beyond the drawing stage.\(^{70}\) He states that there was a cartoon still in Siena and that he himself had in his possession drawings by Raphael for the Libreria and, indeed, there are four sheets that can be regarded as Raphael’s work connected with the project.\(^{71}\) These were, of course, doubted in the critical period around 1900, but it was Erwin Panofsky who, in a brilliant article, proved by profound analysis of the stylistic principles underlying the drawings and the frescoes based upon them that the sheets had to be designed and in part certainly drawn by Raphael.\(^{72}\) Panofsky concluded that Raphael provided Pintoricchio with finished designs or modelli for two frescoes and with at least some figures for a third fresco of the ten adorning the inside of the library hall and the one on the entrance

---

\(^{70}\) Vasari even varies the information of the first edition in the second, giving us four different versions of the story, all in Vasari-Milanesi III, p. 525, note 1.

\(^{71}\) Fischel, Raphaels Zeichnungen I, nos. 60–65.

FIGURE 32
Raphael, The Meeting of Frederick III with His Bride, Eleonora of Portugal. Private collection

FIGURE 33
Raphael, Departure of Enea Silvio for the Council of Basle. Gabinetto Disegni e Stampe, Uffizi, Florence
wall outside in the north aisle of Siena Cathedral, to which the library is attached. Later scholarship has not gone beyond this, and the latest monograph on Pintoricchio even ignores Panofsky's conclusions.73

I think a consideration of the Libreria in terms of Raphael has still more to offer. Panofsky did not dare to decide whether frescos for which there were no extant drawings by Raphael could have been designed by him or not. Yet all but two of them show, even after the flattening and decorative execution by Pintoricchio and his collaborators, a sense for space that goes much beyond anything that Pintoricchio ever did before or after. We are here confronted for the first time in Raphael's career with the problem that later is so important, when the school works from his designs, namely the execution of his ideas by somewhat uncongenial hands. Without being able to demonstrate amply my conclusions, I think I can state that Raphael worked on the project both in 1502 and again in 1503, developing his faculties in spatial composition in the meantime. Judgment is, however, difficult, as the impression of the frescos may vary according to whether Pintoricchio himself executed the work and thus changed Raphael's ideas following his more decorative principles or whether he employed the help of some Perugino pupil like Eusebio di San Giorgio—who is recorded in the documents—for the execution, who then naturally followed Raphael's thoughts more closely.74 We are lucky, however, that the few drawings by Raphael for the project were apparently executed at different times and thus demonstrate these ideas. The earliest is clearly the design for the Meeting of Frederick III with His Bride, Eleonora of Portugal, in a private collection (Figure 32).75 It is in this finished design that we may detect some elements of style closely related to the Colonna altarpiece. One notes how the four main figures are lined up in the foreground, how their actions and stances are still much governed by the plane, how the cloaks are ample and defined by long floating lines much as that of St. Paul, although some richer folds appear, how the whole composition is built up in space much in terms of layers one above the other. The predella panels are even closer to the drawing because of their livelier movement. Compare, above all, the Procession to Calvary (Figure 4), where many similar figures and actions can be found. The horses in both works are still derived from model books without much obser-

vation from life and thus are strangely human in expression.76 It is likely, therefore, that Raphael drew this sheet soon after Pintoricchio got the commission in 1502 and certainly before the Coronation of the Virgin (Figure 26), commissioned, as we have seen, early in 1503. It is the challenge of the large spaces and the need to manipulate crowds of people in the Libreria frescos that speeded up Raphael's evolution. Even in the drawing just discussed one can already feel the beginning of that sense of space so prominent in the Coronation. Raphael was, in fact, at this point surpassing Pintoricchio, who, as Panofsky shows so clearly, misunderstood Raphael's more advanced intentions in the execution.77 About a year later, when the ceiling decorations were finished and the wall frescos had to be given serious consideration, Raphael must have drawn the large modello in the Uffizi, the Departure of Enea Silvio for the Council of Basle (Figure 33),78 for the first fresco in the series of pictures from the life of this eminent humanist and churchman who became Pope Pius II. Even the drawing style has changed and become livelier and freer, stressing the roundness and plasticity of the bodies. This is partly caused by the difference in the use of the pen in the two drawings. In the Departure Raphael uses it often to characterize shadows and form with parallel hatchings, which he completely avoids in the Meeting. What counts above all, however, is the new composition with figures moving diagonally through space on horses that have been observed from life and

73. Carli pp. 69–79.
74. Eusebio may have painted the extremely Peruginesque frescos representing the Canonization of St. Catherine of Siena (Carli pls. 138, 139, Ricci fig. at p. 205) and Enea Silvio Crowned Poet Laureate by Frederick III (Carli pls. 129, 130, Ricci fig. at p. 185), and he surely helped in others. While the execution of the two works is greatly similar, the design is very different, and they may have been developed at different times.
75. I am grateful to the owner for letting me view the drawing and reproduce a photograph of it following its restoration.
76. Raphael employs, apparently next to the usually stock horses of Perugino, the rearing horses inspired by antique coins used in the vault of the Cambio (Camesasca pls. 110, 111). There seems to be no sure indication of any knowledge of the bold new experiments made by Leonardo for his Adoration of the Magi, of which, however, Pintoricchio may have had partial knowledge; compare his Adoration, in the Appartamento Borgia, Carli pl. 89, with A. E. Popham, The Drawings of Leonardo da Vinci (New York, 1945) pl. 65.
77. Panofsky pp. 278–284. See also Pope-Hennessy p. 88.
FIGURE 34
Raphael, The Adoration of the Magi, predella panel of the Coronation of the Virgin. Vatican Gallery, Rome

FIGURE 35
are shown in convincing foreshortening. All the figures are compactly grouped, and the new sense of space and plasticity works even in the individual forms that stress the bodies and avoid the large draperies that Pintoricchio afterward again introduced in the execution.

Much of the experience Raphael drew from this work was used in the predella panels of the Coronation. The foreshortened horses, for example, are reused, somewhat changed, in the Adoration of the Magi (Figure 34). This is the piece in which Raphael also shows the greatest proficiency of composition and arrangement of crowds of figures. However, these predella panels are again slightly more advanced in style toward the greater elegance of the Mond Crucifixion, as can be

**Figure 36**
Raphael, The Annunciation. Cabinet des Dessins, Louvre (photo: Giraudon)

**Figure 37**
clearly seen in the preparatory drawing in Stockholm for this scene (Figure 35). Incidentally, this is among the most Pintoricchiesque of Raphael's drawings. We can gain additional insight into the character of this latest stylistic progress of Raphael by comparing his finished pen and wash drawing in the Louvre for one of his predella panels, the Annunciation (Figure 36), with the Meeting of Frederick III and Eleonora of Portugal. On first sight, the similarity of technique and the degree of completion of the two sheets may compel us to see only the strong affinities. Yet after some looking it will become clear how much more articulate the figures are in the Annunciation. Their bodies are no longer seen as large unified shapes, as in the Meeting, but have become mobile in their hips, limbs, and necks; every fold of their garments is stressed with rich contrasts of light and shade, and they are arranged in almost geometrically controlled layers with a brittle richness. A new clarity and sureness of intent are apparent in the gestures and faces.

If we compare both these drawings to the small cartoon in the Morgan Library (Figure 37) for the Metropolitan's Agony in the Garden, we can perceive how in this earlier work forms are even larger and simpler. The figures seem almost carved out of one block. While the sheet thus shows a certain affinity with the Meeting,

79. Fischel, Raphael's Zeichnungen I, no. 29.
80. Fischel, Raphael's Zeichnungen I, no. 28.
81. Fischel, Raphael's Zeichnungen II, no. 66
design, could not be richer in spatial arrangement and grouping and clearly leads toward the Sposalizio (Figure 40), and even further to Raphael’s late Coronation of Charlemagne.\textsuperscript{88} The elongated, elegantly moving figures with their strongly articulated bodies belong to the period in the second half of 1503.

This fresco shows much similarity to the most ambitious in number of figures of all the works in the Libreria, the Coronation of Pius III (Figure 41),\textsuperscript{86} which could hardly have been designed before September 21, 1503, when Cardinal Francesco Piccolomini, the man who had commissioned the frescoes, was elected pope. It is, of course, conceivable that it was the coronation of Enea Silvio as Pius II that was originally planned in much similar form for that place. The style seems somewhat heavier than that of the fresco just discussed, but that may be due to the execution. Looked at in detail, the figures are slender and much like those in the predella of the Coronation, from which some of the details are taken almost literally. The work may be regarded as Raphael’s grandest design of that period. If we compare it with Pintoricchio’s Christ among the Doctors,\textsuperscript{87} in Spello, it becomes absolutely clear that the older master could not have conceived anything as densely organized and lively in grouping as this crowd. Even when he had to design two frescoes in the Libreria itself,\textsuperscript{88} not prepared by Raphael, possibly because of the pope’s sudden death, October 18, 1503, which led to temporary abandonment of the project, Pintoricchio fell back to his completely planar compositions of earlier times.

Raphael had profited greatly from the chance to collaborate with Pintoricchio, developing skills that his own commissions of altarpieces and the example of Perugino, who like him worked mainly for bourgeois

\textbf{FIGURE 40}

Raphael, The Marriage of the Virgin, called the Sposalizio. Brera, Milan (photo: Anderson)

\textsuperscript{82} Compare Fischel, \textit{Raffaels Zeichnungen} I, nos. 5, 7, 11, even though the technique is essentially different.
\textsuperscript{83} Panofsky pp. 270–274; Fischel, \textit{Raffaels Zeichnungen} I, no. 63.
\textsuperscript{84} Carli pls. 129–130, Ricci fig. at p. 185.
\textsuperscript{85} It was again Panofsky who, with the insight of genius, discovered that another of these frescoes reappeared in Raphael’s late work; see his p. 286.
\textsuperscript{86} Carli pl. 122.
\textsuperscript{87} Carli pl. 114.
\textsuperscript{88} Pope Pius II in Mantua and Pius II in Ancona, Carli pls. 137, 141.
FIGURE 41
Pintoricchio, The Coronation of Pius III. Libreria Piccolomini, Cathedral, Siena (photo: Alinari)
and small feudal patrons in his later years, could not have taught him. Only much later, when in Rome Raphael had to paint similar frescoes of Church representations, would some of the things he learned in Siena come to full fruition. Yet the command of space he developed in these works—curiously enough in a commission from Pintoricchio, who had first influenced him in the direction of decorative employment of the picture plane—helped him in his contemporary work, especially in the Sposalizio. Raphael achieved in this painting the first of those syntheses between opposing directions in art that are so characteristic for him; here, that between Pintoricchio’s sense for rich groupings of figures and Perugino’s striving for plasticity, bound together by Raphael’s very own observation of space.

With this we can bring our survey of Raphael’s monumental works between 1500 and 1505 to a close. I think that the new dating of the Colonna altarpiece and the resulting new chronology of Raphael’s early work brings a better structure to these years. We find the young master starting from a solid basis that he must have formed in the school of Perugino in the years between about 1494/5 and 1500, when he probably separated from his immediate influence. His work in Città di Castello in 1500 and 1501 shows additional influences from Signorelli and Pintoricchio. The latter continue even after a return to Perugia in 1502 to paint the Colonna altarpiece, while new observations taken from Perugino’s latest work begin to modify his style. In that year and the following the relationship with Pintoricchio culminates in a collaboration on the Siena frescoes and even other works like the Coronation in the Vatican. Meanwhile Perugino’s renewed influence grows and comes out in full force in the three large works done in 1503 to 1505, the Mond Crucifixion, the Sposalizio for Città di Castello, and the Madonna Ansedei for Perugia, works in which Raphael achieves at the same time full maturity. Pintoricchio’s influence by that time completely fades away but leaves a new sense for spatial freedom and dramatic action developed under the challenge of the Siena commission. It is because he had learned from all the eminent artists of Umbria that Raphael was then ready to understand the lessons of Fra Bartolomeo and Leonardo in Florence.
APPENDIX

As the completion of the cleaning stage of the restoration of the Colonna altarpiece coincides with the publication of this article, it is possible to append a note on its state of preservation.

Taking away the heavy veil of grime, overpaint, and oxidized varnish that obscured the original paint surface before cleaning has restored the freshness, clarity, and plasticity that one associates with Raphael at this period. The immense vitality of the brilliant colors and strongly defined forms must have been lying dormant under the semiopaque layers of discoloration for well over a century.

It is exceedingly rare to find the important areas of a painting by a great master to be in better condition than the secondary ones, but it occurs here: the heads, hands, and feet are remarkably well preserved. The delicate nuances of tone in the transitions from light to dark in the modeling of the flesh are almost entirely intact, and even the finest tendrils of hair on the heads are still sharply delineated. St. Lucy, unfortunately, has a break in the panel running through her eyes, and the surrounding area is somewhat rubbed.

The only major change that has upset the balance of the picture is the darkening of the azurite blue used in painting the Virgin's mantle and the robes of Sts. Peter and Paul. Although this change has affected the three principal figures, the truly monumental simplicity of the strongly defined forms is so assertive everywhere else that the altarpiece still reads well. The copper resinate greens, being unstable, have also changed but not in such a radical way.

Two clumsily executed "embellishments" added to the altarpiece by later hands have now been removed: the veining on the white marble steps of the throne proved to be a later addition because it had been applied over a layer of dirt and varnish going over cracks in the original paint. The orb, held by God the Father in the lunette, is in good state and is marvelously painted by Raphael, but for some inexplicable reason someone had crudely obliterated it by gilding and using oil as a mordan. The original foreshortening of the hand was made to look out of drawing by this inept change.

It is interesting to note that the powerfully characterized heads of the apostles, which stylistically seem at variance with the other more Peruginesque heads, also appear very different when the altarpiece is viewed by ultraviolet light. Surprisingly, the apparently more schematic heads take on the surety of form and grandeur of antique sculpture, whereas the two splendid apostle heads lose much of their plasticity, and with it, their impact.

John M. Brealey
Conservator of Paintings
A Leaf from the Scholz Scrapbook

CARLO BERTOCCI and CHARLES DAVIS

The Museum’s Department of Prints acquired in 1949 a noteworthy group of architectural drawings now known as the Scholz Scrapbook after its donors, Janos Scholz and Mrs. Anne Bigelow Scholz. The ninety-three sheets contain drawings of Renaissance buildings in Rome and Florence, as well as of two antique monuments. There is also a French aspect to the scrapbook. The drawings were purchased in Paris, and there are inscriptions in French on a number of the sheets. Furthermore, these architectural drawings were once bound together with a group of thirty-five sheets of drawings of tomb monuments and fountains that seem to derive from a French sculptor’s workshop of around 1575–1610.1 Thus it has been suggested that the scrapbook belonged to a Frenchman traveling through Italy.2

Despite their uncertain provenance, the importance of the Scholz drawings of Italian buildings has been widely recognized.3 Yet the study of individual drawings and groups within the scrapbook has often raised as many questions as it has answered.4 Where were the drawings made, and when? (The datings proposed for individual sheets range from the 1550s to the 1570s.5) Were they made from measurements taken on the building sites or in the studio from working drawings? Clearly, several hands were at work in the scrapbook, and, as has been noted, at least one of these appears to have been French. Certainly the series of drawings extends the promise of new evidence for the history of many Renaissance buildings, but, until more is known of the circumstances in which the scrapbook came into being, the documentary value of its individual sheets will be often difficult to assess.

Though it has not been stated explicitly, one thing

1. A. Hyatt Mayor, “Prints Acquired in 1949,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin 8 (1949–50) p. 160; Janet S. Byrne, “Design for a Tomb,” MMA Bulletin 15 (1956–57) pp. 155–164; Janet S. Byrne, “Monuments on Paper,” MMA Bulletin 25 (1966–67) pp. 24–29. The present study was initially based upon a set of photographs of the scrapbook’s architectural drawings. We are grateful to Janet Byrne, Curator, Department of Prints and Photographs, for allowing us to study these drawings during a visit to the Museum. Subsequently she offered valuable revisions of our descriptions of the contents of the entire scrapbook and showed us several ways to improve our conclusions. These are to be seen only in the context of the ninety-three sheets of drawings of Roman and Florentine monuments, some single leaves, and some double spreads, some with drawings on both sides. The appellation “Scholz draftsman” is a conventional one. It does not imply that a “Scholz Master” is responsible for these drawings, which are the work of several hands. Since our study was completed (1974), other drawings from the scrapbook have been discussed by Craig Hugh Smyth and Henry Millon in a study of St. Peter’s, Römisches Jahrbuch für Kunstgeschichte 16 (1976) pp. 137–206.


5. In addition to the works cited above, see Heinrich Wurm, Der Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne (Berlin, 1965) p. 53, and Christoph Luitpold Frommel, Der Römische Palastbau der Hochrenaissance II (Tübingen, 1973) pp. 6, 56, 69, 123, 162, 239, 309.
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that emerges from previous studies of parts of this material is a picture of a body of drawings often based on prior graphic representations. Indeed, this line of investigation holds perhaps the best promise for clarifying the nature of the scrapbook. Wittkower, for instance, noted the close correspondence of some of the Scholz drawings of the cupola of St. Peter's (especially 49.92.1 and 49.92.20) with Dupérac's engravings of St. Peter's, concluding that the entire St. Peter's series represents Dupérac's preparatory work for his engravings of 1564-65 and copies made in his studio.6 Tolnay, however, rejected the view that these drawings are either preparatory drawings for Dupérac's engravings or copies after them.7 Nonetheless, Tolnay has noted that seventeen of the Scholz drawings are copies of drawings by Dosio of Michelangelo's Florentine architectural works (Uffizi Dis. 1930A–1939A and 1941A–1947A).8 Similarly, Wurm observed the close connection of the Scholz drawings of the Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne with other sheets in the Uffizi.9 And, in a study

FIGURE 1
Anonymous 16th-century draftsman, Elevation of the Portal of Sant’Apollonia, Florence. Scholz Scrapbook, 49.92.60 recto. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Janos and Anne Bigelow Scholz, in Memory of Flying Officer Walter Bigelow Rosen, 1949

FIGURE 2
Plan of the Portal of Sant' Apollonia. Scholz Scrapbook, 49.92.60 verso

of the elaborate Scholz drawings of the Villa Giulia, Frances Land Moore tentatively concluded that the drawings of the Villa Giulia (as well as the Laferri engravings of it) ultimately derive from earlier drawings made, in part, during the construction of the villa, a body of drawings that included several sheets now in the Royal Institute of British Architects, London. But, since she could not discover a direct, immediate connection between the Scholz sheets and still existing, identifiable drawings, Mrs. Moore suggested that in some cases the Scholz drawings resulted from a conflation of several graphic sources with firsthand measurements executed at the villa itself. Set side by side, these separate studies are suggestive, even if they do not point to a conclusive hypothesis concerning the composition of the Scholz Scrapbook.

As a contribution toward assembling a composite mosaic that may eventually reveal the draftsmen-architects of the scrapbook at work, one sheet, the recto and verso of 49.92.60, will be examined here. The graphic source of this leaf can be securely identified in a surviving drawing, thus affording the opportunity to observe in a single instance the working methods of one of the Scholz draftsmen.

The drawing shows the elevation and plan of Michelangelo’s portal of the former church of Sant’Apollonia in Florence (Figures 1, 2). It belongs to one of the three groups of drawings after Michelangelo’s architectural works that Tolnay has isolated within the scrapbook. These drawings in pen and ink, sometimes washed in bister, are dated by Tolnay to shortly after 1556. He suggests that their draftsman was an Italian of Vasari’s day. And, according to Tolnay, the drawing of the Sant’Apollonia portal was executed directly from the actual doorway, with measurements taken on the site.

However, the Scholz drawing of the portal was in fact copied from an identical drawing by Giovanni Antonio Dosio in the Uffizi (Dis. 3018A; Figures 3, 4). While the recto of the Uffizi drawing was published by

Wachler in a small illustration, the verso was not. The similarity of the Scholz and Uffizi sheets is apparent at a glance. A closer look at the two drawings reveals that the inscriptions and measurements are identical and that they are punctuated and positioned in precisely the same way. This identity is documented in our Appendix. Yet, even aside from such a detailed comparison, the higher quality of Dosio’s drawing, evident even in photographs, suggests that it is the original. And, too, the Scholz draftsman erred in copying the top line of the door opening, and the evidence of his correction remains visible.

Simply in the terms of a line drawing, the exactitude with which the Scholz draftsman follows Dosio is as striking as his painstaking carrying over of inscriptions and measurements. Less sure without ruler in hand, he still attempts to reproduce Dosio’s washes faithfully. But it is telling that he has also maintained the horizontal and vertical proportions of Dosio’s drawing throughout his own. This, together with the fidelity of his copy, first suggested to us that he resorted to a mechanical process in transferring Dosio’s drawing to his...
And this suspicion was borne out, for when the two drawings were measured their dimensions matched exactly. In both, the aperture of the door is 21 cm. high, 10.5 cm. wide; the greatest height of the portal, 33.7 cm.; the greatest width, 24.9 cm.; the pediment 20 cm. across. Thus it is clear that the Scholz drawing was transferred at the drawing board from the Uffizi sheet.

One marked difference between the drawings lies in the evidence of their construction, which remains visible on their surfaces. Uffizi 3018A is crisscrossed with inked and uninked construction lines. An uninked incised construction line drawn with a compass cuts vertically through the center of the portal, and others establishing the lateral jambs and the inset of the columns, run through the entire drawing. Numerous horizontal construction lines are concentrated in the steps, the column bases, and the entablature. Besides, the drawing bears many compass-point punctures and the paper has been cut by compass indentations at several points. Thus we can be certain that this quite finished drawing was based on sketches and measurements made on the site and later constructed anew at the drafting board. The following sheet, Uffizi 3019A, also apparently drawn in the studio, records just such drawings. Its recto gives measured drawings of details of the base and capitals (Figure 5), and its verso provides a very careful construction of the profile and elevation of the entire entablature with nearly sixty measurements (Figure 6).

For his elevation of the portal the Scholz draftsman, on the contrary, required few construction lines—a center vertical division and some incised lines in the area of the base. The reason is clear. The Scholz draftsman had his work already done for him. He did not have to reconstruct the portal; he had only to transfer Dosio’s drawing onto his page. And, aside from transporting measurements, he may have also traced. Certainly the vestiges of the construction process evident on the surface of Dosio’s drawing provide a further confirmation of its priority over the Metropolitan’s sheet.

In one respect, at least, the Scholz draftsman failed to comprehend the conception of Dosio’s elevation. As a natural consequence of his method of copying he reproduced faithfully all of Dosio’s rendering that is contained in a flat architectural elevation (Figure 7). But Dosio’s is an unusually beautiful architectural drawing, enlivened with a rich variety of washes. In this respect the Scholz draftsman is timid and listless. Dosio’s washes are, however, purposeful as well as ornamental. He provides something more tangible than a flat diagram of the portal and, at the same time, suggests a dual view of it. In the development of the washes there is a left-right differentiation akin to that of ar-

---

**Figure 7**
Diagram of the Plan and Elevation of the Portal of Sant’Apollonia. The letters correspond to the Appendix
chitectural drawings that offer alternative solutions on the left and right sides. Here, however, the differentiation is descriptive rather than projectural. At the left Dosio stresses the volume of the column, which, within the limits of a frontal elevation, is shown in perspective. The torus and the fillets of the capital are curved (this is surely intentional since a lightly inked construction line bisects the torus) and the corresponding members of the column base are also slightly curved, an effect underlined by the dark wash that models the column base.

At the right Dosio depicts, instead, the lateral development of the entire portal in depth. This view of the portal is essentially nonperspectival, although the fillets of the capital retain a very slight curvature. For instance, the dark washing of the inset at the left of the column sets both the lateral jamb and the column in relief, and the long broad wash running down the length of the right side of the portal defines both the inset and the plane of the wall of the façade, which lies behind that of the lateral door jamb. Moreover, this descriptive process can be observed in other details as well.

The Scholz copyist fails to see this double aspect of Dosio's conception. While Dosio's washes on the right side of his drawing are deeper than on the left, the Scholz draftsman reverses this relationship; in general he does not perceive the descriptive rationale of Dosio's washes.

Two other differences between the drawings deserve mention. First, the Scholz draftsman introduces an indented profile into the frame over the door aperture. While he did not find this on Dosio's elevation, he probably derived it from a companion sheet (Figure 5) that gives this detail of the portal. And second, in Dosio's elevation, at the right of the pediment and architrave, a curious repetition of the profile of these architectural members has been penciled in over the wash. This detail does not correspond to the actual portal construction, and in Dosio's drawing it is very nearly hidden by the dark wash. But the Scholz draftsman draws this detail neatly into his drawing so that it appears, somewhat incongruously, as part of the portal architecture.

On the balance, however, the Scholz draftsman is a quite exact copyist. He conceives his copy essentially in terms of a linear design, as an architectural draftsman practiced in the tricks of the drawing board, who effects his copy in the most efficient way he can. He appreciates far less the pictorial effects of Dosio's drawing and is less at home in reproducing them. Paradoxically, it is as if he espouses a view Dosio himself expressed when trying to sell a set of architectural drawings to Niccolò Gaddi: "Io non l'ho ommiate, parendomi che servino più così, non si curando d'ornamenti di carte ma che sieno con le sue misure più intelligibili, perché l'acquerello offusca i numeri."  

One wonders how the Scholz draftsman gained access to Dosio's drawing. Moreover, in addition to the seventeen copies after his drawings of Michelangelo's Florentine architecture in the Uffizi, identified by Tolnay, Wurm has noted that the Scholz drawings of the Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne in Rome are very closely related to two further sheets by Dosio, Uffizi 371A and 3244A. Thus the provenance of the scrapbook's architectural drawings appears, in part, to be closely associated with the rich stock of such drawings that Dosio made and accumulated.

Fortunately this connection can be secured, for the paper of the Scholz drawing of the Sant'Apollonia portal and the companion sheet of Dosio's elevation, Uffizi 3019A, bear the same watermark. Uffizi 3018A is for the most part backed, and no watermark is discernible. However, it is so intimately connected with 3019A that both were clearly made at the same time. The watermark is found only in Italian paper of around 1566–72. Given this remarkable coincidence of image and watermark, it is difficult not to conclude that the Scholz sheet was made by an artist who found himself in Dosio's studio, perhaps even with paper borrowed from Dosio's own supply, and presumably around the same time that the Uffizi drawings, 3018A and 3019A, were executed—probably in the years around 1570 and in Rome, where Dosio was to be found at this time, rather than in Florence. Uffizi 3018A and

16. Wurm, Palazzo Massimo, p. 53; see also Frommel, Romische Palastbau, II, p. 239.
3019A, it will be remembered, are studio drawings based on prior on-site measurements and sketches. It can very probably be concluded that the other Scholz copies after Dosio’s drawings of Michelangelo’s Florentine works were also made in Rome. Thus by far the largest number of drawings of Florentine monuments in the scrapbook were not made on the site, or even in Florence, and consequently the focus of the scrapbook’s architectural drawings seems to lie in Rome.19

Beyond this a few plausible suggestions are possible, for that the Scholz draftsman chose to copy from Dosio is not without significance. In the 1550s and 1560s Dosio was often in Rome, and from 1566 to 1576 his activities were fairly constantly centered there. Aside from his tomb monuments of these years, he was engaged not only as a draftsman in a wide-ranging documentation of ancient monuments and inscriptions as well as modern edifices but also in the sale of his own drawings, and of prints and drawings in his possession.20 These activities brought him into contact with the circle of publishers, printers, and sellers of prints and drawings who were involved in the common enterprise of disseminating the image of ancient and modern Rome throughout Europe. Among Dosio’s many projects some were never completed, for instance, his archaeological and epigraphical volume, or his survey of ancient and modern buildings in carefully measured drawings for an architectural treatise, but other projects reached fruition. In 1561 his plan of Rome was published by Bartolomeo Faleti, in 1565 Bernardo Gamucci’s Libri quattro delle antichità della città di Roma appeared with twenty-four woodcuts based on Dosio’s drawings, and then in 1569 his fifty views of Rome were published by Giovanni Battista De’ Cavalieri in the Urbis Romae aedificiorum illustriumquae supersunt reliquiae.21

Frenchmen such as Antonio Lafreri and Étienne Dupérac figured prominently in this circle of printers and publishers. In fact, Dosio had dealings with Lafreri and his partners Antonio and Francesco Salamanca,22 and an anonymous French draftsman, identified tentatively as Dupérac by Fabriczy,23 provided eight of the preparatory drawings for Dosio’s Urbis Romae.24 Such large publishing enterprises as Lafreri’s Speculum Romanae Magnificentiae drew on the work of a number of draftsmen in Rome, some of whom were French.25 And Dosio apparently found a market for his own drawings. He, too, perhaps utilized copyists to increase his output, for he felt it necessary to specify certain of the architectural drawings that he offered for sale to Nicolò Gaddi as “di mia mano.”26

Thus it should not be surprising to discover some of the draftsmen of the Scholz Scrapbook at work in this ambit frequented by French artists. This picture agrees with that suggested by the connection of some of the scrapbook drawings with Lafreri’s Speculum and with Dupérac’s engravings by Moore and Wittkower.27 In any event the Scholz copy of Moore’s drawing of the Sant’Apollonia portal cautions against forming conclusions concerning the nationality of the draftsmen of the scrapbook’s architectural drawings simply on the basis of the language of the inscriptions, for the draftsman of Scholz 49.92.60 transcribes completely and accurately, even imitating an occasional mannerism of the script in his model.28

25. See Christian Hülsen, “Das Speculum Romanae Magnific-

27. Moore, “Villa Giulia,” p. 191, and Wittkower, Capola, pp. 101, 102, 103, 107; see also Frommel, Römische Palastbau, II, p. 6 and III, Pl. 6g and 6h.
28. Compare in the two drawings the horizontal inscriptions beginning “el vano” and note such peculiarities as “i” rather than “1.”
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Appendix

Here are transcribed the measurements and other inscriptions found on the recto and verso of Dosio's drawing (Uffizi 3018A) and the Metropolitan's copy (49.92.60). The letters indicate the positions on Figure 7. “I” on the Uffizi drawing is a marginal notation that the Scholz draftsman did not reproduce. Slight discrepancies in punctuation occur in “K” and “b.” The inscription at the bottom of the recto of the Metropolitan's sheet may not have been found on Dosio's drawing, which, in any case, has been cut along the bottom edge.

RECTO

A
Uff.: b 1 d 6
Met.: b 1 d 6

B
Uff.: b 1 s 1 t 9
Met.: b 1 s 1 t 9

C
Uff.: s 11 t 9
Met.: s 11 t 9

D
Uff.: s 10 t 1
Met.: s 10 t 1

E
Uff.: s 13
Met.: s 13

F
Uff.: s 2
5
Met.: s 2
5

G
Uff.: s 1
5
Met.: s 1
5

H
Uff.: s 1
10
Met.: s 1
10

I
Uff.: s 2
d 4
Met.: vacant

K
Uff.: el fusto senza il collarino b 6 s 5 d 3
Met.: el fusto senza il collarino b 6 s 5 d 3

L
Uff.: el vano b 6 s 19 di
Met.: el vano b 6 s 19 di

M
Uff.: s 8 9
Met.: s 8 9

N
Uff.: s 1
10
Met.: s 1
10

VERSO

O
Uff.: el vano b 3 s 10
Met.: el vano b 3 s 10

P
Uff.: s 16
Met.: s 16

Q
Uff.: s 2
11
Met.: s 2
11

R
Uff.: s 6 8
Met.: s 6 8

S
Uff.: 6 6
Met.: 6 6

T
Uff.: 2
Met.: vacant

U
Uff.: 6 6
Met.: 6 6

V
Uff.: 2
Met.: 2

W
Uff.: s 6 6
Met.: s 6 6

Y
Uff.: s 16 5
Met.: s 16 5

Met.: Porta di Sta appolonia Munisterio in fiorenza Di mano
Di Michelagnolo buonaroti / Misurata aluso fiorentino
cioe el b partito in 20 soldi et ogni soldo in denari—

12—
A Rabbi with Wings: Remarks on Rembrandt's Etching "Abraham Entertaining the Angels"

EMANUEL WINTERNITZ
Curator Emeritus, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

To the memory of Hans van de Waal, magnanimous friend, exemplary humanist and scholar, whose mind and heart were refined by suffering and persecution: *Peregrinando Quaerimus.*

Rembrandt's interpretations of the Bible are often so original and profound, and at the same time so faithful to the text of the scriptures, that his indulgence in a little respectful fun appears to be a rare exception.

In the literature on Rembrandt, his etching commonly called "Abraham Entertaining the Angels," signed and dated 1656, is usually discussed because of its relation to a Mohammedan Indian miniature, now in the Louvre, showing four Orientals seated under a tree. Rembrandt copied it in a drawing that is now in the British Museum (Figure 1). The four bearded dignitaries, all with heavy turbans, sit in a half circle on a carpet. Two hold cups, one fingers beads, and one rests his arms on his knees. In front, there is a tray with more cups, in the left corner a pitcher. A mountain landscape forms the background.

1. Arthur M. Hind, *Rembrandt* (Cambridge, Mass., 1932) p. 59, points to an entry in Rembrandt's inventory "een dito (boeck) vol curieuse miniatuur teeckeningin," that might indicate a book with Indian miniatures. A. Bredius, however, in *Oud-Holland* 29 (1911) p. 199, disagrees on the ground that Indian miniatures were usually in Dutch. Documents of Rembrandt's time called "Suratsche (or Mogolsche) teeckeningin." The oriental model seems to have stimulated more comments than the print itself; A. Hind, *Catalogue of Rembrandt's Etchings* (London, 1923) p. 115. Werner Weisbach, *Rembrandt* (Berlin and Leipzig, 1926) p. 448, mentions the Indian miniature used as a model, and states that "it was in any case the unusual character of the exotic, so much beloved by Rembrandt, that stimulated him to make a copy." But for all the interest in the exotic, the importance of this little print lies elsewhere: in the masterly psychological condensation of the drama in Abraham's family life into the innocent appearance of a picnic. Ludwig Münz, *Rembrandt's Etchings II* (London, 1952) p. 90, after emphasizing the Indian miniature as one important source of Rembrandt's etching, calls Lucas van Leyden's engraving "Abraham and the Angels" the most important other source. This is difficult to accept, for Lucas restricts his interpretation of the Biblical text to the dramatic contrast between the three tall and winged standing figures and the patriarch prostrate before them. Also, the description in *Museum du Louvre, Les Plus Belles Eaux-For tes de Rembrandt, Exposition 1969-1970,* p. 44, no. 84, quotes the traditional general reference to "l’œuvre gravé de Lucas," but does not explain further.

Rembrandt adapted this composition to his interpretation of the visit of three men to Abraham as related in Genesis (Figure 2), borrowing many features from the model: the composition is symmetrical; there are the carpet and the tray with refreshments; there is also the pitcher, and at least three of the figures are squatting. The adaptation to the Biblical story necessitated, of course, many changes. The tree as a dominant vertical has been replaced by a massive pillar, serving as doorpost and house corner at the same time. The entertainment takes place on the steps outside Abraham's house, not before his tent as stated in the Bible. The Moslem on the right has been turned into a standing, humble figure—Abraham holding a pitcher. Rembrandt has made it a point to show his age; he appears bent and shrunken, leaning forward while he listens in
respectful silence. Abraham, addressed by the Lord, occupies the right front angle of the design; Sarah appears in the left upper corner, “behind” the Lord (Gen. 18:10). The forefinger of her right hand, touching the door, reveals that she must have opened it herself (Figure 3). Her face is clearly visible; the delicate conversation between herself and God, who has his back to her, announcing a child to be born in her ninetieth year, offered the illustrator several alternatives (Gen. 18:9–15). Rembrandt might have shown her first astonishment, or her skeptical laugh, or her fear when reproached by the Lord for doubting his word. To depict her laughing would have turned the scene into a farce. Rembrandt instead showed a complex expression—curiosity mixed with awe; her lips are slightly parted and her eyebrows raised.

Sarah’s laugh, her first reaction to God’s announcement, is understandable. Abraham had reacted in the same way when he received this announcement on the occasion of the making of the Covenant: “Then Abraham fell upon his face, and laughed, and said in his heart, Shall a child be born unto him that is an hundred years old? and shall Sarah, that is ninety years old, bear?” (Gen. 17:17).

The third person, who at first glimpse might be taken as staffage or as a device for establishing a triangular apex to the group of four men in the foreground, also belongs to Abraham’s family and is therefore essential to the present scene. The sturdy boy practicing with his bow, his case of arrows at his left hip, totally unconcerned with the visitors, is evidently Ishmael, the son of Sarah’s Egyptian handmaiden, Hagar, conceived by Abraham when Sarah, unable to bear, had given Hagar to Abraham. The ensuing marital difficulties, the jealousy between the women, Hagar’s mistreatment and later expulsion are vividly recounted in Genesis 16 and 21. According to Genesis 21:20, Ishmael “dwelt in the wilderness, and became an archer.” The hunting bow identifies him here and reminds us of Hagar’s tragedy after God’s announcement to Sarah came true. Rembrandt was profoundly concerned with the cruel dismissal of Hagar and Ishmael, and their expulsion

2. Rembrandt may have been familiar with an earlier representation of the spies Sarah, the engraving by Georg Pencz (Bartsch VIII, 6; Le Blanc III, 6) showing Abraham and Hagar embracing on a bed while Sarah looks in from behind a window curtain with unmistakably mixed feelings.

3. Sarah, after her skeptical laugh (Genesis 18:12), laughs once more after the birth of Isaac, this time in joy and triumph: “God hath made me to laugh, so that all that hear will laugh with me” (Gen. 21:6).

4. Abraham’s skepticism expressed in laughter (Gen. 17:17) was not warranted. Not only did Sarah bear Isaac at the time foretold, but long after her death Abraham took still another wife, Keturah, and begot with her six sons (Gen. 25:1–2), whom he sent away from Isaac (Gen. 25:6) as he had done with Ishmael. He lived to a hundred threescore and fifteen years (Gen. 25:7).


6. The importance of Ishmael has admirably been discussed by L. Münz in “Rembrandts Altersstil und die Barockklassik,” Jahrbuch der Kunsthistor. Sammlungen in Wien, N.F. 9, p. 219.

---

**Figure 1**
Rembrandt, drawing after an oriental picture (now in the Louvre), British Museum (photo: copyright British Museum)
FIGURE 2
Rembrandt, Abraham Entertaining the Angels, etching signed and dated 1656 (Hind, 286; Bartsch, 29). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Henry Walters, 22.51.8

into the wilderness. It is remarkable and especially significant for the interpretation of our main topic, the angels visiting Abraham, what varieties of emotional moments and phases are encompassed in Rembrandt's representations of the Hagar story. Apart from the scenes with Hagar despairing in the desert or encouraged by the angel, we find Abraham in extremely different attitudes: mildly and benignly talking with the weeping Hagar (Benesch Catalogue 499—Sarah absent), or banishing her with merciless gestures (etching of 1637, Hind Catalogue 149, Benesch 524); or again, putting his blessing hand on the head of Ishmael (Benesch 499, 916, 1008). Sometimes his figure is tenderly united with the figures of the banished ones

(Benesch 916) while Sarah watches from afar, half hidden; sometimes, again, he stands isolated between the weeping Hagar and Ishmael with a gesture of helplessness and a worried and almost frightened face, while the hard-faced Sarah watches from the nearby window (Benesch 962). In the earliest of these representations, the etching of 1637 (Hind 149), Sarah, in the background, enjoys the tragic scene with a satisfied grin, and even little Isaac is visible in the shady hollow of the door. In the banishment scene Ishmael always appears as a sturdy youngster, well armed with a bow or lance, the image of the famous hunter he will become.

Turning now to the visitors, we find an unusual angel, actually only half an angel, at the extreme left. Rembrandt barely managed to squeeze in one of the wings to cover the right shoulder, instead of attaching it behind the shoulder in a traditional manner. The
angel is dark-haired, with a sharp, individual profile, probably after a Sephardic model, and looks down benignly, perhaps amusedly at old Abraham. Although I have no model to suggest for this angel, it seems probable that it is a portrait.7

The scene is dominated by the imposing bulk and eloquent gesture of the turbaned visitor holding the cup. His shining white beard creates a striking luminescence in front of the dark cave of the door. He is the only visitor without wings. Again Rembrandt's literal and at the same time imaginative interpretation of the text is admirable. Genesis 18:2 calls the visitors “three men,” but Abraham has no doubts and immediately addresses him as “my Lord” (Gen. 18:3). He had been found worthy before to see the face of the Lord at the time of the Covenant, and then the Lord had formally presented himself: “the Lord appeared to Abraham, and said unto him, I am the Almighty God” (Gen. 17:1).

The most intriguing figure by far is the central angel between the Lord and Abraham—a small dainty body with lowered eyes and an uneasy and almost embarrassed expression (Figure 4). His wings are strange; they are entirely asymmetrical, his right one thin and strangely curved, almost in the shape of a harp, his left one more birdlike—solid and better feathered. One cannot help recalling Jacob Burkhardt’s ironical remarks about Rembrandt’s deficient mastery of anatomy, especially of that of his angels. The angel seems interested in the platter with food, holding a knife ready

7. James Draper, a colleague at the Metropolitan Museum, pointed out to me a similarity with Rembrandt’s painting St. James, 1661, private collection, Rembrandt after 300 Years (Art Institute of Chicago, 1969) pp. 40, 41, 104.
this Old Testament scene in the shape of an angel? The identical features appear in the face of Rabbi Menasseh ben Israel, whom Rembrandt portrayed exactly twenty years earlier (Figure 5); only then, as was natural, his hair was more abundant. The wide-set eyes are open, with a quiet, thoughtful, melancholy expression. The same features are evident in the official portrait of Menasseh ben Israel by Govaert Flinck, dated 1637, in the Mauritshuis (Figure 6), and in the somewhat wooden likeness by the Jewish engraver Salomon Italia, dated 1642 (Figure 7).

Why would Rembrandt have been tempted to honor a friend by elevating him to the rank of angel? Menasseh ben Israel was a Dutch philosopher, historian, and theologian, born at La Rochelle about 1604, two years before Rembrandt. He was the son of Portuguese Jews who had fled Lisbon after the auto da fé of 1603 and settled in La Rochelle and then in Amsterdam. There

8. I am unable to agree with Christopher White, Rembrandt as an Etcher: A Study of the Artist at Work (University Park, Pennsylvania, 1969) pp. 93, 94, who states that “the oriental look of the two angels . . . is undoubtedly suggested by a Moghul miniature.”

in his right hand, but is prevented from acting by the eloquent left hand of the Lord. Awkward and even funny also is the little satchel hanging on his chest, but the strangest characteristics are his beard and bald head, features not commonly associated with angels. The only solution to the mystery is to think of a portrait. The features are highly individualized—the broad forehead, the eyes set wide apart, the button nose, the full lips. But whose portrait, and who among Rembrandt’s friends and acquaintances would merit participating in

FIGURE 6
Govaert Flinck, portrait of Menasseh ben Israel, 1637. Mauritshuis

FIGURE 7
Salomon Italia, portrait of Menasseh ben Israel, 1642. The motto on top: Peregrinando Quaerimus. To the left of the motto is the Wandering Jew, with staff and satchel, traditional symbols of the pilgrim
Menasseh was educated and became, at the age of only sixteen, rabbi of the congregation Neveh Shalom. In 1698 this congregation was consolidated with the two other Sephardic congregations, Beth Ya’akob and Beth Yisrael. Menasseh, who stayed in office until 1655, was one of the most famous orators in the Amsterdam Synagogue. Of his numerous publications printed in Hebrew, Latin, Spanish, Portuguese, and English, we may mention here El Conciliador, 1632, a description and attempted reconciliation of seeming inconsistencies in the Old Testament; his Esperança de Israel, 1650; and his Piedra Gloriosa o de la Estatua de Nebuchadnazar, about 1657, a year after Rembrandt’s etching “Abraham Entertaining the Angels.”

The Esperança played an important role in Menasseh’s life, and far beyond it in contemporary Jewish history, for this book was devoted to Messianic ideas, which were interlocked with the Jewish Diaspora. The reign of the Messiah and the restoration of the Holy Land could happen only after the dispersion of the Jews had caused them to reach every inhabited corner of the world, and Menasseh subscribed to the theory that even America had been included in the Diaspora since the American Indians could be identified with the “ten lost Tribes of Israel.” On these grounds, he wrote a preface to his Esperança, addressing the Parliament of England with the aim of obtaining readmission of the Jews to England. Menasseh’s success, his visit to Cromwell, and the permission for the resettlement of the Jews in England, after Menasseh’s death, are beyond the scope of this article. The Piedra Gloriosa has been mentioned here not only for its Messianic content, but also because of the four illustrations that Rembrandt contributed to it showing Daniel’s vision of animals with God the Father and the Messiah above and other related subjects. Rembrandt made these etchings in 1655, just a year before our print with its inclusion of Menasseh among the angels.

Apart from these facts, which alone attest to the close relation between Rembrandt and Menasseh, it may also be remembered that they were neighbors, having houses almost opposite in the same street, the elegant Breestraat, only later called Yodenbreestraat, which was the center of the Spanish and Portuguese Jewish merchants, and was far from being a narrow ghetto. They must have shared another intense interest—

printing. As early as 1627, even before Rembrandt moved to Amsterdam, Menasseh had established a printing press in his own house, a business that rapidly expanded and helped Amsterdam to supersede Venice as the center of Hebrew printing on an international scale.  

One may say that this insertion of a seventeenth-century theologian into the world of the Patriarchs and his elevation to a winged travel companion of the Lord has a humorous touch. The scene itself as recounted in the Scriptures is tragicomic, and has humorous aspects, at least to late-born readers who are far removed from the stage in human life when the sacred and the secular were not yet strictly separated realms but intimately interwoven in daily experience. Among the tragic elements is the barrenness of Abraham’s favorite wife, Sarah, for ninety years; furthermore, the difficulty with Hagar, who had a son by Abraham before Sarah, and her fate of being expelled by Abraham, as illustrated by Rembrandt in many dramatic pictures, are deeply tragic. So, too, is the Sarah episode in Genesis 20, with the dream of Abimelech, king of Gerar, who had taken Sarah believing that she was Abraham’s sister, not his wife, and was prevented from touching her by a dream sent to him by the Lord. On the other hand, there are features that can strike one as humorous: God the Almighty bringing in person the joyful announcement to Sarah, the restoration of fertility to a married couple in their nineties, and God’s irritation at the skepticism of the old woman, reproaching her even though she had laughed “only in her heart.” No wonder that Rembrandt, with his keen eye for human dignity and weakness alike, felt tempted to add to the fun a little, tender joke of his own.

Fêtes Italiennes: Beauvais Tapestries after Boucher in The Metropolitan Museum of Art

EDITH A. STANDEN
Consultant, Department of European Sculpture and Decorative Arts

François Boucher went to Italy in 1727 when he was twenty-four, returning to France in 1731. He married in 1733 and became a member of the Academy in January, 1734. This is the year when he is said to have begun to supply designs for the tapestry manufactory at Beauvais, where Nicolas Besnier, in partnership with Jean Baptiste Oudry, had just taken over the management of what was at the moment an unprofitable enterprise. The earliest date recorded for the weaving of a set of tapestries after Boucher is 1736, but, as these were three of the large and complicated Fêtes Italiennes, he may well have begun to work on the designs two years earlier.

The designs of four small tapestries in the Metropolitan Museum may also date from the first years of Boucher's association with the manufactory (Figures 1-4). The pieces are upholstery for the backs and seats of chairs. Jules Aurèle Meissonnier has been suggested as the designer; they show the influence of his style, but they are very close to the plates of Boucher's Premier Livre de Fontaines (Figure 5), published in 1736, the year in which Meissonnier was godfather to Boucher's son. Chalk drawings by Boucher, such as one for a fountain in the Cleveland Museum of Art, may lie behind the roccoco exuberance of the tapestry panels.

Between 1734 and, at the latest, 1757, Boucher designed six tapestry series for Beauvais, three of which are represented in the Metropolitan Museum (the Fêtes Italiennes, ten pieces; the Amours des Dieux, two pieces; and the Fragments d'Opéra, one piece). For one series, the Tenture Chinoise, he provided only sketches; they were shown in the 1742 Salon and are in the Musée des Beaux Arts, Besançon. The full-scale versions were painted by Dumont. What Boucher painted for the other five series can usually only be deduced from the tapestries, but he almost certainly never made the working cartoons that were cut into strips and put under the warps of the basse-lisse looms at Beauvais. True, an 1820 inventory lists "tableaux par Boucher" for four series, all in from three to eight strips, but we can be certain that these were copies; Boucher's painting for one of the subjects, Vertumnus and Pomona, exists undamaged in San Francisco.

There is no evidence to indicate that Boucher had a

2. Jules Badin, La Manufacture de Tapisseries de Beauvais (Paris, 1909) p. 29. The Arrêt du Conseil is dated March 23, 1734, but the appointment was as from the "premier janvier précédent."

5. This artist has been identified as Jean Joseph Dumons, a "peintre du Roy" at Aubusson from 1731 to 1754, who took Oudry's place at Beauvais in 1756 (Hôtel de Ville, Trois Suícles de Tapisseries de Beauvais, exhibition catalogue [Beauvais, 1964] p. 15).
7. Thomas C. Howe, "Vertumnus and Pomona by François Boucher," Bulletin, California Palace of the Legion of Honor n.s. 1, no. 5 (March-April 1968). The painting is here compared to Boucher's version of the same subject made to be reproduced in Gobelins...
position at Beauvais or was under contract to produce a fixed number of designs every year. This had been the obligation of the official principal designer. One of these, Jacques Vigouroux-Duplessis, appointed in 1721 and paid by the king, was bound to furnish six designs yearly, "de 3 à 4 pieds de haut"; the director of the manufactory then had them copied "en grand" at his own expense. Oudry, when he took over Duplessis's position in 1726, was called on to provide yearly "six tableaux de trois à quatre pieds de hauteur, finis et de composition nouvelle, pour servir de modèles à faire les patrons d'une tenterie de tapisseries de 18 aulnes" (the aune was between three and four pieds). Two years later, this stipulation was changed to a series 28 aunes
wide (about 108 feet) of four or eight paintings of the dimensions of the tapestries to be provided every three years. Oudry provided this material for several years, but his last designs were woven in the same year as Boucher's first, 1736, and no new designs by any other artist appeared until 1761. When, in 1737, Oudry was ordered to furnish designs for a Psyche series, it was Boucher who supplied them. It is clear that it was Oudry who employed Boucher for the twenty years of his work for the manufactory, its most prosperous period. When the Gobelins weavers wrote to the Directeur des Bâtiments in 1754, begging to have Boucher made their surinspecteur, or artistic supervisor, they said:

la Manufacture de Beauvais ne s'est soutenu depuis près de 20 ans que par les tableaux gratieux que luy a fait le St Boucher ... Que ces ouvrages soient bien ou mal, le particulier peu connaisseur donnera toujours la préférence à la nouveauté et se contentera des sujets traités de la composition et du goust du dit Sieur Boucher.9

The tapestries made at the Gobelins manufactory were so superbly published by Maurice Fenaille between 1903 and 1923 that modern researchers can add very little to our knowledge of them. The study of Beauvais tapestries, on the other hand, is in a sorry state. Jules Badin published in 1909 the only general book on the subject, a single volume of little more than a hundred pages. Jules Guiffrey wrote in the introduction:

M. Badin ne s'est pas proposé d'écrire l'histoire complète et définitive de l'establissement qu'il administre avec beaucoup de distinction et compétence: il a voulu seulement apporter un abondant ensemble de documents précis et authentiques à l'écrivain qui se chargera de cette tâche.

This writer has never appeared; Hubert Delesalle, who should have filled the rôle, died before he had pub-

10. Hubert Delesalle, "Les tapisseries des 'Jeux russiens,' " Bulletin de la Société de l'Histoire de l'Art français (1947) pp. 127-132. I am deeply indebted to Mme Delesalle for enabling me to study her late husband's notes, as well as to Pierre Verlet, who made other manuscript material available to me, notably extracts from the Beauvais records made by Jean Ajalbert.
though called a royal manufactory, was actually a commercial enterprise.\textsuperscript{11} Sad to say, Badin cannot be trusted to give us even these sketchy records accurately; his book is indispensable, but unreliable.

Thus, Badin names the subjects of Boucher's first series for Beauvais, the Fêtes Italiennes, or Fêtes de Village à l'Italienne, as follows:

\begin{tabular}{ll}
1\textsuperscript{er} & pièce. L'Opérateur, reproduit 12 fois \tabularnewline 2\textsuperscript{e} & " La Bohémienne, " 13 " \tabularnewline 3\textsuperscript{e} & " Les Chasseurs, " 16 " \tabularnewline 4\textsuperscript{e} & " La Pêcheuse, " 13 " \tabularnewline 5\textsuperscript{e} & " La Curiosité, " 2 " \tabularnewline 6\textsuperscript{e} & " Les Filles aux raisins, reproduit 3 " \tabularnewline 7\textsuperscript{e} & " La Danse, " 12 " \tabularnewline 8\textsuperscript{e} & " La Collation, " 12 " \tabularnewline 9\textsuperscript{e} & " La Musique, " 11 " \tabularnewline 10\textsuperscript{e} & " Le Jardinier " 11 " \tabularnewline 11\textsuperscript{e} & " La Bergère, " 5 " \tabularnewline 12\textsuperscript{e} & " Le Cabaretier, " 1 " \tabularnewline 13\textsuperscript{e} & " Le Perroquet, " 1 " \tabularnewline 14\textsuperscript{e} & " Le Marchand d'Oeufs, reproduit 1 " \tabularnewline
\end{tabular}

As a result, all later writers have repeated that the series consists of fourteen subjects, representing fourteen designs by Boucher. But in 1933 Roger Armand Weigert published an entry from a 1754 Beauvais inventory:

Les desseins en quaire tableaux des Fêtes italiennes peint par le sieur Boucher... Une seconde suite des Fêtes italiennes, peinte par le sieur Boucher par ordre de Monsieur Fagon,... contenant, avec les borderes, quatre aunes de cours.\textsuperscript{13}

Nos. 13 and 14 of Badin's list were not woven until 1762 and so could not have been counted in the 1754 inventory; as will be shown, they were not designed by Boucher for this series. Are we to think then that the "seconde suite" consisted of eight tableaux, which, with the four of the first suite, would make up Badin's remaining twelve subjects? This seems unlikely, as both suites measured fourteen running aunes, and the designs of one would hardly have been twice as wide as those of the other. It seems reasonable to suppose that

\textsuperscript{11} The existence of so many Gobelins tapestries, often as complete sets, in the French National Collection has also greatly facilitated the study of the manufactory. There is no comparable hoard of Beauvais tapestries, which even during the lifetime of the manufactory were distributed from Scotland to China.

\textsuperscript{12} Badin, Manufacture, p. 60. That important pieces should have been woven only once or twice when the other designs were made a dozen times is extremely unlikely. When one of these infrequently recorded pieces is the Curiosité (no. 5), said to have been woven twice, but of which at least nine examples are known (combined with the Opérateur, no. 1), it is obvious that something is wrong. This article was completed before the publication of Alexandre Ananoff, François Boucher (Paris, 1976). Ananoff follows Badin in his listing of the Fêtes Italiennes tapestries, which are nos. 128–141 in his catalogue.

\textsuperscript{13} Roger Armand Weigert, "La Manufacture Royale de Tapisseries de Beauvais en 1754," Bulletin de la Société de l'Histoire de l'Art français (1933) p. 232. Louis Fagon, the son of Louis XIV's doctor, was head of the Conseil royal des finances.
there were only eight paintings; if they were all the same size, each would have been about thirteen feet wide, corresponding closely to the width of a fairly large tapestry of the series. Boucher was apparently fulfilling the stipulation of Oudry’s contract, which called on him to furnish twenty-eight running aunes of designs every three years.

The first twelve subjects in Badin’s list can, in fact, be fitted very easily into two groups of four pieces each. Nos. 11 and 12 almost certainly did not exist. No tapestry has been found that corresponds with the Cabaretier, and this must be another name for the Collation (Figure 6); the conventionally dressed young man with a napkin over his shoulder, who serves the relaxed partygoers could well be an innkeeper. The Bergère has also never been identified; it is probably the Bohémienne (Figure 7), where the girl who is having her fortune told by the gypsy holds a shepherdess’ houlette and is accompanied by sheep. No sets are recorded by Badin as containing a Cabaretier as well as a Collation, or a Bergère as well as a Bohémienne. The first Bergère is listed as woven in 1751, a late date to add a new subject to a series begun in 1736. Badin wrote that he obtained his information from “les registres de fabrication,” which had preserved “la mention des dates et des prix d’acquisition avec les noms des acheteurs”; these registers seem to be the records of payments to the weavers. It is quite understandable that the men might have given different names at different times to whatever they were working on at the moment. We find, in fact, “la pêche” for la Pêcheuse and “la vendange” and even “les 2 figures à qui on présente du fruit” for the Filles aux Raisins. The Opérateur (no. 1) and the Curiosité (no. 5) are listed as separate subjects, but they are invariably found together (Figure 8); it is hard, indeed, to see how they could have been separated. In the only set on Badin’s list that has been identified, that of 1762, the eight pieces are named as including an Opérateur, but not a Curiosité; both subjects are actually present on a single tapestry. Similarly, the Chasseurs (no. 3) and the Filles aux Raisins (no. 6) are usually found combined (Figure 9), though the two subjects are less logically connected than the Opérateur and the Curiosité.

14. The houlette is a long stick with an iron scoop at one end, used to throw small stones or earth at sheep straying onto cultivated land (Wolfgang Jacob, Schafhaltung und Schäfer im Zentral- europa bis zum Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts [Berlin, 1961] pp. 478–484). The blue bow on Boucher’s shepherdess’ houlette (Figure 7) is, of course, simply a decoration.

15. Similarly, the sixth subject of the Noble Pastorale series is listed by Badin as the Shepherdess, woven only once, in 1769, much later than any new Boucher design for Beauvais. Adolph S. Cavailllo, Tapestries of Europe and of Colonial Peru in the Museum of Fine Arts Boston I (Boston, 1967) p. 179, says that no example has been found.

16. Badin, Manufacture, p. 32.

17. Delesalle notes and Ajalbert extracts. These were presumably taken from the same records used by Badin.

18. Men weaving the left side would have been paid for work on the Opérateur; those weaving the right side apparently were twice paid for work on the Curiosité, but in the great majority of cases the yardage they contributed was listed as the continuation of work on the Opérateur.
The first four Boucher paintings would therefore seem to have been the combined Opérateur and Curiosité (Badin nos. 1 and 5) (Figure 8); the combined Chasseurs and Filles aux Raisins (nos. 3 and 6) (Figures 9, 10, 11); the Bohémienne (no. 2) (Figure 7); and the Pêcheuse (no. 4) (Figure 12). The date 1736 is found on several examples of the Opérateur and all four subjects had been woven by 1739. The second group of four would then consist of the Collation (no. 8) (Figure 6), first recorded in 1745; the Jardinier (no. 10) (Figure 13) of 1746; the Danse (no. 7) (Figures 14, 15) of 1744; and Musique (no. 9) (Figures 16, 17) of 1746. Certain stylistic differences between the two groups will be mentioned later. But can we be sure that any versions of these eight tapestries are faithful copies of the eight paintings that were in the manufactory in 1754? I do not think we can; there are too many incongruities. For instance, on the right side of all the known versions of

19. This division of the subjects into two groups of four was first made by Hubert Delesalle in an unpublished note.
the Opérateur and Curiosité (Figure 8) are two men and a girl making music for their own pleasure; they could hardly be more out of place than in the middle of a noisy fair.20 On the other hand, the traveling salesman showing his wares to two girls and the Savoyard with his marmot box who appear on some versions of the Danse (Figures 15, 18) would surely be much more at home with the charlatan and the peep show operator.21

It seems highly probable that Boucher’s eight canvases showed various large and small groups of people that could be fairly freely combined or separated to make attractive compositions of whatever size the purchaser needed.


FIGURE 9
Les Filles aux Raisins and Les Chasseurs. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), mid-eighteenth century. Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection, Castagnola (photo: Brunel)
**FIGURE 10**
Le Chasseur. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), 1762. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Ann Payne Robertson, 64.145.5

**FIGURE 11**
Les Filles aux Raisins. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), 1762. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Ann Payne Robertson, 64.145.6

**FIGURE 12**
La Pécheuse. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), mid-eighteenth century. Dario Boccara collection, Paris
FIGURE 13
Le Jardinier. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), 1762. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Ann Payne Robertson, 64.145.4

This theory gains some support from two paintings that have recently been identified as related to Fêtes Italiennes tapestries. Though both appear to have been cut, they are too wide (nearly five feet) to be examples of the strips that were placed under the warps of the looms. One shows the shepherdess, gypsy, and sheep of the Bohémienne (Figure 19). The shepherdess' houlette is only sketchily indicated in the painting, but otherwise the figures have been very closely reproduced in the tapestries of this subject (Figure 20). These tapestries, however, always include an amorous couple and part of another girl, rather awkwardly placed between them and the shepherdess; these figures and the ruined temple above them must have come from another part of the Boucher designs. Similarly, the painting of the Pécheuse (Figure 21) shows the fishing girl alone, with the fountain above her, the basket of fish and the jug at her side, and the tub behind her; in all the tapestries

22. In a private collection, New York.
23. It has been observed that this figure also appears in an early painting, Pastoral Landscape (Hermann Voss, "Boucher's Early Development—Addenda," Burlington Magazine 96 (1954) fig. 22).
the space between her and the tub is occupied by a couple (Figure 12). Very little is known about the artists who were responsible for the working cartoons at Beauvais, but there is a list of the eight who were employed at the manufactory in 1724 under Duplessis.24

It has been suggested that Boucher derived the idea for the Fêtes Italiennes from the print after Watteau called Fêtes Venétiennes.25 Certainly the tapestry series shows the influence of Watteau, many of whose works were engraved by Boucher in the 1720s. Some Watteau prints show scenes like those of the Fêtes Italiennes and even some of their titles are similar to those of the tapestries: the Colation (sic), the Galand Jardinier, the Diseuse d’Aventure, and the Concert Champêtre. An instance of direct borrowing can be cited; a little girl on her hands and knees in the Danse (Figure 14) is the

24. Badin, Manufacture, p. 19. The inventory lists the painters “qui travaillent actuellement à faire de nouveaux dessins,” and, after describing Duplessis’s “six tableaux, de 3 à 4 pieds de haut” for an Isle de Cythère series and “une esquisse de six tableaux” for an Histoire des Bohémiens, adds, “Le sieur de Mérou, de sa part, fait travailler journallement à copier en grand par les peintres nommés cy-dessus ces deux nouveaux dessins.” Noël Antoine de Mérou was director of the manufactory from 1722 to 1734.

25. Maurice Fenaille, François Boucher (Paris, 1925) p. 84. The print is here described as engraved by Boucher, but actually it is by Laures Cars, the son of Boucher’s master, Jean François Cars.
FIGURE 16
La Musique. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), mid-eighteenth century. Musée Jacquemart-André, Abbaye de Chaâlis. (photo: courtesy Bulloz)

FIGURE 17
La Musique. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), mid-eighteenth century. Formerly in the collection of Sir George Cooper. Reproduced from Burlington Magazine 78 (1941), pl. facing p. 139

FIGURE 18

FIGURE 19
La Bohémienne by François Boucher. Oil on canvas. Private collection, New York
same as one in Watteau's Entretiens Amoureux engraved by Liotard (Figure 22) and in his Champs Élysées engraved by Tardieu. But Boucher's Fêtes are more Italian than Watteau's are Venetian; umbrella pines and ruined classical temples appear in all four of the first group of tapestries, though not in any of the second. The word “fêtes” seems to have very little meaning except, perhaps, as indicating that the people depicted are enjoying themselves rather than working; “holiday scenes” might be the best translation. But the first four subjects, at least, still show something of the realistic approach to country life that is found in Boucher's earliest works; the women and children crowding round the entertainments offered at the fair (Figure 8) are peasants, not gentlefolk, and the gypsy

fortune-teller (Figure 20) has a ragged skirt and bare feet.

Badin, after listing the subjects of the Fêtes Italiennes and the number of times each was woven, for a total of 113 pieces, gives a chronological summary of the sets, from “1736. Commande de 3 pièces” to “1762. M. Vermonet, une pièce, 8e,” amounting to 121 items. As has been said, only one set is known to have been kept together and has been identified. It is the last woven,

eight pieces for Boulard de Gatellier in 1762, now in the Metropolitan Museum. It includes three subjects of the first group, omitting the Pêcheuse and including the Chasseurs and the Filles aux Raisins as two narrow

27. The set in the Palazzo Venezia, Rome, may be that woven for Président Masson in 1739 (see note 43).

28. The family château is also spelled Gâtellier and there are other variations of the buyer’s name; it is given by Badin and apparently in the manufactory records as Gatillon.
panels (Figures 10, 11); two subjects from the second group, and two woven only for this set, the Marchand d’Oeufs (Badin no. 14) (Figure 23) and the Perroquet (no. 13) (Figure 24). The date, 1762, was very late to be weaving the Fêtes Italiennes series, then nearly thirty years old. Perhaps it was put on the looms because the working cartoons of the more recent Boucher series of the same type, the Noble Pastorale, were in use; a complete set of this series was woven for the king in 1762.

The Fêtes Italiennes remained at the Château de Gatellier until 1898 (Figures 25, 26). A family tradition records that they and the tapestry-upholstered furniture acquired with them were saved in the French Revolution by being packed in straw to be sent as a present to Robespierre. The hangings were bought by the dealer Duveen, who added borders to all the pieces; they had not been needed at the château where the tapestries were set into boiserie frames. In 1900 the set was acquired by R. W. Hudson, an Englishman known as the “Soap King”; after his death it was exhibited by the London dealer Frank Partridge in 1925. About this time it was purchased by George and Florence Blumenthal. It was given to the Metropolitan Museum by Ann Payne Robertson, formerly Mrs. Blumenthal, in 1964.

The largest piece in the set is the combined Opérateur and Curiosité, with the music-making trio on the right (Figure 8). The charlatan or quack, selling his nostrums with the help of a trumpeter, a pretty girl, and a monkey, is identified as an exotic character by his dark skin, his turban, and his fur-trimmed costume. The papers with seals attached, trodden on by the monkey, are presumably his credentials, or sworn testimonials to the efficacy of his wares. Rising high behind the group are the ruins of a round temple, reminiscent of the Temple of Vesta at Tivoli. Below the quack’s platform is the “marchande de plaisirs” or “oublies” (Figure 27). A seller of these little rolled wafers (Figure 28) carried them in a round container.

29. Photographs of the tapestries in situ (Figures 25, 26) were provided by the present owner of the château, Vicomte Henri de Meaux. The pieces not visible, the Marchand d’Oeufs, the Bohémienne, and the Filles aux Raisins, were presumably on the window wall.


with a “tourniquet,” or numbered disc, on top. In the center of this was a pointer that could be twirled; the digit at which it came to rest indicated the number of plaisirs the purchaser would receive for his money. Boucher designed a Sévres soft-paste biscuit group of the same scene that was modeled by Falconet (Figure 29), and the subject was much used by the weavers of Aubusson. Boucher repeated the figure of the girl selling the plaisirs in his painting A Man Offering Grapes to a Girl, dated 1768, in the Iveagh Bequest, Kenwood.

The Curiosité, or Peep Show, is on the right of the tapestry (Figure 30). It is very large, a type that seems to have been more common in Italy than in France. The young man is pulling the strings that change the pictures. The chimney on top with a pointed fluted roof is for the candle that provided the light; it is also seen in the comparable Sévres group (Figure 31). A gray tube ending in a yellow ring protrudes from the back of the machine; this perhaps contains a lens so that the peepshow could also be a magic lantern. The name Boucher (in reverse) and the date 1736 are seen on the far left of the tapestry.

A print, Foire de Campagne, by Charles Nicolas Cochin fils after Boucher, shows many of the figures in the tapestry, notably the group round the tourniquet and the women and children beside the peep show. The charlatan displays pictures and the musician plays a violin. The dancing peasants on the right are not related to the gentlefolk of the tapestry, the Danse. The print is dated 1740. The description of it in the catalogue of Cochin’s works compiled during his lifetime

**FIGURE 27**
La Marchande de Plaisirs, detail of The Quack Doctor. Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), mid-eighteenth century. Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, San Marino

---

32. Henry d’Allemagne, *Musée rétrospectif de la Classe 100, Jeux, à l’Exposition universelle de 1900, à Paris II* (Paris, n.d.) pp. 121–127. Many illustrations are given, but none shows plaisirs lying on the tourniquet, as in the tapestry. This method of selling these objects was used from the sixteenth century until very recently (A. J. Bernet Kempers, “De Speler mit de ronde bus,” *Oud Holland* 87 (1973) pp. 240–242). I owe the illustration of a plaisir (Figure 28) to the kindness of Louise Mulder-Erkelens.


34. Carl Christian Dauterman, *The Wrightman Collection IV* (New York, 1970) nos. 117A, B; La Lanterne Magique, or la Curiosité, and la Marchande de Plaisirs, or le Tourniquet, or Loterie. The models were created by Etienne Maurice Falconet in 1757.

35. The peep show and magic lantern could be combined; an eighteenth-century print by P. Lélu shows a “merkwürdige Kombination von Guckkasten und Zauberlaterne.” But “Guckkasten auch zum Schattenspiel an der Wand benutzt werden kann” (Friedrich von Zglinicki, *Der Weg des Films* [Berlin, 1956] pp. 83–85).


**FIGURE 28**
Rebus, “Le plaisir poursuit ceux qui le fuient.” After the *Journal des Dames et des Desmoiselles* (Brussels, 1859–60) p. 32
the Paul Dutasta sale, Galerie Georges Petit, Paris, June 3, 4, 1926, no. 193, illus., and another in the François Coty sale, Galerie Jean Charpentier, Paris November 30–December 1, 1936, no. 110, illus. Badin lists twelve or thirteen weavings of the Opérateur, which probably include his two of the Curiosité, so that only three or four remain unaccounted for.

Only a single figure (Figure 10) from the Chasseurs and only two from the Filles aux Raisins (Figure 11) were included in the Gatellier set. Usually the two subjects, including another hunter and another girl, are somewhat incongruously combined and given a background of rustic structures and a huge classical temple and fountain: an example is in the Thyssen-Borne-

FIGURE 29
La Marchande de Plaisirs. Soft-paste biscuit. French (Sèvres), about 1760. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bequest of Ella Morris de Peyser, 58.60.10

says it was made for a “Marchand Tapissier” (upholsterer or interior decorator) called Blangy and was after “un tableau très médiocre, copié par Francisque sur une esquisse de Boucher, en sorte que M. Cochin fils, en faisant la réduction de ce tableau pour le graver, a été obligé de corriger toutes les figures qui étoient estropiées, & d’en faire pour ainsi dire un nouveau dessein.”37 Neither Francisque’s painting nor Boucher’s sketch have been identified and it is not possible to say if the latter was a preliminary study for the tapestry.

Other examples of these two subjects on single tapestries are in the Palazzo Venezia, Rome; the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond (marked A.C. for André Charron, who became head of the manufactory in 1753); the Huntington Art Gallery, San Marino; the Marjorie Merriweather Post Foundation, Washington, D.C.; the Philadelphia Museum (combined with the Filles aux Raisins and the Chasseurs, with the arms of Rohan-Soubise); and a version from the Bache Collection in the Metropolitan Museum.38 One was in

FIGURE 30
La Curiosité, detail of Figure 8

38. Touring Club Italiano, Roma I (Milan, 1960) pl. 20; European Art in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (Richmond, 1966) no. 25; Robert R. Wark, French Decorative Art in the Huntington Collection
misza Collection, Castagnola (Figure 9). The combination is found in the Huntington Art Gallery, San Marino; the Jacquemart-André Museum, Paris; and the Philadelphia Museum (combined with the Opérateur and the Curiosité). Other examples were in the Henry Say sale, Galerie Georges Petit, Paris, November 30, 1908, no. 28, illus.; the Alfred Sussman sale at the same auction house, May 18, 1922, no. 152, illus.; the Sir Anthony de Rothschild sale, Christie’s, London, June 13, 1923, no. 89; the Ogden L. Mills sale, Parke-Bernet, New York, April 2, 1938, no. 151, illus.; the Dubernet-Douine sale, Galerie Charpentier, Paris, April 11, 12, 1946, no. 151, illus.; and the G. sale, Palais Galliera, Paris, June 12, 1973, no. 147, illus. One was formerly in the F. F. Utheman collection, St. Petersburg. The Chasseurs and the Filles aux Raisins are two separate tapestries in the Palazzo Venezia. The Filles are alone on a tapestry in the Norton Simon Foundation sale, Parke-Bernet, May 7, 8, 1971, no. 231, illus., and the Chasseurs are on a tapestry owned by Mme. B., Paris. Badin lists sixteen weavings for the Chasseurs and three for the Filles; three examples of the Filles alone are known and three of the Chasseurs, with eleven of the subjects combined.

The Bohémienne shows a young woman telling the fortune of a shepherdess; the kerchief and bundled-up baby on her back indicate that she is a gypsy (Figure 32). The couple on the left appear to have no connection with the main scene, but they are found on all the tapestries of the subject and are not known to exist separately.

Other examples of the Bohémienne are in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London; the Huntington Art Gallery; the Palazzo Venezia; the M. H. de Young Memorial Museum, San Francisco; the collection of the Prince de Ligne, Beloeil, Belgium (with the Rohan-Soubise arms) and, formerly, the collection of Mme. L. Barzin, Paris. Others were in the Sir Anthony de Rothschild sale, no. 89, illus. (with more sheep to left and right); the L. and A. Satori sale, Kende, Vienna, February 24, 1926, no. 115, illus.; a sale at the Galerie Charpentier, June 3, 4, 1958, no. 298, illus.; and a sale at Christie’s, May 8, 1973, no. 116, illus. (with two figures, the fountain and the urn from the Pécheuse added on the left). One from the collection of the Baronne Eugène de Rothschild was sold at Sotheby 1739 made for Président Masson. The other pieces are the Opérateur and Curiosité “en une seule” (the only time this is actually stated), the Bohémienne and the Pécheuse. These are the subjects of the Palazzo Venezia tapestries (from the San Donato sale, Florence, March 15, 1880, no. 36), which may well be the Masson set.

sold at Sotheby Parke-Bernet Monaco, June 24, 1976, no. 119. At least three others have appeared in sales. Badin lists thirteen weavings.

All the figures in these four tapestries, except the music-making trio in the Opérateur, could, with some slight effort of the imagination, be taken for country people. This is not the case with most of the actors in the second group of four tapestries, who are decidedly ladies and gentlemen amusing themselves in the country. In the Collation (Figure 33), two young men have adopted a most informal costume, perhaps even a fancy dress, very different from the conventional attire of the servant waiting on them. The straw hat with a pink ribbon lying on the ground at the left belongs to one of the men; Boucher’s painting Autumn, in the Frick

FIGURE 32
Gypsy woman and baby, detail of Figure 7

Parke-Bernet Monaco, June 24, 1976, no. 118, illus.; it had previously been in the C. Ledyard Blair sale, Parke-Bernet, June 10, 1950, no. 322, illus. Badin lists from thirteen to eighteen weavings of the Bohémienne (including the Bergère) of which eleven are known to exist.

The Pêcheuse (Figure 12) is not in the Gatellier set at the Metropolitan Museum. It must not be confused with the Pêcheur of the Noble Pastorale series, which shows a boy holding a fishing rod. The reclining young man was to be used again in the Collation (Figure 6). There are examples of the Pêcheuse in the Huntington Art Gallery; the Palazzo Venezia; the Nissim de Camondo Museum, Paris; and the collection of the Prince de Ligne (with the Rohan-Soubise arms). An unusually wide piece in the Anthony de Rothschild sale (no. 89) may be that owned by the late Dario Boccara, a Paris dealer, in 1976. The London dealer S. Franses owned a square example in the same year, and one from the Baronne Eugène de Rothschild collection was

47. Wark, French Decorative Art, fig. 12; Union Centrale des Arts Décoratifs, Musée Nissim de Camondo (Paris, 1973) p. 40, no. 175.
Spring, dated 1745, in the Wallace Collection (Figure 37).

There are examples of the Collation in the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, and in the Huntington Gallery. A version owned by Baron Guy de Rothschild is enlarged on the left to show more of the building; another conventionally dressed young man stands at the open door, and there is a birdcage on the wall. One from a private collection was lent to the exhibition *Trois Siècles de Tapisseries de Beauvais*, Hôtel de Ville, Beauvais, in 1964 (catalogue no. 22). It is curious that not more have come to light since, according to Badin,


---

**FIGURE 34**
Autumn by François Boucher. Oil on panel. The Frick Collection, New York (photo: copyright the Frick Collection)

Collection (Figure 34), shows such a hat with blue ribbons round the crown and brim lying on the ground near a boy, while his girl wears a similar one with pink ribbons.

The short-sleeved jackets of both gentlemen are unusual, but similar garments are worn by men in *Les Charmes de la Vie Champêtre*, in the Louvre, painted by Boucher in 1737, and his “Pensent-ils aux Raisins?” in the National Museum, Stockholm. The latter painting shows a barefoot boy wearing the jacket; the young gentlemen of the Collation are perhaps playing at being peasants. On the other hand, the Marquis de Sourches, in the 1759 painting by F. H. Drouais of him and his family at Versailles (Figure 35), wears a short-sleeved jacket as part of an elegant costume. One of the young men in the Collation offers his companions a string of ring-shaped *gimblettes*. The English word for these biscuits was apparently “gimblet”; Stephen Salisbury in Worcester, Mass., writing in 1767 to his brother in Boston, asked for ginger cakes and “double Twisted Gimlets.”48 The little dog (Figure 36) appears in other works by Boucher, such as the painting


---

**FIGURE 35**
Le Marquis de Sourches et sa Famille by F. H. Drouais. Oil on canvas. Musée de Versailles (photo: Musées Nationaux)
it was woven from twelve to fifteen times (including one weaving of the Cabaretier).

Only two examples of the Jardinier have been identified, the one in the Gatellier set (Figure 13) and another in the J. Paul Getty Museum, Malibu. The scene, however, is found combined with the Danse in a tapestry in the Comte Greffulhe sale, Sotheby's, London, July 23, 1937, no. 62, illus.; this, or a similar tapestry, is owned by Baron Guy de Rothschild. Badin records that it was woven eleven times.

The Gatellier set does not include the Danse, but there is an example of this tapestry in the Metropolitan Museum, the gift of W. Bayard Cutting (Figure 14). A reversed inscription in the lower right corner, "Boucher 1756," is a later insertion; the Danse is not known to have been woven after 1753. The musician


plays a pipe and a tambourin de Béarn, a stringed drum or zither with heavy gut strings vibrated by a stick.52

Wide versions of the tapestry, such as that in the M. X sale, Galerie Georges Petit, Paris, May 23, 1927, no. 1, illus. (Figure 15), include a seated woman with three children on the left and a peddler with three customers on the right, at the foot of a flight of steps. An example of this design, in three separate pieces, was sold at Christie's, May 8, 1973, no. 116, illus.; the section of the right side that includes the peddler continues at right to show a Savoyard with his marmot box (Figure 18). A painting (1.61 sq. m.) of this part of the tapestry (reversed) is in the Musée Baron Martin, Gray (Figure 38).53 The complete scene is combined with the Jardinier on a tapestry in the collection of Baron Guy de Rothschild. One owned by the dealer S. Stefanovitch in 1971 extends only from the woman with two children on the left to the dancers on the right, with part of a temple rising behind them.54 Badin lists twelve or thirteen weavings.

There is no example of Musique in the Metropolitan Museum. One with eight figures is in the Abbaye de Chaâlis, owned by the Institut de France (Figure 16),55 and a much larger piece from the collection of Sir George Cooper, formerly at Hursley Park, near Winchester, is on loan to the House of Lords (Figure 17).56 The group of the Chaâlis example was on a tapestry in the X sale, Galerie Georges Petit, Paris, May 23, 1927, no. 2, illus.; the five people on the right, with the fountain, on one sold at the Galerie Jean Charpentier, Paris, May 24, 1955, no. 109, illus., and the five people on the left on one in the C. Ledyard Blair sale, Parke-Bernet, June 10, 1950, no. 323, illus. The two standing musicians and the woman with a music book are found on screen panels in the Louvre, the Palazzo Bianco,

52. Information kindly given by Emanuel Winternitz.
56. "French Tapestries and British Portraits at Oxford," *Burlington Magazine* 78 (1944), p. 138. The tapestry was lent to the Ashmolean Museum with pieces of the Noble Pastorale also owned by Sir George Cooper, but it has a different border (compare Figure 39, an entrefenêtre from this Noble Pastorale set).

**Figure 39**
Genoa,57 in the Comte Greffulhe sale, Sotheby’s, June 23, 1937, no. 59, illus., and the Harry Payne Whitney sale, Parke-Bernet, April 29, 1942, no. 107, illus. There is no trace of rusticity in these elegantly dressed aristocrats in their lush woodland setting.

Finally, there are two very narrow tapestries, woven only for the Gatellier set, the Marchand d’Oeufs (Figure 23) and the Perroquet (Figure 24). By the time this set was woven in 1762, Boucher was surinspecteur at the Gobelins manufactory and rector at the Academy; he certainly would not have been asked to make new subjects for an old Beauvais series. Oudry had died in 1755 and Boucher’s son-in-law, Deshayes, was now providing designs for the manufactory. The Marchand d’Oeufs makes use of a subject that was added to one set of the Noble Pastorale (Figure 39); the vase is a variation of one found in the Joueur de Flûte of the same series (Figure 40). The Perroquet has nothing of Boucher in it and could probably have been turned out by any painter at the manufactory.

![Figure 40](image)

**Figure 40**

Vase, detail of the Flute Player.
Wool and silk tapestry. French (Beauvais), mid-eighteenth century. Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, San Marino

The Fêtes Italiennes: Their Place in Boucher’s Oeuvre

REGINA SHOOLMAN SLATKIN

When Boucher became associated with the Beauvais manufactory in 1734, he embarked on the most important project he had yet undertaken: furnishing designs for the series of tapestries known as the Fêtes Italiennes. His early work was marked by the dual influence of baroque Italy and seventeenth-century Holland.58 It was the Fêtes Italiennes, first woven in 1736, that gave him the opportunity to synthesize on a large scale the Italian and Dutch elements.

While the designs for the Fêtes Italiennes are not specifically Italian in subject matter, they are filled with *souvenirs d’Italie*: ruined temples, crumbling archways, broken columns, sculptured fountains that lingered in Boucher’s memory after his return from Italy, both as visual images of the Italian countryside and as the background of the baroque paintings he admired. It is the compositional scheme, however, that most recalls the Italian baroque. In the Opérateur, for in-


58. Maurice Vaucaire, “Tapisseries de Beauvais sur les cartons de François Boucher, la Noble Pastorale,” *Les Arts* (June, 1903) p. 17. The set was then owned by Duveen Brothers. In 1913, it was in the Sir George Cooper collection, Hursley Park, Hampshire (W. G. Thomson, “The Beauvais Tapestries at Hursley Park,” *Country Life* 34 [1913] p. 680). It is now on loan in the House of Lords from the Trustees of the Hursley Settlement. The Noble Pastorale was woven from 1755 to 1778.

stance (Figure 8), several groups are crowded into the foreground against a backdrop of intersecting tent and tree behind which rise, dramatically, the stately columns of an antique temple. Skillfully balancing various groups and focusing his attention on the pyramidal backdrop with its cascading effect, Boucher creates the operatic mise-en-scène that was to become the hallmark of his work.

Seventeenth-century Holland made its own, more direct contribution: the rustic genre drawings of Abraham Bloemaert, which Boucher owned, copied, and etched early in the thirties, were the source for many pastoral motifs, some of which occur, as we shall see, in these early tapestry designs.

It has been suggested that the Fêtes Italiennes are based on the print of Watteau’s Fêtes Vénitiennes, and surely Boucher’s debt to Watteau is beyond dispute: figures like the violinist in the tapestry La Musique (Figure 17) clearly demonstrate what Boucher had learned from etching more than a hundred Watteau drawings fifteen years earlier. But rather than Watteau’s tender, wistful, and subtly ambivalent charades, it is the celebration of life, the frolicking round of pleasures and pastimes that animated seventeenth-century Dutch art that are evoked in the Fêtes Italiennes. These scenes of hunting and fishing, dancing and music-making, picnicking, and flirting certainly occur in earlier fêtes galantes pictures (in Watteau and Pater, Lancret and de Troy, for instance), but it is in Dutch genre that Boucher’s fêtes have their lusty counterpart, and it is there that models will be found for the figures that people his early canvases, book illustrations, and tapestry designs. As for the theme of the peep show—the charlatan selling his nostrums, the marchand d’orvietans—it was popularized by the seventeenth-century Dutch artist Karel du Jardin whose paintings, etched in the eighteenth century by Jean-Jacques de Boissieu, were much admired in France (Figures 41, 42). Boucher owned a great many of these prints, and his Opérateur (Figure 8) almost seems a composite of Karel du Jardin’s Troupe of Comedians (Figure 41) with its peasants assembled about the showman’s stage, com-

61. Fenaille, François Boucher, p. 84.
plete with monkey and musician, and Les Petits Charlatans (Figure 42), with its showman costumed as an Oriental. Karel du Jardin’s painting of the Troupe of Comedians was owned by Boucher’s patron, the Receveur-général des Finances, Blondel de Gagny, who, like most eighteenth-century French collectors, was a devotee of seventeenth-century Dutch art.

How did Boucher arrive at elaborate compositions such as the Opérateur, which combined both Italian and Dutch sources? Did he assemble a number of individual motifs and figural groups and relate them to each other so that they fell into a given scheme? Or did he, instead, select a central theme and build various elements around it, drawing on his rich repository of figure studies (borrowing wherever he pleased) and inventing others to suit the requirements of his subject?

The complexity of design in such tapestries as the Fêtes Italiennes, with their frequently unrelated, though always charming and eye-filling motifs, suggests that he did both. While Boucher thriftily utilized elements that had served in other compositions, he allowed the artists of the Beauvais manufactory to incorporate individual units or figures into a given scheme, as needed. By combining and recombining these motifs a sense of overflowing richness was achieved, as in the Opérateur, but this was sometimes carried to the point of incongruity, when, for example, an elegant group of musicians was introduced into the hurly-burly of a country

fair. But as a rule Boucher managed to obtain a unity of design by using figures, often based on life studies, that were appropriate to the theme of the composition; these were disposed in such a way as to relate the various groups to one another. The Beauvais artists might extend or curtail the original design in order to produce tapestries of a certain dimension; they did so in several instances in the Fêtes Italiennes. Yet a pictorial extravaganza like the Opérateur is not uncommon as a totally conceived unit in Boucher's early work.

The Opérateur falls into two distinctly disparate groups: the elegantly dressed music-making trio at the right is quite unrelated to the *gens du peuple* who make up the rest of the gathering. This trio, undoubtedly conceived as a separate unit, does not appear to be based on surviving preparatory studies, as do certain other figures in the Opérateur. To begin with, at the extreme left edge of what may have been the original composition of the Opérateur are two country girls, standing spellbound before the nostrum-touting charlatan and his trumpeter. A drawing in the National Museum, Stockholm (Figure 43), which served as a preliminary study for these two figures, must have been done specifically for the Opérateur, for the young countrywoman, barefoot, with basket on arm, holds out her right hand in a gesture directly related to the composition, as though offering a coin for the quack's medicine, while the little girl timidly clings to her.63 In the final composition the gesture has been suppressed, since the outstretched arm would have interfered with the heads of the onlookers. This drawing, incidentally, suggests the affinity that existed between Bloemaert's rustic themes and Boucher's early work, for the figures of the two peasant girls could have come straight out of Bloemaert's sketchbook.

Seated in the center foreground of the Opérateur is a young peasant woman and her child, the *marchande de plaisirs*. She reaches with outstretched right hand for the coin with which the three little boys have paid for their confections (Figure 27). A drawing, formerly in the Heseltine collection, of a young woman in exactly the same attitude (Figure 44) must be a specific study for the figure of the marchande. Of the three little boys,

the middle one derives from a drawing engraved by Demarteau (Figure 45) when it was in the Bergeret collection; very likely, life studies also existed for the other two boys.

Just below the figure of the Opérateur is a young girl, watching, chin in hand, who closely resembles the young girl in a similar pose in a drawing at the Boymans Museum (Figure 46). The young woman with the sleeping infant to the right of the peep show recalls the drawing of a mother, infant nestling against her shoulder, which remained in Boucher's possession until the end of his life, when it was engraved (in 1769) by Bonnet (Figure 47).64 A study must certainly have existed for the owner of the peep show, for Boucher used the figure of the curly-haired youth in knee-breeches

64. The legend on Bonnet's print, dated 1769, reads: *Tiré du Cabinet de Monsieur Boucher Premier Peintre du Roy*. Boucher died the following year.

**Figure 45**
Young Boy by Gilles Demarteau after François Boucher. Crayon manner engraving
FIGURE 46

FIGURE 47
Mother and Child by Louis Bonnet after François Boucher. Chalk manner engraving. Cabinet des Dessins, Musée du Louvre (photo: Musées Nationaux)

FIGURE 48
Study of a young Man by François Boucher. Black chalk heightened with white. Formerly in the Havemeyer collection
FIGURE 49
Illustration by I. Depollier after François Boucher for “Le Calendrier des Vieillards” from the Contes of La Fontaine. Engraving

and flowing mantle (Figure 48) in a later composition, the Pipée aux Oiseaux (1748), based on the painting now in the Getty Museum. Here the young man’s pose is somewhat different, but he is clearly the same model, drawn from life.

We know of no studies for the charlatan, but the exotic turbaned figure is surely the same pseudo-Oriental whom Boucher depicted in an illustration to La Fontaine’s “Le Calendrier des Vieillards,” executed about the same time as the Beauvais designs for the Fêtes Italiennes (Figure 49).65 As for the charlatan’s pretty female companion, one is tempted to connect her with the subject of an engraving by Cochin that the Goncourts describe as: “Simone, femme célèbre d’un opérateur ambulant, à cheval avec son singe, accompagnée de deux trompettes...”66 In Figure 49 the monkey is very much in evidence, as he is in the tapestry design. Did Boucher, who loved fairgrounds, persuade a quack, his wife, the trumpeter, and the monkey to pose for him? If so, the picaresque charlatan served as a model at least once more, for he appears, wearing his turban and fur-trimmed coat, astride a magnificent Rubenesque white horse, in the Chasse aux Tigre (Musée de Picardie, Amiens), which dates from 1736, the year of the La Fontaine illustrations and of the first weavings of the Fêtes Italiennes (Figure 50).

La Collation (Figure 6) is recorded as having been woven for the first time in 1745, but the design must be considered, on stylistic grounds, a work of the thirties.

65. See François Boucher in North American Collections (Washington, 1973) p. 29 for a discussion of the dating of Boucher’s illustrations for the Contes de La Fontaine.

FIGURE 50
La Chasse au Tigre by François Boucher. Oil. Musée de Picardie, Amiens (photo: Archives Photographiques des Monuments Historiques)
At the extreme left of the usual versions of the Collation (Figure 33) is the reclining figure of a young man, elegantly dressed, who holds in his hands the *gimblettes*, which he offers to his companions. The study for this figure in the Cabinet des Dessins, Louvre, is one of the most attractive drawings from Boucher’s hand (Figure 51), clearly done with this particular group in mind. This crisp red chalk drawing is closely related to the Molière illustrations of 1734, for it has the same lively touch and the same feeling for contemporary costume design.

Immediately behind the young man holding out the *gimblettes* is the *serviteur* or valet who offers the picnickers beverage on a tray. He is a familiar figure whom Boucher sketched, probably from life, in a drawing in the Rijksmuseum of a young man carrying a platter of food (Figure 52), though here his position is somewhat different and his appearance (rings in his ears) is foreign—Moorish, perhaps, or vaguely Oriental. He is also seen, wearing a kerchief on his head, in a painting of the same period, the *Pique-nique* (French private collection). Here is yet another instance of a recurring motif in Boucher’s early work, which often helps to establish a chronological sequence.

Many parallels can be established between the figures in the Beauvais tapestries and those that occur in other Boucher works of the thirties; often this can be done through prints after lost original drawings. One such instance is the engraving by J. M. Liotard after Boucher’s La Bergère Laborieuse (Figure 53), which must have been done after a drawing of the central figure in the Collation, the young woman holding a parasol. Her long-waisted, tight-fitting bodice and full skirt have been accurately rendered in the engraving, but in order to transform her from a lady of leisure into an industrious shepherdess, the engraver has changed her elegant parasol into a homely distaff. There is always the possibility, of course, that Boucher’s original drawing corresponded exactly to Liotard’s engraving, and

67. *Rijksmuseum, French Drawings of the 18th century*, exhibition catalogue (Amsterdam, June 8–August 4, 1974) p. 130, no. 9. “Seen from a low viewpoint—that of the diners—the page, who has rings in his ears and must be a Moor or an oriental . . .”

that Boucher himself changed the shepherdess into a lady holding a parasol, but whatever the sequence, there is evidence here to show that he used individual and group figure drawings to build up his complex compositions. The first certain weaving of the Bohémienné (Figure 7) was completed by 1738, but the design must have been done several years before, since it is full of the baroque inventions—gnarled trees, antique columns, a herm—that characterized Boucher’s early work. The gypsy fortune-teller carrying an infant slung over her back derives from a drawing of a mother and two children, sketched in rough but vigorous outline (Figure 54). The Bohémienné proved such a favorite subject that Boucher used it later on in several other compositions.

Nowhere is Boucher’s debt to Watteau more strikingly apparent than in his brilliant study of a violinist (Figure 55), a masterpiece of eighteenth-century draughtsmanship, which served as a model for one of the figures in La Musique (Figure 17). He is seated at the right of the trio, glancing at the music score held by the vocalist. Behind her stands the flutist whom Boucher has also sketched, full length (Figure 56), though in the tapestry he is half hidden. There can be little doubt that these figures are done from life, so fresh and sparkling is their appearance.

**FIGURE 54**
It was almost inevitable that Boucher should choose La Musique as a subject, for much of his time was spent among musicians. His close friend Carle van Loo married into a family of Italian musicians, and van Loo’s wife, a talented singer, might well have been the inspiration for the charming vocalist holding the open score. The cellist at the left of this concert champêtre may also have formed part of the musical entourage chez van Loo, for he too, has been well observed and was probably sketched from life. A drawing exists for the lady reclining, seen from the back (Figure 57), but she, like her elegant companion and the amorous couple at their right, is merely a staffage figure in this woodland setting.

No drawings have come to light as yet for the other tapestries in the Fêtes Italiennes series: the Chasseur, Filles aux Raisins, Jardinier, Pêcheuse, and Danse, but there is every reason to believe that Boucher followed the same method of building up the designs by means of preparatory studies, or else by utilizing already existing drawings appropriate to the general scheme.

It would be interesting to know just what determined

---

**Figure 55**
The Violinist by François Boucher. Black, red, and white chalk. Städelisches Kunstinstitut

**Figure 56**
The Flute Player by François Boucher. Red chalk. Private collection, Paris
the choice of themes for the various series that were woven. Were they prescribed by the director of the Beauvais factory, or commissioned by a patron or proposed by the artist? Did the taste for Dutch genre painting which, as we have noted, prevailed in France during the eighteenth century, affect the choice of subject matter? Or was the taste for far lands and things foreign responsible for the various fêtes and jeux with an Italian, Russian, Chinese, or generally Oriental background? (The Queen Esther series by de Troy and Deshayes and the Russian series by LePrince come to mind.) These, however, are questions best left to the historian of taste in the eighteenth century.

The Beauvais tapestry works were at their most prosperous during the twenty-year period Boucher devoted to making designs for their looms. Like most French artists in the eighteenth century he had to take into account the grande peinture of Italy and the genre painting of the North. It is the synthesis of these two currents that lends distinction to his first important commission, the Fêtes Italiennes. Perhaps it was the exuberance with which he tackled the challenge of making these designs that helped to revitalize the rather mediocre productions of the Beauvais works at this time. When he turned from genre scenes to designing other series—the Story of Psyche, the Loves of the Gods, the Fragments d'Opéra—for the Beauvais looms, he was able to give his rococo visions the same full play that had animated the Fêtes Italiennes. Boucher could thus satisfy the constant demand for these lavish hangings, which to this day remain one of the glories of the weaver's art.
New Terracottas by Boizot and Julien

JAMES DAVID DRAPER

Associate Curator, European Sculpture and Decorative Arts,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Varro further praises Pasiteles, who said that modelling was the mother of chasing, statuary and sculpture, and who, though he excelled in all these arts, never executed any work without first making a clay model. . . . The admirable execution of these figures [effigies in clay], their artistic merits and their durability make them more worthy of honour than gold, and they are at any rate more innocent.

From The Elder Pliny’s Chapters on the History of Art, trans. K. Jex-Blake (Chicago, 1968) p. 181

Terracotta models are among the chief glories of eighteenth-century French art. With the rise of Neo-classicism, they could only gain in interest, for modeling in clay is a fundamental activity of any classical sculptor, and so it had been long before the 1780s, the period considered here. While Clodion and Marin excelled with highly finished terracottas that were ends in themselves, other artists attained virtuoso levels with preliminary models for works to be executed in other materials. Then as now, both sorts were valued as significant expressions of personality, or works of art in their own right.

Of nine French terracottas recently acquired by the Metropolitan Museum, several are documents, pieces signed and dated by Vassé, Clodion, Lecomte, and Roland. In addition, they display the wide range of use and surface in terracottas, from the rapid sketch to the finished independent statuette. The two to be discussed here are by Boizot and Julien, prime shapers of the Louis XVI style in sculpture. Both have typically eighteenth-century amorous subject matter but they are atypical of their artists in terms of technique. The first is a rough preliminary sketch by an artist whose extant models are finely surfaced; the second is just the opposite, an almost obsessively finished presentation figure by an artist whose known models are more perfunctory.

Simon-Louis Boizot (1743–1809), a successful modeler for works in many media, is considered here chiefly in his role of artistic director of the sculpture ateliers at Sèvres between 1774 and 1800. He succeeded Falconet and Jean-Jacques Bachelier in that very responsible position. From 1749, the Manufacture Royale de Sèvres produced small sculptures in biscuit, as unglazed por-

1. The nine were purchased in 1975 with funds given by the Josephine Bay Paul and C. Michael Paul Foundation, Inc., and the Charles Ulrick and Josephine Bay Foundation, Inc. At the time of their first exhibition at the Museum, all were published in a short catalogue by Olga Raggio, The Fire and the Talent: A Presentation of French Terracottas (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1976). In addition to works by Jean-Baptiste Lemoyne, Louis-Claude Vassé, Clodion, Julien, Boizot, Lecomte, Marin, and Roland, the group includes a “rococo” Rodin bust of a bacchante.
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celain is called. 3 By the end of the century, a great many tables must have been peopled with the little white figures; a modern catalogue illustrates 623 eighteenth-century compositions in biscuit still in production at the Manufacture Nationale de Sèvres, 4 and that can only be a fraction of the original number, since many of the molds were destroyed during the Revolution.

Sèvres statuettes of the earlier, Falconet-Bachelier period were pictorial creations largely influenced by the compositions of Boucher; characteristically, they represented languorous nudes or shepherds and shepherdesses in quasi-modern dress. With Boizot, there came a distinct shift. His statuettes had allegorical subjects and more serious airs generally, and they were robed in classical draperies and set in the grand circular compositions that were his specialty. To be sure, numerous other sculptors, established masters as well as the regular hands at Sèvres, produced models under Boizot’s direction, but the production during his tenure and long afterward had a remarkably consistent and properly sculptural character. For example, Joseph Leriche, chef of the sculpture ateliers under Boizot and charged with the “exécution de tous les modèles et de corriger les sculptures,” was originally trained at Sèvres in Falconet’s time, but his statuette of Marie-Antoinette as Minerva shows how easily and completely Leriche followed Boizot’s style. 5 Boizot appears to have retired from the directorship in 1800 but to have continued to supply the Manufacture with models right up to his death in 1809. 6 Precise documentation concerning this important aspect of his career is sadly lacking. It is correspondingly difficult to say with certainty that a particular model is by Boizot, but his role was so dominant that one is assured at least of his supervision over a given composition at any time between the mid-seventies until the end of the century.

The group of figures at a pedestal surmounted by

Figura 1
Simon-Louis Boizot, sketch-model for a porcelain group, Le Larcin de la rose, 1788. Pale buff terracotta with traces of original coat of grayish white pigment. Height 12 inches (31 cm.). Purchase, funds given by the Josephine Bay Paul and C. Michael Paul Foundation, Inc., and the Charles Ulrick and Josephine Bay Foundation, Inc., 1975.312.2


4. Emile Bourgeois and Georges Lechevallier-Chevignard, Le Biscuit de Sèvres. Recueil des modèles de la manufacture de Sèvres au XVIIIe siècle (Paris, n.d.). This invaluable compilation has not been used enough by students of sculpture.

5. Bourgeois and Lechevallier-Chevignard, p. 20, n. 432. A fine example was recently bought by the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.

Cupid (Figure 1) is a Boizot sketch, worked up very quickly at the inception of the compositional idea. The eventual project was a group in biscuit de Sèvres, discovered thanks to the Bourgeois catalogue. The semi-allegorical subject, Le Larkin de la rose, is a maiden pouring out her heart to a figure of Cupid and laying flowers at his feet, when a youth suddenly reaches out to pluck a rose from her offering. Bourgeois further attributed the group to Boizot and dated it 1788.

The Manufacture Nationale de Sèvres conserves the plaster moulage of the final group of Le Larkin de la rose (Figure 2). Obvious variants between the sketch and the plaster are the addition of a third figure about to crown the maiden with a wreath and the change from a round to a rectangular pedestal. The plaster has the smooth contours and low-keyed emotional volume typical of Boizot’s statuettes. Certain of his finished models in terracotta, but unhappily not the one for this group, survive in the Musée National de Sèvres. Most are in bad shape, but even in fragmentary form they show the same high facility for the shaping of groups. Their sense of harmony is further enhanced by the pale blond colors of the clay.

7. Bourgeois and Lechevallier-Chevignard, pl. 35, no. 382, h. 39 cm. The only biscuit example I have seen is in the Museo de Artes Decorativas, Madrid, no. 5235.

8. The date of facture is presumably inferred from the date 1789, when the first example was sold by the Manufacture. Chavagnac and Grollier, pp. 275, 290. Bourgeois (Le Biscuit de Sèvres au XVIIIe siècle) I, p. 197, says that the group was “exécuté à la fin de 1788” and adds the pretty description: “… le Larkin de la rose, allusion plutôt légère, voilée par la grâce des acteurs auxquels l’artiste a su donner, avec le costume grec de rigueur, l’élégance et l’esprit…”. He erroneously reproduces what looks to be the plaster of the Larkin group as the terracotta for the earlier Offrande à l’Hymen (I, pl. opp. p. 136; II, p. 47).

Figure 4
Simon-Louis Boizot, fragment of a terracotta model, seen from the back, for a porcelain group, Le Génie de la sculpture, about 1780. Musée National de Céramique de Sèvres, no. 8877 (photo: Musées Nationaux)
The surviving model for *L’Offrande à l’Hymen* (Figure 3), an early Boizot group (1776), has the general composition of *Le Lardin de la rose* in embryo, but the *Lardin* has a more stately neo-antique air and its circular rhythms are more closely coordinated. A fragment of a model executed between these two, *Le Génie de la sculpture* (Figure 4), provides a nearer look at Boizot’s measured handling of checks and balances in a spiral composition. The shapes peculiar to babies make them ideal carriers of Boizot’s delicate compositional principles. The assisting infant in *Le Génie de la sculpture* is a studio model with the perfection of a Duquesnoy, and is part of a conscious reference to the proper foundation of sculpture, based equally on nature (the “live” infant) and the antique (a bust and the Belvedere torso).

It is evident that the Metropolitan’s maquette has a more vivacious facture than any of the models at Sèvres. An especially bravura passage is the pair of billing doves, brilliantly tossed off at the rear of the pedestal (Figure 5). One would hardly have expected that a rough and fiery personal attack would lie beneath the cool and composed official Sèvres manner. Preliminary maquettes for Sèvres have otherwise not survived; at least this is the first of its sort to be identified, all the models remaining at Sèvres being of the complete, final stage furnished for the répareur. It is an open question whether Boizot himself pursued his models beyond the initial sketch phase, or whether he left their finishing to assistants.

Boizot’s subject is fairly conventional, belonging to a long line of girls sacrificing to Love, and his approach to it is perhaps ambiguous. The coronation of the maiden was not originally necessary to the story; the addition of the third figure to the final group makes it visually richer but clouds our perception of what is happening. As further evidence of the infinite possibilities for combining these erotic motifs, there is a related biscuit relief, possibly also by Boizot, in which the thief is an adolescent Cupid who steals a rose from an altar.


**FIGURE 5**
Back view of *Le Lardin de la rose*, sketch-model
FIGURES 6, 7
beside the pedestal. Boizot’s themes are thus largely allegorical and evocative, à la Fragonard, rather than narrative.

If Boizot is vague in imagery, his smooth, classically draped figures have firmness, clarity, and logically developed movements. The new model shows the seriousness of his effort in arriving at a clear, open composition. Knowing his work, one could not agree that he was “untouched by classical currents.” In all, he was the most important official sculptor working on a small scale in the subdued classical-natural strain that is fundamentally the Louis XVI style. He is thus a perfect equivalent to such painters as Lépicié and Lagrenée. Like theirs, his classicism was so well learned that it was absorbed without a ripple in an overall naturalistic system.

Pierre Julien (1731–1804) was older than Boizot but matured as an artist somewhat later, and all his most important works were made during Louis XVI’s reign. By common assent, the masterpiece of the period is Julien’s Jeune fille à la chèvre, made for Rambouillet, where, even if one were put off by a certain remoteness of expression, one would be more than reassured by the total brilliance of execution. Julien was celebrated for the naturalness of his models and for his scrupulous finish of marble surfaces. The “Peintre anglais au Salon de Peintures” in 1785, for example, found Julien’s Ganymede “d’une beauté ravissante, le rendu et l’exécution superbes, ses formes tiennent beaucoup de l’antique. Enfin c’est la nature dans son beau.”

The marble Ganymede in the Louvre was Julien’s planned morceau de réception for the Academy in 1776, but it was refused and, slightly modified, it was shown with success in the Salon of 1785. In the same Salon he exhibited the marble of La Fontaine, also in the Louvre, the most extreme of his works in terms of textural differentiation, and “L’amour silencieux. Esquisse, terre cuite.” This last is the stealthy Cupid bought for the Metropolitan Museum (Figures 6, 7). The small features,

FIGURE 8
Pierre Julien, Ganymede, marble of 1776–85. Musée National du Louvre (photo: Musées Nationaux)

13. Bourgeois and Lechevallier-Chevignard, pl. 41, no. 381 unattributed.
14. Another Boizot subject, La Rose enflamme (dated 1781 by Chavagnac and Grollier, p. 293, and 1787 by Bourgeois and Lechevallier-Chevignard, pl. 29, no. 539), is directly related to a Fragonard composition, Le Sacrifice de la rose. See Georges Wildenstein, The Paintings of Fragonard (New York, 1960) p. 115, also nos. 497-499 and p. 28, note 3, for thematically related paintings in the Salons of the 1770s and 80s.
15. Michael Levey, Art and Architecture of the Eighteenth Century in France (Harmondsworth, 1972) p. 166. The author further demonstrates his insensitivity to the subject by noting that “it was probably hard to distinguish these [Boizot’s terracottas] from Clodion’s.”
16. For Julien, see the short monograph by l’Abbé André Pascal, Pierre Julien sculpteur, sa vie et son oeuvre (Paris, 1904) and Lami, Dictionnaire II, pp. 11–16.
18. Quoted by Pascal, p. 41.
19. Pascal, pp. 25, 36–42.
20. Livret of the Salon of 1785, no. 224.
mellow and compressed, and the bobbed hair, something like a helmet, give the Amour silencieux a direct family resemblance to the marble Ganymede (Figure 8). It has the same fluid movement and also the same bloated clouds. Julien’s characteristic drapery is here, too, elegantly framing movement and gesture, as in his Jeune fille à la chèvre made in the following years (1786–87).

The Amour silencieux has a surface refinement and wealth of textures rarely seen in clay. Stippled and scraped all over, it has the richest possible surface (there are also imprints of cloth on the clouds left by the wet wrapping that covered the piece between sessions). No surviving terracotta by Julien has its wealth of textures, and indeed it would hardly be considered an esquisse in today’s terminology. A somewhat related two-figure composition in the Cailleux collection, called Le Messager d’amour (Figure 9), in which a seated youth consigns a letter to Cupid with a conspiratorial finger to lips, exemplifies the rapid touch usually found in Julien’s models. Since that touch imparts a streamlining effect, the models are generally more fully Neoclassical in appearance than the finished works or the Amour silencieux.

Of course, infants winged and unwinged perform every conceivable task in French eighteenth-century art. Julien’s Cupid is cautionary, flying through the night with a torch and raising a finger to his lips, urging discretion in love. Evaluation of Julien’s subject and sources allows a fair glimpse of the working habits and preferences of the Louis XVI naturalist classicists, hybrids adapting each other’s works as well as the antique, as need arose.

The ultimate source is an image of the ancient Alexandrian deity, Harpocrates. He is usually depicted as a naked child, making a hushing gesture with his finger to his lips. The most famous use of the gesture is Falconet’s seated Amour menaçant, which was in turn very


22. In this sense, one can appreciate that the material itself could decisively affect style. The terracottas of Joseph Chinard are a wonderful case in point, where the long, schematic lines of a model are developed on a larger scale to become a perfect sculptural expression of advanced Neoclassicism.

23. There were numerous local options in antiquity for the attributes of Harpocrates. Sources that Julien could have used, had he wished to: Gisbert Cuper, Harpocrates, sive Explicatio imagunculae
widespread. Apart from a slightly malicious look in the face, however, there is hardly a trace in Julien’s statuette of Falconet’s figure, nor does it owe much to the numerous other Harpocrates derivatives of the eighteenth century. The motif of the gesture was usually applied to figures seated or standing stock-still, with alternatively virtuous or erotic meanings. Julien’s twist on the tradition is to activate the model: His Cupid thus executes his errands silently and swiftly. For the pose between running and flying, he may have had in mind Boizot’s Amour menaçant for Sèvres. But Julien’s model has greater urgency and thrust than Boizot’s. The superb elevation of the little figure, best seen in profile (Figure 6), is directly founded on the ancient running Atalanta in the Louvre, which Julien had borrowed some years earlier in order to copy it in marble. In sum, the antique inspiration of his statuette was greatly modified for the sake of “period” amorous conceits, which prevent our thinking of it as Neoclassical, but it is as strong as any of its sources and has the lift and presence of a fine Hellenistic bronze.

The artistic course of the eighteenth century in France was the evolution of a national style in which the antique and the great masters were so well studied that they could merge comfortably with observed naturalism, without obvious recourse to specific models. Present-day vogue for the Baroque and Neoclassic have produced a reaction against the softer, more remote Louis XVI rhetoric. Too often, the matter has been further politicized: Just as a full-blown Neoclassicism, austere and honest, is seen to have been the logical companion of rigorous revolutionary thought, so artists of the ancien régime, however competent, are sometimes believed to have been infected with an “insipidity and uncertainty of style” that was the natural associate of social malaise. The presumption would be difficult to challenge if certain works of the Louis XVI period did not have vigor as well as charm sufficient to place them beyond criticism. Julien’s Amour silencieux is a case in point, a minor masterpiece showing sculpture alive and well in the closing years of Louix XVI’s reign.

25. Pigalle executed an adolescent Harpocrates, titled Le Silence, for the hôtel of Comte d’Argenson at Neully, where it was paired with a sketch of Fidélité. The standing figure is lost but known through a sketch by Saint-Aubin in a 1779 sale catalogue. See Louis Réau, J.-B. Pigalle (Paris, 1950) pp. 36–39, and in La Revue de l’art ancien et moderne 43 (1923) p. 387. Pigalle’s disciple Louis-Philippe Mouchy executed a seated adolescent Harpocrate, dieu de Silence, between 1782 and 1789 (Archives de l’art français 14 [1925–26] p. 292, pl. xi); Auguste-Félix Fortin exhibited a figure of the same name in the Salon of 1819. The subject was popular in porce-
A Daguerreotype of John Quincy Adams by Philip Haas

BEAUMONT NEWHALL
Visiting Professor of Art, University of New Mexico

In 1937 the Metropolitan Museum acquired, by the gift of I. N. Phelps Stokes and the Hawes family, sixty-one daguerreotypes from the Boston gallery of Southworth & Hawes, which had been inherited by Dr. Edward S. Hawes, son of Josiah J. Hawes and nephew of Albert Sands Southworth.

Recent evidence indicates that one of the most striking and historically important daguerreotypes in the collection, a portrait of John Quincy Adams (Figure 1), was taken by Philip Haas in Washington, D.C., in 1843.

At the time the collection was given to the Museum it was assumed, quite understandably because of their provenance, that all sixty-one of the daguerreotypes were taken by Southworth or Hawes, and they were so described in a handsome catalogue of the Stokes-Hawes gift, with collotype reproductions of fifteen of the plates.1


FIGURE 1
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The portrait of John Quincy Adams, the sixth President (1825–29), shows him in an apparently domestic environment, described in the catalogue as “Adams’s home in Quincy (formerly Braintree), Massachusetts.” The daguerreotype, a half-plate, is not dated, but obviously the sitting was during the last years of his life. He died in 1848.

As was the custom, the silver-coated plate bears, in the upper right corner, the hallmark of the manufacturer; only part appears, but it is clearly that of the Scovill Manufacturing Company, of Waterbury, Connecticut, one of America’s leading makers of daguerreotype apparatus, plates, and other specialties. Under the style J. M. L. & W. H. Scovill, the firm began to manufacture daguerreotype plates in 1842; the name was changed to Scovill Manufacturing Company in 1850; presumably at that time the hallmark that appears on the Adams portrait was adopted.

If this assumption is correct, the plate itself cannot be the one that was exposed at the time of the sitting, which took place, obviously, prior to 1848. We can only conclude that the daguerreotype is a copy. The
The daguerreotype process produced what may be, somewhat incorrectly, described as a direct positive. Like today’s Kodachrome slide, the material exposed in the camera itself is the end product. If copies are required, a picture of the original is taken by the same process. The copying of daguerreotypes was as common as the present-day duplication of color transparencies. Apprentices were assigned the task, which was a tedious one, as exposures with the copy camera were extremely long. Daguerreotypists offered to sell copies of their portraits of celebrities: Frederick DeBourg Richards of Philadelphia, for example, advertised in the professional Daguerreian Journal for August, 1851: "Thinking that perhaps Daguerreotypists in the country would like to have a copy of Jenny Lind, and as it is allowed by all that my picture is the best in America, I will sell copies at the following prices:—one sixth, $2; one-fourth, $4; one-half, $6."

That Southworth & Hawes published daguerreotype copies of their own work is documented on a label on the back of the frame containing a portrait of Daniel Webster at Dartmouth College:

PORTRAIT OF HON. DANIEL WEBSTER
Printed by Daguerreotype
BY SOUTHWORTH & HAWES,
BOSTON, . . . 1852

At least three other copies of this daguerreotype exist. Its authorship is documented by William Willard (1819–1904), who stated in an interview that he had taken it in the Boston gallery of Southworth & Hawes in 1852 for the purpose of making several paintings of the statesman, one of which belongs to the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts.

The exchange of portraits of celebrities by daguerreotypists was a widespread custom, to judge from the number of identical copies bearing the names of different daguerreotypists.

There is yet another reason to identify the Metropolitan’s plate as a copy: the image is not reversed in respect to right and left. An original daguerreotype is a mirror image, unless an optical device is fitted over the lens—either a plane mirror at 45° to the axis of the lens or a 90° prism. Most sitters accepted the reversed image: after all, we know ourselves by what we see in a looking glass. Portraits of sitters wearing coats conveniently betray the mirror image: it is the custom for tailors to cut a man’s coat so that it buttons from right to left. Ad-

2. The daguerreotype is an image of whitish mercury amalgam on a mirrorlike surface of highly polished silver. When viewed so that a dark field is reflected, the image appears positive; when a bright field is reflected, the image appears negative.


4. Copies, identical or reversed, of two daguerreotypes in the Hawes-Stokes collection have thus far been located:
   No. 5, Henry Clay
   A collodion copy negative from a daguerreotype attributed to Mathew B. Brady, Library of Congress.
   Reversed image, unsigned: Coll. A. Conger Goodyear.
   Similar pose, probably made at the same sitting, signed on mat: Lawrence (Martin M. Lawrence, active in New York City). New-York Historical Society, New York.
   No. 27, John Howard Payne
   Reversed image, signed on back of contemporary frame: Vannerson (J. Vannerson, active in Washington).

FIGURE 4
Portrait of John Quincy Adams. Lithograph "Taken from a Daguerreotype by P. Haas," 1843. Library of Congress
am's coat is thus shown in the Metropolitan's daguerreotype.

My attempts to locate the original of the daguerreotype having failed, in the first two editions of my book The Daguerreotype in America I cautiously captioned the reproduction of the portrait "From the gallery of Southworth & Hawes."

A few years ago, I acquired quite by chance a daguerreotype of a man named Joseph Ridgway (Figure 2), presumably the representative from Ohio in Congress from 1837 to 1843. He is sitting in the very same captain's chair in which John Quincy Adams sat (Figure 3). Every detail is identical, though in reverse; the Turkey carpet, the oil lamp, the mantelpiece. Most unusually, the name of the daguerreotypist appears on the paper mat: P. Haas, Washington City, 1843.

A reattribution of the Adams portrait to Philip Haas thus seemed likely. It became certain with evidence given by Marvin Sadik in his catalogue of the exhibition Life Portraits of John Quincy Adams held at the National Portrait Gallery in 1970. Haas was a lithographer as well as a daguerreotypist: he published in 1843 a lithograph of Adams inscribed "Taken from a Daguerreotype by P. Haas" (Figure 4). The former President is seated in the same captain's chair, with the same dedicated, puritanical facial expression, but in a slightly different pose, particularly of the hands. Sadik clinches the evidence by stating that Adams noted in his diary that he sat for his portrait in March, 1843, in Haas's gallery.

Of Philip Haas we know but little. He claimed that he learned of the daguerreotype process in Paris in 1839. About 1845 he made multiple exposures on a single plate with a movable plateholder. He is listed in New York City directories as a daguerreotypist in 1846, '48, and '50-'57. He exhibited a daguerreotype "of an allegorical figure of a family man reading the paper at home" in the New York Crystal Palace Exhibition of 1853.

Was he a member of the firm of Haas & Peale, who photographed Fort Sumter and other Civil War landmarks in 1863? Milton Kaplan so suggests in the Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress, announcing the acquisition of 25 original negatives each with the names Haas & Peale scratched in the emulsion.

But the career—and especially the work—of the man who made one of the finest photographs of a President of the United States remains to be discovered.

9. He was a member of the New York State Daguerreian Association, a trade guild to protect prices, in 1851: Daguerreian Journal, 3 (1851) p. 58.
Winslow Homer's Prisoners from the Front

N I C O L A I C I K O V S K Y, J R.

Chairman, Department of Art, The University of New Mexico

"That writer who shall achieve the task of combining the truth of sober narrative with the individuality and dramatic power of fiction, will realize the idea of a true popular history."

George Perkins Marsh, The American Historical School (1847)

The criticism that greeted Winslow Homer’s Prisoners from the Front (Figure 1) on the occasion of its first exhibition at the National Academy of Design in New York in 1866, in addition to being almost universally favorable—"it is the figure picture of the exhibition," wrote The Round Table critic—was in virtually unanimous agreement in its interpretation. The critic of the New York Tribune wrote: "It is not easy to say how the two sides in our late war could have been better epitomized than in this group of three Southern prisoners brought up before a Northern officer. The leaders are contrasted, not merely without exaggeration, but one may almost say, with judicial impartiality." A writer in The Nation said: "In the greater matters of meaning and expression it is hardly to be bettered. These are real men—the officer with the star on his shoulder, the two soldiers with shouldered muskets, and the three prisoners. The Southern officer and the Northern officer are well contrasted, representing very accurately the widely differing classes to which they belong." The New York Evening Post critic ("Sordello") wrote: "There is a force in the rendering of character, and a happy selection of representative and at the same time local types of men, in Mr. Homer’s picture, which distinguish it as the most valuable and comprehensive art work that has been painted to express some of the most vital facts of our war. The more we consider Mr. Homer’s very positive work the more suggestive it is. On one side the hard, firm-faced New England man, without bluster, and with the dignity of a life animated by principle, confronting the audacious, reckless, impudent young Virginian, capable of heroism, because capable of impulse, but incapable of endurance because too ardent to be patient; next to him the poor, bewildered old man, perhaps a spy, with his furtive look, and scarcely able to realize the new order of things about to sweep away the associations of his life; back of him ‘the poor white,’ stupid, stolid, helpless, yielding to the magnetism of superior natures and incapable of resisting authority." The Round Table critic said: "It expresses, in a graphic and vital manner, the conditions of character North and South during the war." And, finally, the editor of Harper’s New Monthly Magazine wrote: "A group of rebel prisoners confront a young Union general, who questions them. The central figure of the group is a young South Carolinian of gentle breeding and graceful aspect, whose fair hair flows backward in a heavy sweep, and who stands, in his rusty gray uniform, erect and defiant, without insolence, a truly chivalric and manly figure. Next to him, on the

1. "About ‘Figure Pictures’ at the Academy," 3 (1866) p. 295.
2. July 4, 1866.
3. 2 (May 10, 1866) p. 603.
4. April 28, 1866.
right, is an old man, and behind him the very antipodal figure of the youth in front—a 'corn-cracker'—rough, uncouth, shambling, the type of those who have been true victims of the war and of the slavery that led to it. At the left of the young Carolinian is a Union soldier—one of the Yankees, whose face shows why the Yankees won, it is so cool and clear and steady. Opposite this group stands the officer with sheathed sword. His composed, lithe, and alert figure, and a certain grave and cheerful confidence of face, with an air of reserved and tranquil power, are contrasted with the subdued eagerness of the foremost prisoner. The men are both young; they both understand each other. They may be easily taken as types, and, without effort, final victory is read in the aspect of the blue-coated soldier.”

These comments vary in the amount of information or mere conjecture they supply and in the degree of patriotic fervor they display; but they all dwell, as the Nation writer put it, on the painting’s “greater matters of meaning and expression,” and, more specifically, on an admiration and evaluation of the psychological interaction between its inhabitants and their serviceability as sociological “types” that epitomized the fundamental issues of the American Civil War. This reading of the painting by Homer’s contemporary critics as essentially analytical, synoptic, and even symbolic is one that recent students of his art, such as Charles H. Caffin, Lloyd Goodrich, and Julian Grossman, have also made; all of them would agree with the latter’s assessment that the painting “is nothing short of a pictorial synopsis of the entire war.”

One can hardly quarrel with this interpretation, for that the painting discourses upon its subject in these terms is unquestionably the source of its greatness, the quality that makes it as timelessly legible and appealing in our day as it was in its own? It is, moreover, a remarkable measure of Homer’s genius that in this, his first important painting, he alone among the painters of the Civil War was able to create so summary an image of it, and more remarkable still that he did so in ways that perfectly suited its character. For it was a war, as its participants and contemporary observers were fully aware, unlike previous ones and not amenable, therefore, to inherited rules and strategies, whether military or artistic. As it was not fought according to inherited modes of military conduct, so neither could it be properly represented by the inherited conventions of military art—conventions which the Napoleonic wars of the earlier nineteenth century supplied in familiar abundance. For instance, Colonel Theodore Lyman, a particularly cultivated commentator on the war, which he observed as an aide attached to General Meade’s staff (we shall encounter him again presently in his connection with the subject of Prisoners from the Front), wrote, “Your typical ‘great white plain,’ with long lines advancing and manoeuvring, led on by generals in cocked hats and by bands of music, exist not for us,” and he found the resemblances he occasionally noticed to conventional representations of warfare unusual and incongruous; he was struck by “a great crowd of a Staff (who never can be made to ride, except in the higglety-pigglety style in which ‘Napoleon et ses Maréchaux’ are always represented in common engravings),” and he found it “curious” that a scene of combat “reminded me of one of those stiff but faithful engravings of Napoleon’s battles that one sees in European collections.”

Surely Homer was aware of this artistic type. There were copious examples of it, and, as Nadar’s satire of the battle paintings in the 1861 Salon indicates, it was still a flourishing genre in the decade in which Homer painted Prisoners from the Front. John La Farge, in recollecting his and Homer’s artistic beginnings, presumably in the 1860s, spoke of their reliance on prints, “especially the very wonderful lithographs, which gave us the synopsis of a great deal of

6. Julian Grossman, Echo of a Distant Drum: Winslow Homer and the Civil War (New York, 1974) p. 117. Charles H. Caffin, American Masters of Painting (New York, 1913) p. 75: “The painter has felt beyond the limits of the episode itself the profound significance of the struggle in which this was but an eddy, and in the generalization of his theme has imparted to it the character of a type.” Lloyd Goodrich, Winslow Homer (New York, 1944) p. 21: “The contrast between the confident, well-groomed Northern officer and his shabby, defiant Southern counterpart, the pitiable state of the other prisoners, the fine delineation of character in the bedraggled old man, the freedom from false heroics or vindictiveness, made this a moving symbol of victory tempered with sympathy for the vanquished.”
7. One contemporary writer (The Independent, April 26, 1866) spoke of it as Homer’s “truly Homeric reminiscence of the war.”
European art,” and it is not improbable that this “synopsis” included examples of military art. In whatever way or degree he had access to it, Homer was clearly familiar with its ingredients, as several of his early war illustrations indicate. But in his later work, particularly in his paintings, and above all in *Prisoners from the Front*, every trace of this mode has disappeared. This may have been because the disparity between pictorial prototype and reality was beyond reconciliation—certainly the rich photographic record of the Civil War suggests that conventional martial displays or heroics (and heroes, too) were rather the exception than the rule—or it may have resulted from an understanding, deepening to great profundity during its course, of the special and novel character of the war.

FIGURE 1

*Winslow Homer, Prisoners from the Front.* Oil on canvas, 1866. 24 x 38 inches. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Mrs. Frank B. Porter, 22.207

12. For example, the wood engravings *The War for the Union, 1862—A Cavalry Charge*, or *The War for the Union, 1862—A Bayonet Charge, Harpers Weekly*, July 5, July 12, 1862. Also, the prominent French military painters Alphonse de Neuville (1835–85) and Étienne Berne-Bellecour (1838–1910) were Homer’s close contemporaries; he shared their “devotion to documentation”: Frank A. Trapp, in Christopher Forbes and Margaret Kelly, *War à la Mode: Military Pictures by Meissonier, Detaille, De Neuville and Berne-Bellecour*, exhibition catalogue (Amherst College, n.d.) p. 8.
13. “It will not escape the notice of the observer who studies the war drawings made by Homer that he does not choose for his motives, as a rule, the customary battle scenes, with long lines of troops advancing or retreating, clouds of gun-powder smoke, heroic officers waving their swords and calling upon their men to ‘Come on!’—and all the rest of the stock material of the School of Versailles”: William Howe Downes, *The Life and Works of Winslow Homer* (New York, 1911) p. 42.
Marsh set forth in his *American Historical School* (1847): "To emphasize what was best in their tradition and national character Americans need a new kind of history," Marsh wrote, "one which would explain peculiarly American institutions. European historians dealt with the pomp and circumstance of armies and aristocracies, remote and meaningless to Americans. History for citizens of a republic should concentrate on the common man." 15

This is simply a sketch of what has been and may be said about the broadest and deepest meanings of *Prisoners from the Front*. Clearly its "greater matters of meaning and expression" have been, and continue to be, its most attractive and stimulating ones, and perhaps its most significant. Yet at the time the painting was first exhibited, and sporadically since then, another more specific aspect of its content was recognized. As the Harper's editorial writer said at the conclusion of his remarks on the painting, with an indirectness that for some reason accompanies most such references, "It will not diminish the interest of the picture if the spectator should see in the young Union officer General Barlow." 16 Far from diminishing, it should excite one's interest in the picture to know the identity of its chief figure. But it has not stimulated the writers of the major recent monographic literature on Homer sufficiently even to mention, much less to dwell upon it. 17 If this is


16. *Harper's New Monthly Magazine*, 33 (June 1866) p. 117. Even Julian Grossman (*Echo*, p. 119) will say only that "there are valid grounds for identifying the Union officer as Major General Francis C. Barlow."

17. This cannot have been because Barlow's identity was unknown to the twentieth century. Augustus Stonehouse ("Winslow Homer," *The Art Review Miscellany*, 1 [February 1887] p. 12) noted that the officer was a portrait of Barlow, though he did not elaborate. Harry B. Wehle ("Early Paintings by Homer," *The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin* [February 1923] p. 40), on the occasion of the acquisition of the painting by the Museum, not only mentioned Barlow but verified his identity and dealt with the insignia depicted in the painting. Barlow is mentioned also in the description of the picture in the exhibition catalogue *Life in America...*
because of some lingering doubt, it can easily be dispelled, for there is absolutely no question that the Union officer is in fact Brigadier General Francis Channing Barlow (1834–96).18 Not only does he resemble contemporary photographic portraits of Barlow so closely as to admit of no reasonable doubt (Figure 2),19 but Homer’s depiction accords precisely with written descriptions of him as well. For example, Colonel Theodore Lyman, who happened to be Barlow’s classmate at Harvard (Class of 1855), told of his first encounter with Barlow in the army: “As we stood under a big cherry tree, a strange figure approached; he looked like a highly independent mounted newsboy; he was attired in a flannel checked shirt; a threadbare pair of trousers, and an old blue képi; from his waist hung a big cavalry sabre. . . . It was General Barlow.”20 In _Prisoners from the Front_, Barlow’s attire is considerably more correct than that described by Lyman, but it still reveals a carelessness that was evidently one of his striking characteristics: Lyman later referred to his “costume d’été—checked shirt and old blue trousers,”21 and it is just this costume that he is wearing in a photograph showing him with General Winfield Scott Hancock, commander of the 2nd Corps, Army of the Potomac, and Generals John Gibbon and David Birney (Figure 3). Another conspicuous article of Barlow’s attire, recorded in this photograph, mentioned by Lyman, and faithfully recorded by Homer, is the big (Lyman also called it “huge”) cavalry saber that Barlow wore, although he was an infantry and not a cavalry officer; a stern disciplinarian, he liked it because, as Lyman reported, “when he hits a straggler he wants to hurt him.”22

---


21. Ibid., p. 189. Barlow’s oddities were not confined to his dress. Lyman at one time (letter of June 13, 1864, p. 158) “found that eccentric officer divested of his coat and seated in a cherry tree,” and at another (letter of July 7, 1864, p. 186) “paid a visit to Brigadier-General Barlow, who, as the day was hot, was lying in his tent, neatly attired in his shirt and drawers, and listening to his band, that was playing without. With a quaint hospitality he besought me to ‘take off my trousers and make myself at home,’ which I did avail of no further than to sit down.”

22. Ibid., p. 189. Lyman wrote elsewhere, describing the marching of Barlow’s troops, which he admired, that it was “a result due in part to the good spirit of the men, and in part to the terror in which stragglers stood of General Barlow”: “Operations of the Army of the Potomac, June 5–15, 1864,” _Papers of the Military Historical Society of Massachusetts_, V (Boston, 1906) p. 20. While Barlow was the Union (or Republican) candidate for Secretary of State in New York in 1865 the opposition press told stories “of how he permitted his men who fell out of line from exhaustion on the march from the Wilderness to be cruelly and wantonly shot”: Homer A. Stebbins, _A Political History of the State of New York; 1865–1869_ (New York, 1913) pp. 69–70. Despite his severity, and despite his casualness of manner and dress, Barlow was meticulously attentive to his men; as Henry Lee Higginson reported, “He lives with his division, goes to a piece of work or to a fight with them—sees that they have nice clean uniform camps, that they are well cared for, that they are well placed and advantageously moved in a fight. In short he minds his work thor’ly”: Bliss Perry, _Life and Letters of Henry Lee Higginson_ (Boston, 1921) p. 224.
Barlow’s youthfulness was a matter of physique as well as physiognomy: Lyman quoted the observation of a visiting French officer that Barlow “a la figure d’un gamin de Paris,”23 and he was also described as having “a slight, almost delicate form, yet as closely knit as that of a deer.”24

Homer’s depiction, or, more truly, his characterization of Barlow is obviously accurate in the highest degree. And it is not confined to Barlow’s appearance or mannerisms of dress but permeates the painting. Barlow wears the regulation uniform, and, on his shoulders, the single star of a Brigadier General in the United States Army. The Union soldiers are also dressed in regulation uniform (Figure 4), even to their shoes (Figure 5). The Confederate prisoners, too, wear what was, by the end of the war, their usual, though hardly regulation, dress (Figure 6). The escort at the right carries a white flag with a red cloverleaf. This was the insignia of the 1st Division of the 2nd Corps (Figure 7), of which Barlow was in command. The Union soldier in the center wears, according to regulation, the same insignia on his cap, beneath which is the number of his regiment, 61, for the 61st New York Volunteers, one of the units comprising the 1st Division of the 2nd Corps. The Confederate officer also wears clearly legible, though not identifiable, insignia on his right sleeve.

Homer obviously took great pains to include these details and to make them both correct and coherent. He must have done this for some purpose, for he could easily have dispensed with them. One purpose that comes immediately to mind, surely, was to represent some specific incident in the war involving General Barlow and the 2nd Corps.25

The possibility that Homer depicted a particular incident in Prisoners from the Front has never seriously been

25. However, in many of his paintings and prints of the 1860s Homer was unusually attentive to modes of dress, to the point even of a resemblance to fashion plates. This is particularly true of works like Croquet (1866) (Art Institute of Chicago), which is very like a fashion plate of the same year and same subject (Godey’s Lady’s Book, 72 [March 1866] following p. 292), Initials (1864), Long Branch (1869), or, to bring it closer home, of a military subject such as Officers at Camp Benton, Maryland (about 1861). For a parallel phenomenon among Homer’s French contemporaries, Mark W. Roskill, “Early Impressionism and the Fashion Print,” Burlington Magazine, 112 (June 1970) pp. 391–395.

Another distinctive aspect of Barlow’s appearance was his youthfulness, which led understandably to his being commonly known as the “boy General.” It is apparent in photographs of him, and Lyman referred to him as a “newsboy,” although he was thirty years old at the time. This trait, too, is visible in Homer’s painting.
entertained. Yet Henry Tuckerman, in his *Book of the Artists*, published the year after the painting was first exhibited and therefore presumably speaking with some authority, said it was an “actual scene,”26 and Homer’s friend in the 1860s, John La Farge, implied that it had a specific subject when at the end of his life he described it as “the painting of the prisoners at the front when General Barlow received the surrender of the Confederates.”27 (He implied further, in mentioning Barlow, that his presence in the picture is neither gratuitous nor incidental to its meaning.) Homer himself lent indirect support to the possibility of actuality. When he showed his work to James E. Kelly in the early 1870s, among which was at least one Civil War drawing (of Lincoln and Grant at City Point), Kelly reported that “he had a story to tell of each.”28 And Homer described an 1887 watercolor, *Two Federal Scouts*, as “drawn from life, when in advance of the Army on its last campaign, March 29th, 1865.”29 More generally, all of his Civil War work carries the flavor and conviction of actuality.

Francis Channing Barlow’s military career was a brilliant one. Although not a professional soldier—he was a lawyer by training—he rose from the rank of private, at which he elected to enlist at the beginning of the war, to Major General at its end. As part of the Army of the Potomac he and units under his command served with great distinction in the battles of Fair Oaks, Antietam (in which he was seriously wounded), Gettysburg (in which he was wounded again and left for dead),30 the bitterly fought Battle of the Wilderness, and the movement on Richmond that bloodily brought the war to its conclusion. He was, despite his eccentricities, a very gallant officer whose career was rich in heroic acts, and an attractive personality. It is not at all difficult to see why Homer painted him. But what incident from his colorful career, if any, did Homer depict?

The details of the painting itself help to limit the range of possible circumstances from which such an incident might have been drawn, for in it Barlow has

---

the rank of Brigadier General and is also clearly associated with the 1st Division of the 2nd Corps. He commanded this division only from April to August, 1864, when he relinquished his command because of illness. The subject of the painting, therefore, can only have occurred during the late spring and summer of 1864, which excludes from consideration such earlier events as those connected with the battles of Fair Oaks, Antietam, and Gettysburg. But during this period the 2nd Corps, with Barlow’s 1st Division, played a prominent role in Grant’s move on Richmond, and it ought to be among the events of this campaign—the battles of Spotsylvania Courthouse, or Cold Harbor, or the siege of Petersburg—that the subject of the painting is to be found.

There is indeed one event with which Barlow was particularly associated: the assault on the salient, the so-called “bloody angle,” at Spotsylvania Courthouse. There, on the morning of May 12, Barlow’s troops (with others of the 2nd Corps) accomplished a daring capture of the Confederate positions, the fruits of which were the taking of a division of three to four thousand prisoners, twenty-two standards, and the generals Edward Johnson and George Steuart. It was a stunning victory, one mentioned in every contemporary account of Barlow’s military exploits, and the one, more than any other, by which he became, as it was put shortly there-
after, "one of the most conspicuous soldiers of the war—one of its most heroic and romantic figures." It was so memorable that it was recalled a year later: "His capture of Gen. Edward Johnson and his entire division . . . is too recent in the story of the war to have been forgotten. It was the first substantial success of the new campaign, and Gen. Barlow was brought prominently before the people by his gallantry in these actions." At about the same time (the occasion for these remarks has a possible connection with the painting and will be considered further below), another writer spoke of Barlow as "one of the most heroic and skillful of our soldiers," and adduced as proof that "One of his achievements, the capture of a whole rebel division with its Generals at Spotsylvania, was perhaps the most brilliant single feat of the war." Barlow's fame, which was considerable, rested very largely upon the capture of numerous and prominent Confederate prisoners at Spotsylvania, and it is therefore a perfectly plausible, indeed an almost inescapable supposition that this is what the painting is about.

This supposition is enhanced by Homer's presence at the front in the summer of 1864, at which time he gathered material for *A Skirmish in the Wilderness* (Figure 8) and *Defiance: Inviting a Shot Before Petersburg* (Figure 9), both painted later that year. It must have been at this

35. "He has already made a name that the history of American Liberty will forever honor": *Harper's Weekly*, July 9, 1864, p. 445; "What general in the Union army can show a more brilliant career?": *New York Times*, September 23, 1865.
36. The suggestion in the entry on *Prisoners from the Front in Life*
of Petersburg (Figure 11), but his emaciated features reflect the wound he suffered at Gettysburg the previous summer, from which he had not fully recovered and which would compel him to resign his command in August, 1864. In other words, Homer was present at the time and in the vicinity of the assault at Spotsylvania, although he probably did not witness the event itself, and had direct access to Barlow as well.37

But the matter is not so simple. For if Homer's subject is the battle and surrender at Spotsylvania, it is a greatly distilled version of it—a ceremonial or symbolic re-enactment by five main actors of an event that involved thousands, and which is more accurately conveyed, despite its conventionalism, by the anonymous Currier and Ives lithograph of the Glorious Charge of Hancock's Division (2nd) of the Army of the Potomac at the Battle near Spotsylvania Court House, Va., May 12th, 1864 (Figure 12), or in A. R. Waud's double-page wood

37. Homer did, however, inform an official of the Union League Club, which at one time owned A Skirmish in the Wilderness, that "it was painted from sketches made on the spot at the time of the battle": (Goodrich, Homer, p. 230). Other evidence of his association with the 1st Division of the 2nd Corps at about this time is Army Boots (1865) (The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Institution), for its cloverleaf emblem can be seen on the tent at the upper right.

FIGURE 10

time, too, that he sketched Barlow's portrait (Figure 10), for not only does it appear on the verso of a sheet that also contains studies of the war-scarred landscape in America that material for this picture was gathered while Homer was attached to the 61st New York Volunteers in 1861 or, more likely, 1862, is clearly mistaken. It is possible that the officer in A Skirmish in the Wilderness carrying a long sword and bearing on his cap a red dot, which could be the badge of the 1st Division of the 2nd Corps, may be General Barlow, but he is too sketchily indicated to be sure. Defiance almost certainly depicts Confederate, not Union, positions; the gray uniforms, black banjo player, and, especially, the virtual identity between the defiant young soldier and the "cracker" in Prisoners from the Front, all indicate this. There was considerable fraternization during the siege of Petersburg, and Homer may actually have visited the Confederate side.

FIGURE 11
Winslow Homer, Landscape with Tree Stumps [Petersburg, Virginia]. Undated drawing, recto of Figure 10
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engraving, *Army of the Potomac—The Struggle for the Salient, near Spotsylvania, Virginia, May 12, 1864* (Harper’s Weekly, June 11, 1864). 38 This may have been the only way in which Homer, given his distaste for such military pageants as these, could handle this subject. But the painting cannot, at the same time, make any great claim to strict historical accuracy in so greatly transformed and abbreviated a state. Another difficulty is that the landscape setting is not at all like that of the wilderness at Spotsylvania, with its dense foliage that Homer painted in *A Skirmish in the Wilderness* (and which is sketchily indicated in the Currier and Ives *Glorious Charge* as well as Waud’s *Struggle for the Salient*) but is decidedly more like the desolate, stump-filled wasteland of Petersburg.

The supposition that the painting is about a specific event at a specific place is also challenged by what is known or can be surmised about how it was made. No single study for the picture, or, for that matter, for any of its principal figural groups has survived, although a substantial number of Homer’s Civil War sketches, some of them related to *Prisoners from the Front*, do exist. Visitors to Homer’s New York studio in the University Building early in 1866, when he was working on *Prisoners from the Front*, all describe it as densely filled with drawings and oil sketches of war subjects as well as with military artifacts. One said his walls were “crowded with drawings, and sketches in oil, of incidents and episodes of war,” 39 another mentioned “walls covered with drawings of soldiers and girls, and battles, and episodes of the camp and march,” 40 and Thomas Bailey Aldrich inventoried “A crayon sketch of camp-life here and there on rough walls, a soldier’s over-coat dangling from a wooden peg, and suggesting a military execution, and a rusty regulation musket in one corner.” 41

Although two of these visitors described *Prisoners from the Front*, upon which Homer was then at work, and which they presumably examined in his presence, neither mentioned any specific incident as its subject. There are also stories relating to this and other paintings of the time (and later ones, too) of how Homer employed live models and manikins for his figures. 42 All

38. Descriptions of the surrender accord in no way with the painting. Barlow himself, admittedly drawing on vague memory many years later (in 1879), said, “There was a little pattering of bullets, and I saw a few of our men on the ground; one discharge of artillery, that I remember, and we were up on the works with our hands full of guns, prisoners, colors”: “Capture of the Salient, May 12, 1864,” *Papers of the Military Historical Society of Massachusetts*, IV (Boston, 1905) p. 275. Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel William R. Driver wrote that “the rebel defenders surrendered after short resistance, and were immediately marched to the Federal rear and placed in charge of the provost marshal of the army”: ibid., p. 281. A method of handling prisoners shortly after battle is depicted in the lower right corner of A. R. Waud’s drawing and wood engraving, *General Barlow’s Charge at Cold Harbor, June 3, 1864*: Frederick E. Ray, *A. R. Waud, Civil War Artist* (New York, 1974) pl. 73, and *Harper’s Weekly*, June 11, 1864.


41. “Among the Studios. IV,” *Our Young Folks*, 2 (September 1866) p. 574.

42. “While Homer was painting ‘Prisoners from the Front’ and the rest of the army subjects of that period, he had a lay figure, which was alternately dressed up in the blue uniform of the Union soldier and the butter nut gray of the Confederate soldier, serving with soulless impartiality, now as a Northerner and now as a Southerner”: Downes, *The Life*, p. 55. Barlow’s son said Homer had General Nelson A. Miles, who served under his father in the war, pose for his figure in *Prisoners from the Front* (letter of April 4, 1936, Metropolitan Museum of Art Archives), which, in view of
of this strongly suggests that the picture, rather than being based on a single incident, was contrived in the studio from a number of sources, like the surviving sketches of Barlow and the Petersburg landscape, or even from material not in origin directly connected with the subject of the picture: for example, the sketch of a soldier's head which Homer used for the figure to the left of Barlow (Figure 13) has the number 28 on his cap, but in the painting this has been changed to 61, to make the figure better serve a purpose to be mentioned below.\textsuperscript{43}

This is the place for a few remarks about various sources lying outside Homer's own art or his studio practice that have been proposed for \textit{Prisoners from the Front}. John Wilmerding has recently suggested photographic affinities, if not, quite wisely, specific photographic sources, for \textit{Prisoners from the Front}.\textsuperscript{44} It would be fitting and therefore attractive in light of what has been said above of the painting's modern character to find that it had some real relationship to the modern imagery and technology of photography. But there is no substantial evidence in this case to compel one to yield to the current enthusiasm for discovering, or imagining, photographic sources. It is impossible to find among the multitude of photographs of the Civil War any directly related to the painting, nor is there mention of photographs in the descriptions of Homer's richly stocked studio. On the contrary, everything discoverable about how the painting was made points to entirely conventional procedures. These are reflected in the painting's formality of pose and composition (although this has to do also, of course, with the formal or ceremonial nature of the subject), and there is nothing about it, Wilmerding's suggestions notwithstanding, to support an assertion of photographic inspiration, for the "posed stability" that he takes to be "characteristic of photography" is in this case much more plausibly a trait of a painting confected in the studio.\textsuperscript{45}

Ellwood Parry has suggested a pictorial source for \textit{Prisoners from the Front}, Baron Gros's \textit{Capitulation of Madrid, December 4th, 1808} (Figure 14).\textsuperscript{46} The paintings

\textbf{Figure 13}

\textit{Winslow Homer, Six Studies of Soldiers' Heads}. Undated drawing, 24.3 x 29 cm. Courtesy Cooper-Hewitt Museum

\begin{itemize}
\item the survival of a sketch only of Barlow's head but none of the entire figure and, too, of the almost monstrous proportion of head to body in the painting, may be true. And Thomas Baily Aldrich told how Homer, needing a model for \textit{The Bright Side} (1865), went into the streets in search of one: "Among the Studios. III," \textit{Our Young Folks}, 2 (July 1866) p. 397.
\end{itemize}

43. The drawing \textit{Escort of a General} (Museum of Art, Carnegie Institute), unquestionably related to \textit{Prisoners from the Front}, was surely made after the painting rather than as a study for it, intended, but not used, as an illustration for post-Civil War publications. Drawings of this kind by Homer appeared in \textit{The Century}, 35 (November 1887) pp. 132, 134; (February 1888) p. 324. Abundant examples of this type of illustration can be found in \textit{The American Heritage Collection of Civil War Art} (New York, 1974).


45. Ibid. Wilmerding also speaks of "the close-up point of view, [and] the occasionally cropped or carefully framed compositions" as other attributes of Homer's photographic inspiration, but they are quite absent from \textit{Prisoners from the Front}. He also takes as a sure sign of Homer's knowledge and use of photography his \textit{Gargoyles of Notre Dame} (private collection), painted the year after \textit{Prisoners from the Front} and allegedly based directly upon Charles Nègre's 1853 calotype, \textit{Henri Le Secq at Notre Dame Cathedral} (p. 43 and ills. 2-31, 2-33). But it is obvious that the painting and its putative source are not the same: the placement and pose of the figure, the gargoyles and other architectural details, and the view of Paris are all different; for Homer's painting depicts the South Tower of Notre Dame, not the North, as does Nègre's calotype (see \textit{Le Secq's Gargoyles on the South Tower of Notre Dame}, in Eugenia Parry Janis, "The Man on the Tower of Notre Dame: New Light on Henri Le Secq," \textit{Image} 19 [December, 1976] p. 20. Janis proposes an 1853 date for Nègre's photograph on the basis of its affinities with Charles Meryon's 1853 etching, \textit{Le Stège}). It is fully within the range of possibility that Homer could have created this image unaided by
are appropriately related in subject, and there are certainly similarities in pose and arrangement. But it is difficult, first, to imagine how Homer would have had access to this painting; and, second, their apparent similarities may be as easily explained by the inherently formal nature of their subjects as by any direct contact. But what most argues against this, as against any source, is that the construction of Prisoners from the Front is so simple, so lacking in intricacies or subtleties of pictorial—as distinct from psychological or sociological—organization, that it is almost absurd to think that Homer would have needed to seek inspiration or guidance in a formal model.

It is evident that Prisoners from the Front cannot be, strictly speaking, an “actual scene.” It may have been based upon an incident that Homer actually witnessed, which his presence at the front in the summer of 1864 makes entirely possible, but it was fully recast in his New York studio more than a year later using material available to him there, at least some of which was unrelated to the episode which he created, or recreated. But if the painting is an invention or confection and not an “actual scene,” or at best a synoptic and symbolic reference to one, why did Homer take such care, well beyond what would be required to give the aroma of authenticity, to insure the accuracy of detail? And why is Barlow its protagonist instead of someone more famous or even some totally invented type?

It is interesting, and cannot be entirely beside the point, to know that during the autumn of 1865, at about the time Homer must have conceived his picture, Barlow was running for high political office, Secretary of State on the Union or Republican ticket, in New York. And it is interesting and possibly significant, too, that Homer and Barlow, who were almost exactly the same age, were friends at this time. Their friendship probably began in the winter of 1861 or the summer of 1862, when Homer, on his first visit to the front as a

FIGURE 14
Antoine-Jean Gros,
The Capitulation of Madrid, December 4th, 1808. Oil on canvas, 3.61 x 5 m. Musée du Château, Versailles

Nègre’s photograph, particularly since both painter and photographer were alike inhibited by architectural constraints in their freedom of movement and consequently in their choice of view, and in consideration of the fact, too, that Homer had earlier employed the same principle of composition in his wood engraving Great Sumter Meeting in Union Square, New York, April 15, 1863: Harper’s Weekly, April 25, 1863. That Homer in his early work for Ballou’s Weekly and Harper’s Weekly drew from photographic portraits (Van Deren Cook, The Painter and the Photograph [Albuquerque, 1972] pp. 44–45) or that he took and apparently used photographs in the 1890s cannot be taken as evidence of a similar practice in the mid-1860s.

pictorial reporter, was attached to the 61st New York Volunteer Infantry, in command of then Colonel Barlow; it was resumed in the summer of 1864 (if not before), when now Brigadier General Barlow commanded the 1st Division of the 2nd Corps.

It is therefore possible that the painting had a bearing on Barlow's campaign for political office, or that it was in some way the product of the friendship between Homer and Barlow. But the first possibility cannot be a real one, if only because the painting was not seen publicly until April, 1866, whereas Barlow had been elected the previous November. That the painting might have served a personal or private rather than public purpose is suggested, apart from the apparent friendship between the artist and his subject, by the reference, through the insignia that Homer added deliberately, to the 61st New York Infantry and thereby to the history of their friendship which dated to 1861 or 1862 when Barlow commanded that division. It is suggested also by the relatively small size of the painting, as though it had been designed for a private collection rather than for public display. Yet all of Homer's pictures of this period were small, and Barlow himself never owned the picture.

But Barlow possessed virtues that belonged in the public domain and made him, friendship aside, an appropriate and attractive subject. One of them was his celebrity. Thanks to the publicity that accompanied his campaign for political office, the gallant feats of his military career (particularly the capture at Spotsylvania) and his rise through the ranks were often rehearsed and consequently well known; he was, as one writer said, "one of the most conspicuous soldiers of the war." Another of his virtues was that, as a native New Yorker, he was a local hero for whom his fellow citizens could feel a special pride and have a special identification—a relationship that Homer understood, and underscored, by including in his picture a prominent representative of the 61st New York. It was, moreover, to a New York audience that the painting was directed in its debut in the Academy exhibition, and it is not at all fanciful to think that the young Homer, seeking his first major success as a painter, knowingly chose a locally familiar and popular, and therefore appealing, subject.

If friendship and some degree of calculation played roles in Homer's selection of Barlow, in the final analysis it was probably dictated by loftier and more disinterested motives. For Barlow was, above all, an exemplary soldier: it was widely known that he was valiant and romantic, honest and upright in character, dutiful and diligent in conduct, modest in comportment, "animated by principle," and motivated by deep moral conviction; that he was, in short, and as he was in fact described in 1865, "typical of the character of the ideal American," a living symbol of those traits which, in

47. Barlow was appointed Lieutenant-Colonel of the 61st New York Volunteers on November 9, 1861; a letter of introduction from Harper's, saying that Homer is "at present detailed for duty with the Army of the Potomac," is dated October 8, 1861 (Goodrich, Homer, p. 239). But Downs (The Life, bet. pp. 34–35) reproduces a military pass issued to Homer, dated April 1, 1862, and it may have been at this time that he first met Barlow. Barlow, according to Downs (pp. 42–43), "did everything in his power to help the young artist and to facilitate his work.”

48. Thomas Bailey Aldrich indicated that this was a function of the size of his studio: "It is remarkable for nothing but its contracted dimensions; it seems altogether too small for a man to have a large idea in. If Mr. Homer were to paint a big battle-piece, he would be in as awkward a predicament as was the amiable Dr. Primrose, when he had the portraits of all his family painted on one canvas. 'The picture,' says the good old Vicar of Wakefield, 'instead of gratifying our vanity, as we had hoped, leaned, in a mortifying manner, against the kitchen wall, where the canvas was stretched and painted, much too large to be got through any of the doors': 'Among the Studios, III,' Our Young Folks, 2 (July 1866) pp. 395–396.

49. It was purchased by John Taylor Johnston, and while owned by him was part of the United States exhibition at the Paris Exposition of 1867. It was sold to Samuel P. Avery in 1876, who, in turn, sold it to a private collector.

50. Seven companies of the 61st were recruited from New York City.

51. The devoted service and tragic death of Barlow's wife during the war added another dimension of romantic appeal. "Married upon the eve of his departure for the war, his wife shared his fortunes, and with a zeal like that of her husband in the field, this accomplished and admirable woman devoted herself to the care of the sick and wounded soldiers in the hospitals. Her duties were most arduous; her devotion unshod; and stricken at last by mortal illness in the Fredericksburg hospital, she died in July, 1864, refusing to allow her husband to know of her peril until it was too late": "General Barlow," Harper's Weekly, October 7, 1865, p. 629.

52. New York Evening Post, April 28, 1866.

53. But "tempered," the writer added, "with more modesty and greater reticence": New York Times, September 23, 1865. His comrade-in-arms Nelson A. Miles said, "His integrity of purpose,
the collective view of the North, brought it victory in war and exemplified the institutions and beliefs from which that victory stemmed.

Barlow is not, however, the only conspicuous figure in the painting. His Southern counterpart, the Confederate officer, is equally prominent, and Homer took the same meticulous care with the details of his costume and insignia as he did with Barlow’s. It has not been possible to name this officer nor to identify the military unit to which he belonged because it has not been possible to identify the insignia so conspicuously displayed on his right sleeve, and which Homer evidently found interesting and important not only because of the prominence he gave it in the painting, but because he made a diagrammatic notation of it on the same page on which he sketched Barlow’s portrait (Figure 10). If there is any possibility that the painting represents an actual incident in the war it hinges almost entirely on the decipherment of that insignia, which, given the irregular and idiosyncratic nature of Confederate insignia and uniforms at the war’s end, does not hold much promise. In fact, it apparently did not have any particular meaning for Homer’s contemporaries, for one of the painting’s critics identified the officer as a South Carolinian and another as a Virginian.

Yet if this figure (and his insignia) does not yet provide the key to the identity of the incident depicted, he may provide a key to the painting’s meaning and to Homer’s method of constructing it. For this very same figure, identical in pose and in insignia and differing only in details of costume, appears in a wood engraving after or by Homer that served as the frontispiece for John Esten Cooke’s novel *Surry of Eagle’s Nest*, subtitled *The Memoirs of a Staff Officer Serving in Virginia*, which depicts Major Surry and the book’s heroine, May Beverley (Figure 15). *Surry of Eagle’s Nest* was published in New York by Bunce and Huntington in February, 1866, only a month or so before the exhibition of *Prisoners from the Front*. The novel had a considerable success, in large part because it was the first literary work to deal with the war, although it did so with a strongly Confederate sympathy. It tells of the adventures of

---


---

**Figure 15**

Winslow Homer, frontispiece to John Esten Cooke, *Surry of Eagle’s Nest* (New York, 1866).

Wood engraving, undated

Major Surry, member of an old Virginia family and aide to the most dashing of Confederate cavalry officers, General J. E. B. Stuart, closely following in these respects the life and experiences of the author himself, who had served as an aide to Stuart. The meat of the book consists of Cooke’s first-hand descriptions of the war from the Confederate point of view; the pervasive subject is the celebration of the chivalric virtues of the South.

Yet what does the obvious similarity between the figures of Surry in the illustration and the Confederate officer in the painting actually disclose? It might reveal
the meaning of the insignia that both figures wear so conspicuously on their sleeves (and which is even more conspicuous in the illustration than in the painting). But the descriptions and circumstances of the novel are of no help in identifying it—except to indicate that it belongs to a Virginian. It might indicate that the painting is still another illustration of an episode from *Surry of Eagle’s Nest*. Yet it is not.

If the resemblance is not so precisely helpful in these respects as one might hope or expect, it does with reasonable certainty point to the source of both figures, the prototype that inspired and suffused them, and the prototype, too, that must surely have resided in the minds of Homer’s audience and served them as the instrument and standard for interpreting the meaning of his figure.

Whether the figures of Surry and the Confederate officer were based upon field sketches or were the artist’s invention is not known; there are, at any rate, no surviving drawings for them. But however they were developed the process was largely simultaneous, for, as visitors to Homer’s studio at the time noted, he was well at work on *Prisoners from the Front* in February, 1866, the same month in which *Surry of Eagle’s Nest* was published. Both figures, therefore, and not only the one in the illustration, were bred in a mind steeped in the chivalric lore of the Confederacy, which Cooke’s novel so fully, indeed fulsomely, describes, and both were designed to reflect it.

It is perhaps too much to expect that the audience for *Prisoners from the Front* would have been prepared in the same degree by a familiarity with *Surry of Eagle’s Nest*, although its date of publication and favorable reception make it entirely possible that some portion of it would carry its ideals and images in their understanding. It was not the generalized descriptions of Confederate chivalry in Cooke’s novel that supplied the clearest image of that trait of the South, however, but a historical figure, known to both North and South alike, who was its most concrete and perfect incarnation.

While the figures of Surry and the Confederate officer are nearly alike in bearing, dress, and insignia, they differ in several prominent details of costume. And while they were developed almost simultaneously, it is probable that the illustration may have slightly preceded the painting, just as the publication of the book in which it appeared preceded the exhibition of *Prisoners from the Front*. Its figure represents, at any rate, a lower order of generality than the painted figure, in the sense that it is closer to its—that is to say, their common—source of inspiration. This source is not the fictional character of Surry, but the personality upon whom Surry is so largely based, and who, in the novel, he served: General “Jeb” Stuart. Stuart was the most daring and elegant of Confederate cavalry officers, the one about whom “everything stirring, brilliant and picturesque seemed to centre . . . the cavalier par excellence.”

He was celebrated for his bold and sometimes reckless military exploits, but was marked equally by the manner, or mannerisms, of his dress—by the black ostrich-plumed hat, high leather boots, and tasseled yellow sash, all of which were not simply prominent articles of his attire but almost the attributes of his identity (Figure 16)—“the popular marks of the famous cavalier.”

They are also, of course, distinctive features of Surry’s dress in the illustration, thus strongly pointing to Stuart as Homer’s model. The figure in the painting has been shorn of Stuart’s specific attributes, thereby making the connection with him less explicit, but he nevertheless corresponds in essential terms to Cooke’s description of Stuart on the occasion of Surry’s first meeting with him: “He was a man of twenty-five or thirty, of low stature, athletic figure, and with the air of a born cavalier man. There was no mistaking his arm of the service. He was the cavalier all over . . . evidently at home in the saddle, and who asked nothing better than ‘a fight or a frolic.’” And if the figure in *Prisoners from the Front* is in no sense a portrait of Stuart, he still fully exemplifies the Confederate cavalier in large part because his entire being is shaped by and saturated with those chivalric ideals of which Stuart was the celebrated paradigm, and to which the figure of Surry, in Homer’s illustration, provides the convincing link, and


56. *Surry of Eagle’s Nest*, pp. 82–83. In *Wearing of the Gray* Cooke wrote (p. 7), “There was about the man a flavour of chivalry and adventure which made him more like a knight of the middle age than a soldier of the prosaic nineteenth century.”

57. In his obituary in the *Richmond Examiner* (quoted in the *New York Times*, May 26, 1869) he was described as “the model of Vir-
indication that the relationship was not unknown to Homer.

In the final analysis, despite the many and faithful details and the presence of at least one identifiable historical personality and the allusion to another one, which raise the possibility that Homer may have represented a specific incident in the war, those commentators who understood, and who continue to understand, the painting as an epitome of the war prove to be correct. But what they failed to appreciate were the materials from, and the deliberate, methodical process by which Homer made an image of the war that was synoptic and endowed with symbolic authority and at the same time precise, credible, and convincingly real—to the degree that it seemed to a contemporary observer to represent an “actual scene.” He achieved this effective synthesis by drawing for each major and most meaningful part of the picture upon the best exemplification of its character and meaning that he knew of and had at his disposal. For his image of Union victory he depicted, or rather alluded to, the well-known surrender of the Confederate forces at Spotsylvania. For his image of the devastations of war he used the scarred and blighted landscape of Petersburg. (This landscape, which he studied at first hand, can, in its concise evocation of the ravages of war, be taken more as a symbol than as a geographic reality, and, though it is but the background, may carry an aspect of the painting’s profoundest meaning. For if the Civil War was the instrument of fundamental change in America through its destruction of the ideals that had nurtured and justified American nationality during the first half of the century, then the obliteration of the wilderness, which was the greatest symbol of that nationality, the token of its newness and innocence, the field of its enterprise, the relic of the country’s “national infancy,”58 and the setting of those temple-groves in which at least two generations of Americans approached the deity and learned of their national destiny and purpose—this obliteration could not be more starkly figured or better endowed with symbolic meaning than in Homer’s boundless war-scarred landscape. Furthermore, Homer’s post-Civil War image and its view of the war’s consequences is strikingly different from post-bellum paintings by American artists of earlier generations, such as Church, Inness, Cropsey, Gifford, and Durand, which stress renewal or a return to ante-bellum innocence: The cleansed new world of Church’s Rainy Season in the


FIGURE 16
James Ewell Brown Stuart. Undated photograph from The Photographic History of the Civil War, IV
Tropics [1866], the fruitful promise of Inness’s Peace and Plenty [1865] [Metropolitan Museum of Art], the retrospection of Cropsey’s Valley of the Wyoming [1865] [Metropolitan Museum of Art] and Starucca Viaduct [1865], Gifford’s Twilight on Hunter Mountain [1866], and Durand’s Catskill Clove [1866] are major instances of the prevailing interpretation, against which Homer’s realistic assessment stands in marked contrast.) And, finally, for his representatives of North and South he chose the two most legible exemplifications of their respective traits that he knew, indeed, knew intimately, from reality in one case and largely from literature in the other: his friend Francis Channing Barlow, represented in the fullness of his actual rank, position, and character, and a figure derived from, though not precisely depicting, “Jeb” Stuart, as the typification of the South, and the central figure in a group composed of other no less carefully selected social types. All of these different and even disparate elements Homer fused together in his studio into an entirely plausible and deeply meaningful blend of reality and fiction, of actuality and artifice.
NOTES

More Ancient Egyptian Names of Dogs and Other Animals

HENRY G. FISCHER

Lila Acheson Wallace Curator in Egyptology, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Although I have collected only a handful of further examples since the publication of Jozef Janssen’s article on ancient Egyptian names of dogs in 1958 and my own supplement in 1961, these additions extend the chronological scope of the previous repository very considerably. In view of the fact that dogs generally shared the same names as humans, Janssen considered it strange that there seemed to be no evidence later than the Nineteenth Dynasty. The soundness of that expectation is now confirmed by three items in the following brief list. I have continued the previous sequence of numbers and, wherever possible, have referred both to that sequence and to Hermann Ranke’s Die Ägyptischen Personennamen I and II (Glückstadt, 1935/52), abbreviated PV I, II; an asterisk is prefixed in the latter case (enclosed in parenthesis if the comparison is incomplete or uncertain).


69. nfr-sm-inw ‘Ir(w)-m-bast (?). Old Kingdom. Hans Wolfgang Müller, Ägyptische Kunstwerke, Klein- funde und Glas in der Sammlung E. und M. Küfner-Truniger, Luzern (Münchner Ägyptologische Studien, Heft 5 [Berlin, 1964]) p. 57 and plate (A 90). This accompanies no. 49, another slab having been added to the piece mentioned previously.

70. ’I[t]-š. Old Kingdom. Tomb of Htp-kh[I]. Saqqara. Geoffrey Martin, The Tomb of Hetepka and Other Reliefs and Inscriptions from the Sacred Animal Necropolis, North Saqqara 1964–1973 (London, forthcoming) pl. 9 (6). I list this separately because of its incompleteness, but since 7u-ša is well known from the Old Kingdom, attested both for dogs (nos. 7, 8) and for people (PV I, p. 48 [15–17]), there seems little doubt about the restoration.

71. 7u-ša ‘Iknw. Old Kingdom relief in Cairo Museum, CG 57192, unpublished. The dog is beneath the chair of a man named ’ItI (7u-ša).

72. bhn-ḥn ‘n-b-ḥn ‘n-btmk. Twenty-sixth Dynasty Theban tomb. To be published in Manfred Bietak and Elfrieda Reiser-Haslauer, Das Grab des Anch Hor, Oberstufmester der Gottesgemahlin Nitokris (Untersuchungen der Zweigstelle Kairo des Österreichischen Archäologischen Instituts 3 [Vienna]). Under the chair of
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3. I am indebted to the author for allowing me to use this information in advance of publication.

4. As I note in my supplement (p. 153), the second of these examples (no. 8) is not incomplete.

5. I am indebted to Edna Russmann for calling my attention to this example, and to Dr. Bietak for permitting me to quote it.

173
the tomb owner, south wall of the open court. PN I, p. 63 (2, 4).

*73. \( \frac{Nfr}{\text{Ptolemaic situla in the Cleveland Museum of Art, 32.32. (Figure 1).}^6} \) R. Mond, O. H. Myers, H. W. Fairman, *The Bucechum* (London, 1934) I, p. 98; II, p. 22 (45); III, pls. 85, 161. A common name at all periods: PN I, p. 194 (1).

*74. \( \frac{Hknw}{\text{Twenty-sixth Dynasty Theban tomb 279 (Figure 2).}^7} \) Unpublished, but noted in Bertha Porter and Rosalind Moss, *Topographical Bibliography I, The Theban Necropolis, Part 1, Private Tombs*, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1960) p. 358 (10, 15). Under the chair of the owner, east and west wall of the open court. PN I, p. 257 (3).

*75. \( \frac{Hknn}{\text{Old Kingdom. Saqara tomb of Hnmu-hitp and Ny-rnh Hnmu, on the south side of the Unis pyramid causeway. To be published by A. M. Moussa in the *Archäologischen Veröffentlichungen des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo*. Compare PN I, p. 257 (6), written \( \frac{\text{Hknn}}{\text{Hknw}} \).}^8 \)

*76. \( \frac{Hjy}{\text{Old Kingdom. A. M. Blackman, *Rock Tombs of Meir IV* (London, 1924) p. 40 and pl. 15. The name is partly obliterated but seems certain. Compare Hjy, HJy, PN I, p. 274 (5, 6).}^9 \)

*77. \( \frac{Kn-Imn}{\text{Early Dyn. XVIII, temp. Amenophis I. Stela in Cairo Museum, J. 59636, from Karnak, unpublished. The dog is beneath the chair of the owner, a man named Irh-ms. See PN I, p. 334 (18), and compare the shorter New Kingdom name Kny (no. 67).}^* \)

A dog is also named on the curious Middle Kingdom monument in the Louvre published by Jacques Vandier in *La Revue du Louvre* 13/1 (1663), pp. 1–10, but the label is damaged (see his fig. 5, p. 6); just possibly it might be read \( \frac{\text{Smew-Ty}}{\text{Smws-Ty}} \) as in Jansen’s no. 19. This monument is also interesting because it represents a man holding two monkeys and three baboons\( ^8 \) on the end of leashes in addition to the dog. The baboons are similarly labeled with what appears to be names, but the names—as far as one can make them out—are very odd: one of them seems to read \( \frac{\text{Smws-ty}}{\text{Smws-ty}} \), apparently meaning “When the foreign country is pacified, the land is happy” \( (Sgrh-hjst-ti-hr(?)-nfr) \). Another is \( \frac{\text{Hs-ht}}{\text{Hs-hr}} \) “His father awaits him” \( (Wrs-ht-w-lt-f) \). A third is \( \frac{\text{Smsw-ty}}{\text{Smwty}} \) “The followers of

**FIGURE 1**

Bronze situla (photo: courtesy The Cleveland Museum of Art)

**FIGURE 2**

Detail, tomb of Pabasa, Thebes

---

6. The photograph has been generously supplied by John Cooney. As Miriam Lichtheim points out (*Journal of Near Eastern Studies* 6 [1947] p. 178), this situla can hardly be dated earlier than the Twenty-sixth Dynasty and is probably later. The border of stars at the top favors the second alternative as does the likelihood that the situla came from one of the Bucechum tombs.


Tilly (?),” which may contain the name of a place. In every case the interpretation remains highly uncertain, and the label of the man who controls the animals is equally curious; he is an imy-r mw “overseer of lions.”

Only one of the names listed here (no. 69) describes an attribute of the dog himself: it probably means “One who is fashioned as an arrow.” Although no. 71 is not attested as a human name, the first part of it is so like examples 7, 8, and 70 that it should perhaps be understood as a double appellation, ’Ikn/Ht. The name Hti is well attested for people in the Old Kingdom and ’Ikn(t) might be an ethnicon, referring to the district of the Second Cataract in Nubia.11

The present supplement adds two more theophoric names to the very few that have previously been noted. No such names are included among the forty-two that antedate the Middle Kingdom, and only one (St-’Irḥ, no. 28) has thus far been recorded from the Twelfth Dynasty. Is it only by coincidence that three theophoric names occur among the thirteen that are known from the New Kingdom and later? They include two examples mentioning divinities—ntli-m-nḥ (no. 45) “Anath Is a Defender” and Ḫn-’Imn (no. 77) “Amun Is Valiant,” as well as one that involves the reigning king

9. In any case I can hardly represent the feminine 2nd. pers. suffix since Egyptian names did not normally employ the second person, and since the caption probably belongs to a male baboon, with the female behind him, as in the parallel from Bersha. For Tilly compare, perhaps, later ḫግ∞(3) or H. Gauthier, Dictionnaire des noms géographiques VI (Cairo, 1929) pp. 49, 71.

10. In addition to PN I, p. 231 (15) see H. Junker, Gtəa XII (Vienna, 1955) p. 159.

11. The name ’Ikn/Ikn is known for people of the Middle Kingdom onward (PN I, p. 48 [15-17]; II, p. 344), and it seems likely that it did in fact refer to the Nubian region at that time; a Dynasty XXII example adds ḫ, the determinative of a foreign land. For the location of ’Inn see Vercoutter, Revue d’Égyptologie (Paris) 16 (1964) pp. 179-191, and Dows Dunham, Uronarti, Shalfuk, Mirgissa (Boston, 1967) p. 142.
FIGURE 5
Sarcophagus of a cat, Cairo Museum

(no. 72) "Psammetichus lives." This development—if such it can be called—seems rather surprising if one considers that dogs had acquired a rather pejorative aspect in addition to the favorable one they had always enjoyed. Their fawning, cringing nature was repeatedly attributed to Egypt's enemies,12 and in the Nineteenth Dynasty nothing could more effectively express the submission of those enemies to Pharaoh's rule than the statement "we are indeed thy dogs."13

Dogs are not the only animals that acquired theophoric names, however. Such names predominate among those given to the king's horses in the Ramesside battle scenes of the late New Kingdom.14 They not only include Kn-'lmm (no. 77),15 but also 'lmm-nht,16 'lmm-hrw,17 and Mry-'lmm18—all of which are known for humans (P.N I, pp. 29 [21], 30 [4], 158 [15])—as well as Mwt-hrili,19 'n·n·h·rili,20 'nh-wg·s·snb-mry-'lmm,21 'lmm-hrw-wg-n·f-p·hnt,22 'lmm-di.f-p·hps,23 and 'lmm-di.n.f-p·hps.24 The last three are clearly propitious names, intended to

13. On two pillars from Merneptah's palace at Memphis, now in the University Museum, Philadelphia.
14. The following references are to Kenneth Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Historical and Biographical I–VI (Oxford, 1968–72).
15. I, p. 22 (11); V, pp. 33 (14), 113 (15).
18. II, pp. 154 (7), 159 (2), 165 (6); V, pp. 8 (14), 12 (10), 44 (12).
20. I, p. 7 (14).
22. I, p. 7 (14).
23. I, p. 9 (10); V, p. 30 (2).
favor the king’s success in battle: “Amun Decrees Valor for Him,” “Amun, He Gives Might,” “Amun Has Given Might.” All the non-theophoric names given to horses similarly emphasize victory; although one of them—τηνηθ,25 “Great of Strength (or Victory),” was also frequently given to humans (PN I, p. 57 [24]), the others are more distinctively propagandistic: *Nhtw-m-Wst*,26 “Victory in Thebes”; *Dr-pdwt*,27 “Repeller of Foreigners”; *Pptt-h-iswt*,28 “Trampler of Foreign Countries.” These recall the name of the lion that accompanied the king on his campaigns: *Smw-htw:f*,29 “Slayer of His Foes.” This evidence doubtless explains why such names were sometimes applied to dogs in the New Kingdom; one of them, as we have seen, is attested both for a dog and a horse, and the other (no. 43) not only invokes the aid of a goddess—“Anath Is a Defender”—but occurs in the context of a battle scene, where the dog assists Ramesses II in attacking a Libyan (Figure 3).30

Finally, to round out this brief survey of the names of domestic animals, it may be noted that the name [(3)] is applied to the half-obiterated figure of a cat facing its master in an Eighteenth Dynasty tomb painting (Figure 4).31 This is either *Ngm* or feminine *Ngm[t]*, and in either case the meaning is “The Pleasant One”; both the masculine and feminine forms are well attested as names of persons (PN I, p. 215 [8, 24]). Although pet cats were represented from the Twelfth Dynasty onward,32 they are not otherwise known to have received personal names. One New Kingdom cat was so highly regarded by her master, the Memphite High Priest *Dhwty-ms*, a son of Amenophis III, that he had a limestone sarcophagus made for her, but in spite of this very special honor, she is only identified as “The Cat” (Figure 5).33

**ADDENDUM**

Thanks to a query from Bernard Bothmer, I may correct one of the entries in my previous supplement (Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 47 [1961] p. 153): in no. 60 the owner of the tomb is *Wnis-hr-lst.f*, not *Wnis-hr-lst.f*.

---

26. I, p. 8 (15); II, pp. 156 (4), 158 (4), 159 (9), 181 (5); V, pp. 16 (14), 31 (13), 44 (4), 80 (3).
29. II, p. 129 (6); also H. Ricke, G. Hughes, E. Wente, The Beit el-Wali Temple of Ramesses II (Oriental Institute Nubian Expedition I [Chicago, 1967]) pl. 15.
30. From the same source, pl. 14. It may be no accident that the dog should have been enlisted in attacking the Libyans, for dogs were used in military operations through the Libyan Desert as early as the beginning of the Middle Kingdom: see R. Anthes, “Eine Polizeistreife des Mittleren Reiches in die westliche Oase,” Zeitschrift für Ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde (Leipzig) 65 (1930) pp. 108-114. There is some evidence for the use of dogs against other foes, however, namely the painted box of Tutankhamun: C. Desroches-Noblecourt, Vie et mort d’un pharaon Toutankhamon (Paris, 1963) pl. 17.
31. From N. de G. Davies, The Tomb of Puyemré at Thebes I (New York, 1922) pl. 9. The length and shape of the tail make it almost certain that this animal is, in fact, a cat, as Davies supposes on p. 37; compare the quite different position of the dog’s tail in similar scenes of the New Kingdom: N. de G. Davies, Five Theban Tombs (London, 1913) pl. 25 (and 28); N. de G. Davies, Tomb of Two Sculptors at Thebes (New York, 1925) pl. 5.
32. Note, however, that the Eleventh Dynasty example shown by Arkell in the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 48 (1962) p. 158, is actually Twelfth, as is shown by the epithet *uym-tnh* following the name of the owner.
33. Cairo CG 5003: G. A. Reisner, Canopic, revised, annotated and completed by M. H. Abd-ul-Rahman (Catalogue Général des Antiquités Égyptiennes du Musée du Caire, Nos. 4001-4740 and 4977-5033 [Cairo, 1967]) pp. 392-394; The opposite side is illustrated by L. Borchardt, Zeitschrift für Ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde 44 (1907) p. 97. Cats are similarly designated in some other cases, but there the intention is merely to identify the species of animal: P. E. Newberry, Beni Hasan II (London, 1893) pl. 6; G. Maspero, Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philologie et à l’archéologie 2 (1886) p. 108.
And Behold, a White Horse . . .
Observations on the Colors of the Horses of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse

HELMUT NICKEL
Curator of Arms and Armor, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

“A nd I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come and see.

2. And I saw, and behold, a white horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer.

3. And when he had opened the second seal, I heard the second beast say, Come and see.

4. And there went out another horse that was red: and power was given to him that sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and that they should kill one another: and there was given unto him a great sword.

5. And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo, a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand.

6. And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine.

7. And when he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth beast say, Come and see.

8. And I looked, and beheld a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and hell followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth.”

(Revelation 6:1–8)

Though the revelation of St. John is certainly the most thoroughly studied and exhaustingly interpreted single work in the world’s literature, the detail of the color of the mounts of the Four Horsemen has received scant attention, in spite of the fact that the Vision of the Four Horsemen is one of the best known elements of the Apocalypse.

The four colors were generally accepted as means of identifying the individual riders, equivalent to the iconographical color scheme that serves for the three knightly saints, George, Theodore, and Demetrius: white horse for St. George, black horse for St. Theodore, and red horse for St. Demetrius. They also could indicate the characteristics of the apocalyptic horsemen. Thus, the crowned first horseman rides a white horse, a color usually associated with a royal steed; the sword-wielding second horseman spurs a red horse, the color of blood; the third horseman with the scales of famine sits on a gloomily black horse, and Death, the fourth horseman, comes astride a pale horse, the color of decay (Figures 1–4). There is, however, reason to believe that the colors of the four horses were influenced by a cultural complex from beyond the confines of the Mediterranean world.

In chapter 99 of the early Chinese chronicle Ts’ien


2. Strongly expressed in Luther’s translation “ein fahli Pferd”; fahli meaning “bleached out, withered (as of leaves or grass).”
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HanSu, there is a report about the “Generals in Charge of the Enforcement of Imperial Power in the Five Directions of the World” who were sent out in the Christian year 9 to collect from all officials the obsolete seals of the old Han dynasty, and to issue new seals in the name of the new emperor, Wang Mang. The five generals were spectacularly outfitted for the occasion, with a military escort of five cohorts equipped thus: the vanguard was dressed in red and rode red horses, the rear guard was in black on black horses, the left wing was garbed in blue and mounted on grays, the right wing was in white on white horses, and the center column had yellow uniforms and rode yellow horses. These five colors correspond to the five cardinal directions of Chinese cosmology: red for the South, black for the North, blue for the East, white for the West, and yellow for the Center. Harmony with the universe was the underlying principle and paramount concern of Chinese civilization. Thus, the emperor seated on his throne faced south, where the sun was brightest and highest in the heaven. Consequently, the South was considered to be the foremost of the cardinal directions, and therefore the vanguard of the “Generals in Charge of the Enforcement of Imperial Power” was clad in the red of the South direction and mounted on red sorrels. Following this pattern, North was the direction behind the throne, so the rear guard was dressed in black and had black horses. East, the direction where the sun rises, was at the throne’s left, therefore the left side was the side of honor in court ceremonial, and in military affairs the left wing took precedence. For this reason the left flank guard of the five generals was garbed in the blue of the East and mounted on grays, the closest approximation to blue in the natural color of horses. In the same way the white uniforms and horses of the right flank guard corresponded to the color of the West, and the Maya assigned red to the East, black to the West, white to the North, yellow to the South, and green to the Center.


4. The same complex of colors connected with the cardinal directions is to be found in the New World, though the distribution of the colors is different. In pre-Columbian Mexico, for instance,
the yellow of the center cohort was that of the world center.

On an earlier occasion this traditional color scheme of Chinese cosmology had been adopted by one of the enemies of the Chinese empire, in order to secure military success by complying with the order of the universe. In 201 B.C. the Han emperor, Kao, personally led a great campaign against the Hun-no, steppe nomads who had become dangerous to the borderlands under their energetic chieftain, the tan-hu Mo-tun. The wily nomad succeeded in trapping the emperor with his entire army in their encampment at Pe'-teng. During the siege, which lasted for seven days, Mo-tun had his warriors distributed throughout the encircling ring according to the colors of their horses: those on white horses at the West section, those on grays in the East, those on blacks in the North, and those on red or brown horses in the South. The finishing touch in this cosmological color scheme was that the center was occupied by the hapless Chinese army with their emperor, whose sacred color was yellow.

Interestingly enough, eight decades later, when the Han-emperors began another, this time successful, campaign against the Hung-no (121-117 B.C.), the victorious Chinese commander, Ho'-K'i- ping, bore the title P'iao-k'i-General. P'iao-k'i is the term for a yellow saddle horse with a white mane.


9. de Groot, pp. 120-144.

played a role in the names of nomad tribes and nations of Asia and eastern Europe, such as the White and Black Kumans, the White Huns, the Karakalpaks (kara=black), the Bjelo-Russians (bjelo=white)—the root of the word rds is probably “red”—and the various Sarmato-Alanic tribes, the Aorsi (ors=white) and the Roxolani (rukhs=light), famed for their “hoarfrost-colored” horses.

In the narrative scroll of the story of Lady Wen-chi, in the collections of the Museum’s Department of Far Eastern Art,11 the Hung-no prince, one of the main characters of the story, is consistently represented as accompanied by five banners in the colors of the cardinal directions: white, black, blue, red, and yellow.12 As the commander of the left (blue, or Eastern) wing of the Southern Hung-no, he rides a dappled gray (Figures 5, 6).

As might be expected, supernatural horses are subject to the same color scheme. In a study of the horse cult of the Turkic nomads of the Sajan-Altai region, the Leningrad anthropologist L. P. Potapov13 points out that the bura—ghost-horses14—painted on Siberian shamans’ drums and thought to carry the shamans on their spirit-travels through the heavens and the otherworld, are regularly of the colors of four of the cardinal directions: “roe-deer-colored” (red), gray, white, and black (Figure 7). At the same time these bura of different colors are the distinctive mounts of individual tribal spirit-beings or demons, just like the distinctively colored horses of SS. George, Theodore, and Demetrius, or the gray horse Sleipnir of the Norse god Odin.15 It is interesting that among the Siberian bura the fifth color, yellow, is not to be found. In cases where a shaman’s drum shows a fifth bura, it may be a spotted horse.16

Asiatic shamanism17 has as one of its essential features elaborate dream visions following a well-defined pattern of specific motifs, such as the swallowing of strange food (often of an intoxicating nature that may provoke the visions in the first place), views of the World Tree,

11. Published by the Metropolitan Museum, 1974: Robert A. Rorex and Wen Fong, Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute: The Story of Lady Wen-chi. The story is based upon an actual happening of about 195 A.D.
12. The banner of the Chinese envoy is shown as Imperial yellow.
14. The bura are often represented as antlered, but are nevertheless called “horses.” Compare the antlered horse masks from the tombs of Pazyryk.
15. Odin has strong shamanistic features, and he is a god of the dead, leading the spirits of the warriors killed in battle riding through the sky as the Wild Hunt, very much like the fourth horseman on the pale horse, whose “name was Death, and hell followed with him.” The eight-legged gray horse Sleipnir may be a metaphor—kennng—for the dead man’s bier carried by four men, as suggested by H. R. Ellis Davidson, Pagan Scandinavia (New York, 1967) p. 125.
and realistically experienced flight. The dreaming shaman would be aided in these events by helping spirits in the shape of fantastic animals, such as the eight-legged elk of the Tungus shamans or the spirit-horses in the four colors of the cardinal directions among the Turkic nomads of the Altai region. Similar helpers and elements appear in the visions of St. John, for instance, in the eating of the book (10:10–11), the tree of life (22:1–2), the transport through the air by the angel (17:3), the Lamb with seven horns and seven eyes (5:6), and the Four Horsemen18 on their white, red, black, and pale horses.19

If the rules of Far Eastern cosmology were applied to the order of appearance of the four apocalyptic horsemen, it would be quite different from the marching order of the military escort of the “Generals of the Five Directions of the World.” The direction West would then come first, as symbolized by the white horse, then South (red horse), North (black horse) and East (pale horse). This order goes against the course of the sun and puts the rider Death in the position of the East, in striking contrast to the Western principle, “ex oriente lux.” However, this reversal of the natural order of things would be only too appropriate for the beginning of the end of the world.

FIGURE 6
The nomads turn back. The Story of Lady Wen-chi; fifteenth picture

18. There is actually a fifth horse in Revelation (19:11–21), which is white, with his rider called Faithful and True, whose vesture was dipped in blood. This red-spotted rider offers a certain parallel to the fifth, spotted bura of the shamans’ drums.

19. In Chinese cosmology, in addition to the five colors, there were tutelary spirits assigned to the cardinal directions: the Scarlet Bird or Phoenix to the South, the Green Dragon to the East (blue and green are interchangeable in most non-European color schemes), the White Tiger to the West, and the Dark Warrior (or Black Tortoise entwined with the Snake) to the North. These spirits correspond strangely with the four beasts of the Apocalypse (4:6–8) that call forth the Four Horsemen: the one that is like a lion calls forth the white horse, the one like a calf calls forth the red horse, the one with the face of a man calls forth the black horse and the fourth—like a flying eagle—the pale horse. Thus, the color white appears associated with tiger and lion—two aspects of the same feline creature—and the color black with man and warrior. The eagle and the phoenix are again both aspects of a bird creature, though the eagle is associated with the pale horse, and the phoenix with the color red. The calf, derived from Ezekiel’s vision of the living creatures with the faces of an ox on the left side (Ezekiel 1:10), does not fit the pattern, but the green dragon of the East might be recognized in the yawning monster maw of Hell that followed the rider on the pale horse. Interestingly enough, the English text of the Confraternity-Douay Bible, used for the Museum’s publication of The Cloisters Apocalypse, calls the equus pallidus a “pale-green horse.” For information about the spirits of the Chinese cardinal directions I would like to thank my colleagues Marilyn Fu and Suzanne G. Valenstein.